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Abstract

“Plasmon” is a synonym for collective oscillations of the conduction electrons in a metal
nanoparticle (excited by an incoming light wave), which cause strong optical responses
like efficient light scattering. The scattering cross-section with respect to the light wave-
length depends not only on material, size and shape of the nanoparticle, but also on the
refractive index of the embedding medium. For this reason, plasmonic nanoparticles are
interesting candidates for sensing applications. Here, two novel setups for rapid spectral
investigations of single nanoparticles and different sensing experiments are presented.

Precisely, the novel setups are based on an optical microscope operated in darkfield modus.
For the fast single particle spectroscopy (fastSPS) setup, the entrance pinhole of a coupled
spectrometer is replaced by a liquid crystal device (LCD) acting as spatially addressable
electronic shutter. This improvement allows the automatic and continuous investigation
of several particles in parallel for the first time. The second novel setup (RotPOL) uses
a rotating wedge-shaped polarizer and encodes the full polarization information of each
particle within one image, which reveals the symmetry of the particles and their plasmon
modes. Both setups are used to observe nanoparticle growth in situ on a single-particle
level to extract quantitative data on nanoparticle growth.

Using the fastSPS setup, I investigate the membrane coating of gold nanorods in aque-
ous solution and show unequivocally the subsequent detection of protein binding to the
membrane. This binding process leads to a spectral shift of the particles resonance due
to the higher refractive index of the protein compared to water. Hence, the nanosized
addressable sensor platform allows for local analysis of protein interactions with biological
membranes as a function of the lateral composition of phase separated membranes.

The sensitivity on changes in the environmental refractive index depends on the particles’
aspect ratio. On the basis of simulations and experiments, I could present the existence of
an optimal aspect ratio range between 3 and 4 for gold nanorods for sensing applications.
A further sensitivity increase can only be reached by chemical modifications of the gold
nanorods. This can be achieved by synthesizing an additional porous gold cage around
the nanorods, resulting in a plasmon sensitivity raise of up to 50 % for those “nanorattles”
compared to gold nanorods with the same resonance wavelength. Another possibility is
to coat the gold nanorods with a thin silver shell. This reduces the single particle’s reso-
nance spectral linewidth about 30 %, which enlarges the resolution of the observable shift.

This silver coating evokes the interesting effect of reducing the ensemble plasmon linewidth
by changing the relation connecting particle shape and plasmon resonance wavelength.
This change, I term plasmonic focusing, leads to less variation of resonance wavelengths
for the same particle size distribution, which I show experimentally and theoretically.

In a system of two coupled nanoparticles, the plasmon modes of the transversal and
longitudinal axis depend on the refractive index of the environmental solution, but only the
latter one is influenced by the interparticle distance. I show that monitoring both modes
provides a self-calibrating system, where interparticle distance variations and changes of
the environmental refractive index can be determined with high precision.
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1 Introduction

Nano, a word derived from the Greek word νανoς (nanos, which translated denotes
“dwarf”), is nowadays a synonym for a whole research area - the nanosciences. One
subject of this huge research field are nano-optics, where the response of nanoparticles
to an incoming light wave is investigated. Especially noble metal nanoparticles show a
strong response, due to the possibility of an excitation of the electrons in the conduction
band to a collective oscillation, which is termed plasmon. If the frequency of the incoming
light matches the eigenfrequency of the electron-oscillation, a plasmon resonance occurs,
which leads to strong scattering and absorption of the light. Although this exceptional
optical response was not comprehended in earlier times, metallic nanoparticles were used
to produce colorful glasses since the 4th century AD (e.g. window panels in churches). A
first scientific report on the colors of metallic colloids dates back to M. Faraday (1857), but
he was not able to give a qualitative explanation on the optical properties of the nanopar-
ticles. These theoretical calculations were afterwards performed by G. Mie (1908), who
solved Maxwell’s equations. Later, R. Gans (1912) extended this theory, allowing to cal-
culate the optical properties not only for spherical particles but also for spheroidal shaped
ones. This theory explains the increase of the resonance wavelength with respect to the
particles’ elongation. Therefore, by varying the particles’ elongation, the plasmon reso-
nance of nanoparticles is tunable and covers the range of the visible spectrum for gold
and silver, making these particles ideal samples for optical investigation.
Despite the very small size of nanoparticles, it is possible to investigate single nanopar-
ticles optically due to their very efficient light scattering properties. For this purpose,
a transmission light microscope in dark-field modus is used, where single nanoparticles
appear as bright spots on a black background. A spectral investigation of these nanopar-
ticles enables, for example, the observation of changes in the particles’ morphology or to
use nanoparticles as sensors in volumes on the attoliter scale, since the resonance wave-
length is influenced by the properties of the local environment.
In microscope systems used until now, one single nanoparticle had to be positioned in such
a way, its scattered light was imaged onto the entrance pinhole of a coupled spectrometer.
Investigations of further particles was performed by their subsequent manual positioning.
However, this approach is very time consuming and therefore obtaining statistics on many
particles is impracticable. Furthermore, a continuous observation of several particles in
parallel is not possible. For this reason, I developed a novel fast single particle spec-
troscopy (fastSPS) setup, measuring automatically the spectra of all particles in the field
of view with the possibility to monitor up to 30 particles continuously at the same time.
I used this novel setup for different investigations, e.g. to monitor the scattering spectra
of nanoparticles during their growth process to obtain a further understanding of this
mechanism. In another experiment, I applied membrane coated nanoparticles as sensors
to investigate protein-membrane binding interactions. Furthermore, I showed that addi-
tional chemical modifications on gold nanorods result in a plasmonic sensitivity increase
on refractive index changes.

1



2 Introduction

A second setup was developed (RotPOL), which measures the polarization of the scat-
tered light of nanoparticles with different morphologies. In polarization dependent single
particle studies until now, a polarization filter was rotated stepwise by hand and the
scattered light was measured therefore at several angles of the polarizer. Naturally this
approach is unsatisfying and therefore an automatization was desired, which is realized by
a motor-driven rotating wedge-shaped polarizer, while the spectral information is gained
by using a variable wavelength filter. This setup gives new insights into the polarization
anisotropy of differently shaped nanoparticles.

This work is organized as follows:
Initially, I will present theories and simulation methods to calculate the optical response
of differently shaped particles to an incoming light wave and I will show some results
obtained by various calculations (chapter 2). For example, I show a dependency of the
resonance wavelength on the particles’ shape and material, on the refractive index of the
medium and on the interparticle distance for two coupled gold nanospheres.
Chapter 3 will present the methods to synthesize the nanoparticles used during the pre-
sented work (i.e. gold nanorods and subsequent procedures to coat these particles with
a silver shell or a porous gold cage and silver particles like cubes, rods and triangles).
To characterize the particles, different analytical methods (e.g. extinction spectroscopy,
darkfield microscopy, transmission electron microscopy) are available, which will be pre-
sented in chapter 4.

Subsequently, in chapter 5, I will present two novel spectroscopy approaches: the fast sin-
gle particle spectroscopy (fastSPS) setup, where the entrance pinhole of the spectrometer
is replaced by a liquid crystal device (LCD) acting as an addressable shutter. This ap-
proach allows to investigate automatically all particles in the field of view and additionally
offers the possibility to monitor the scattering spectra of up to 30 nanoparticles continu-
ously in parallel. The second novel setup (RotPOL) enables the automatical investigation
of the polarization anisotropy of non-spherical particles by a motor-driven rotation of a
wedge-shaped polarizer.

The following chapters will present results of experiments performed on these novel se-
tups. A study on the growth of single gold nanoparticles will be presented in chapter 6,
reporting on the preferentially growth of the short axis in a second step of the nanopar-
ticle growth process. Additionally, a transfer function will be derived, which converts the
measured single particle spectra into a particle geometry.

Chapter 7 will specify results of experiments where gold nanorods are used as sensors to
detect protein binding onto a membrane by measuring the resulting spectral shift. Fur-
thermore it will be shown that even different functionalizations of the membranes can be
distinguished, since the evoking spectral shifts are varying.

The sensitivity on changes in the refractive index of the environment depends on the
particles’ aspect ratio. Therefore I will perform in chapter 8 theoretical and experimental
investigations and present the existence of an “optimal” aspect ratio. Furthermore, I will
introduce a novel quantity (i.e. FOM∗) allowing to compare the sensitivity of nanostruc-
tures with even complex shaped resonances.
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As shown, the sensitivity on refractive index changes of gold nanorods can be optimized
but has a given limit. Therefore an additional improvement has to be achieved by chem-
ical modifications of the gold nanorods. I will show in chapter 9 that the fulfillment of
further increase of the plasmonic sensitivity can be achieved by either a thin silver shell
coating or by growing an additional porous gold cage.

The presented coating of a thin silver shell around gold nanorods is evoking another im-
provement: the linewidth of the extinction spectrum is narrowed due to a change in the
function connecting the particles’ shape and its appropriate resonance wavelength. This
change I term “plasmonic focusing” will be discussed in chapter 10.

In chapter 11 I will introduce a sensing approach consisting of two spherical particles.
While the resonance wavelength of the longitudinal axis depends on the interparticle
distance and the refractive index of the environment, the resonance wavelength of the
transversal axis depends solely on the refractive index. Hence, with this sensor the inter-
particle distance can be determined even if the the refractive index of the local environ-
ment is not known.

Finally (chapter 12) I will give a short summary of the present thesis.





2 Light-Scattering and -Absorption
of Nanoparticles

To understand the optical response of nanoparticles to the incident light, a theoretical de-
scription is needed, which is given in this chapter. In a first approximation, these optical
properties can be described using a quasi-static model, which assumes a particle-size much
smaller than the wavelength of the light. The derivation of the polarizability of a sphere,
which describes its optical properties, and further extensions for spheroidal, rod-shaped
and coated particles are given in chapter 2.2. Gustav Mie calculated an exact analytical
description of the optical properties for spherical particles, which is briefly summarized
in chapter 2.3 for uncoated as well as for coated spheres. For particles with an arbi-
trary shape, numerical methods have to be used to calculate their optical properties. In
chapter 2.4 I describe two different simulation methods (discrete dipole approximation
and boundary element method) used in this thesis. The obtained theory and simulation
methods are used to investigate various parameters influencing the scattering spectrum
of nanoparticles (chapter 2.5), like the particles’ shape and the consisting material. For
gold nanorods the resonance position is calculated in dependency of the refractive index
of the embedding medium, as well as for different water temperatures. Furthermore, the
influence of a substrate (nanoparticles are often immobilized on) is investigated and an im-
pression of the scattering cross-sections of gold nanoparticles compared to silica-spheres is
gained. Additionally, the resonance wavelength and optical response of a dimer consisting
of two spherical gold nanospheres is calculated for different interparticle distances.

2.1 Introduction

In general there exist two possibilities for the light interacting with a nanoparticle: either
it is scattered or it can be absorbed by the particle. These two optical properties of the
nanoparticle are described by the frequency dependent cross-sections Csca and Cabs, which
allow the calculation of the amount of scattered and absorbed light, respectively:

Isca =
I0(ω)

A
·Csca, Iabs =

I0(ω)

A
·Cabs (2.1)

I0(ω)/A: light intensity per area the particle is irradiated with

The amount of the transmitted light Itrans is then: Itrans = I0−(Isca+Iabs), where the sum
in the brackets is also denoted as the extinction (with Cext = Csca + Cabs). Usually the
cross-sections are normalized to the effective particle cross-section (e.g. πr2 for a sphere
with radius r, or π(a · b2)2/3 for a spheroid with a short and a long semiaxis a and b,
respectively), which results in the efficiencies Qsca, Qabs and Qext.
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6 2. Light-Scattering and -Absorption of Nanoparticles

2.2 Quasi-Static Approximation (QSA)

The first qualitative scientific studies on the optical properties of metallic colloids date
back to Michael Faraday in 1857 [Faraday, 1857]. However, he was not able to give
a theory on the optical properties of the particles, which was afterwards performed in
a first approximation by Lord Rayleigh in 1871 [Strutt, 1871a, Strutt, 1871b, Strutt,
1871c, Rayleigh, 1899]. He assumed a particle, which is much smaller compared to the
wavelength of the incident light. Therefore the assumption of a constant electromagnetic
phase through the whole particle can be made. This has the advantage that simple electro-
statics can be used to calculate the optical properties of those small particles.
The scattering Csca and absorption cross-section Cabs in SI-units are then given by [Bohren
& Huffman, 1983]:

Csca =
k4

6πε20
|α|2 , Cabs =

k

ε0
= (α) (2.2)

k = 2π
√
εm/λ: wavevector

εm: dielectric function of the embedding medium
λ: wavelength of the light in vacuum
ε0 = 8.854 · 10−12 As

Vm : vacuum permittivity

α: polarizability of the particle
[
Asm2

V

]
2.2.1 Derivation of the Polarizability

For the calculation of the scattering Csca and the absorption cross-section Cabs of nanopar-
ticles, the polarizability α of the particle is needed according to equations 2.2. Here I want
to give the derivation of the polarizability for a spherical nanoparticle within the quasi-
static-approximation [Greiner, 1991, Nolting, 1997].
In contrast to a gas, where the molecules have a large distance between each other and
therefore the electric polarization of a single molecule is not influenced by neighbored
molecules, in a solid state the calculation of the polarization of a lattice-atom has to take
the interaction between neighbored atoms into account. The electric polarization of a
lattice atom depends in this case not only on the external electric field, but also on an
additional field occurring from the polarization of the remaining atoms in the particle.
The local electric field ~Eloc at the position of a single selected lattice atom has three parts:

~Eloc = ~Eext + ~Einter + ~EL (2.3)
~Eext: external electric field
~Einter: electric field, due to the electrostatic interaction of neighboring lattice atoms
~EL: electric field, due to polarization of atoms in the remaining crystal

The electric field ~Einter depends on the crystal structure. Assuming a cubic lattice, where
all atoms have their dipole moment in the direction of the external electric field, it can
be shown that the contributions of all atoms cancel out and therefore [Nolting, 1997]:

~Einter = 0 (2.4)
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Figure 2.1: To calculate the total local electric field ~Eloc at the position of one single
lattice atom A the electric field ~EL due to the polarization of the remaining atoms in the
particle has to be added to the external electric field ~Eext. For this purpose a spherical
volume with radius R around A is examined, which contains no other atoms except the
selected one. ~EL creates a surface charge σdF on the surface of the spherical volume with
the normal vector ~n.

To calculate ~EL (also named Lorentz-field), a spherical volume around one single selected
lattice atom is examined. This volume implies two assumptions: the arrangement of
the dipoles outside the spherical volume is continuous and the volume itself contains no
further atoms except the selected one. The charges on the surface of the spherical volume
create thus the electric field ~EL at the position of the lattice atom (Figure 2.1).
The external electric field ~Eext causes a parallel polarization ~P , which creates on the
surface of the spherical volume a surface-charge density σ according to:

σ = ~P ·~n = −P cosϑ (2.5)

ϑ: angle between examined surface element and direction of ~Eext

~n: normal vector of the surface element, pointing into the center

In a small part of the surface dF the surface charge q is therefore σ dF , and its electric
field according to Coulomb’s law is:

E =
1

4πε0

q

R2
=

1

4πε0

σ dF

R2
(2.6)

R: radius of the spherical volume

The part in the direction of the external electric field ~Eext is:

~E =
1

4πε0

σ dF

R2
cosϑ ·~ez (2.7)

Integration around the whole surface of the spherical volume and subsequently inserting
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equation 2.5 leads to:

~EL = −
∮

~E = − 1

4πε0

∮
σ dF

R2
cosϑ ~ez = +

1

4πε0

∮
dF P

R2
cos2 ϑ ~ez (2.8a)

=
1

4πε0

∫ 2π

0

dϑ

∫ π

0

dϕ
P

R2
cos2 ϑ sinϑ R2 ~ez (2.8b)

=
1

4πε0

∫ 2π

0

dϑ

∫ π

0

dϕ P cos2 ϑ sinϑ ~ez (2.8c)

=
1

4πε0
P 2π

[
−cos

3ϑ

3

]π
0

~ez (2.8d)

=
1

3ε0
P ~ez (2.8e)

Since a positive charge σ dF creates a field component in negative z-direction at the
position of the examined lattice atom, the equation 2.8a needs a negative prefix.
For the calculation of the polarizability α the following definition has to be used:

~P = Nα~Eloc (2.9)

N : number of dipoles per volume V

This equation can be converted by inserting the equations 2.8e and 2.4 into equation 2.3:

~P = N α ( ~Eext +
1

3ε0
~P ) (2.10)

and can be solved for ~P :

~P =
N α

1− 1
3ε0
N α

~Eext (2.11)

Using now the definition of the dielectric susceptibility χ:

~P = ε0 χ ~Eext (2.12)

equation 2.11 can be written as:

~P =
N α

1− 1
3ε0
N α

~P

ε0 χ
(2.13)

Canceling out ~P and solving the equation to χ leads to:

χ =
N α

ε0 − N α
3

(2.14)

The dielectric susceptibility χ is connected with the relative dielectric complex constant
εr via:

εr = 1 + χ (2.15)

while εr is defined as:
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εr = ε
′

r + iε
′′

r = εp/εm (2.16)

εp: dielectric function of the particles’ material
εm: dielectric function of the embedding medium

In the case of one particle, the whole particle can be considered as a single dipole, and
therefore the number of dipoles per volume is: N = 1/V , where V is the particle volume.
Together with equation 2.15, equation 2.14 can be transformed into the Clausius-Mossotti
relation:

α = 3ε0V
εr − 1

εr + 2
(2.17)

Using the equations 2.2, the scattering and absorption cross-sections can be transformed
into:

Csca =
k4

6π

(
3V 2

) (ε′r − 1
)2

+ ε
′′2
r

(2 + ε′r)
2 + ε′′2r

, Cabs = 3kV
3ε

′′
r

(2 + ε′r)
2 + ε′′2r

(2.18)

Relation of Refractive Index to Dielectric Function

The dielectric function ε = ε
′
+ iε

′′ of a material contains a real part ε′ and the imaginary
part ε′′ (see equation 2.16). However, the optical properties of materials are often given
in the complex index of refraction ñ [Johnson & Christy, 1972]:

ñ = n+ iκ (2.19)

n: refractive index, defined as the ratio between the speed of light in vacuum
and the phase velocity of light in that medium

κ: extinction coefficient, connected to the amount of absorption

(Note that the sign of the complex part is a matter of convention.)
Since the relation of the complex refractive index ñ and the dielectric function ε is defined
as ε = ñ2, the real and imaginary part of ε can be calculated according to:

ε
′
= n2 − κ2, ε′′ = 2 ·nκ (2.20)

The backtransformation can be performed by:

n = ±

√√
ε′2 + ε′′2 + ε′

2
, κ = ±

√√
ε′2 + ε′′2 − ε′

2
(2.21)

2.2.2 QSA for Nano Spheroids

The derivation of the polarizability α was performed for spherical particles. However,
within the quasi-static approximation the optical properties of ellipsoidal particles (de-
scribed by three semiaxes (a ≥ b ≥ c)) can also be calculated, if a geometrical factor is
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introduced. This extension was performed by R. Gans [Gans, 1912], who determined the
polarizability αi of a spheroid along the axis i according to [Bohren & Huffman, 1983]:

αi = V ε0
εr − 1

1 + Li(εr − 1)
(2.22)

Li: geometrical factor related to the examined axis

The relationship existing for an ellipsoid is: La+Lb+Lc = 1 [Osborn, 1945] and therefore
for spheres accounts to La = Lb = Lc = 1/3, which recovers in this case equation 2.17.
For spheroidal particles Li is given by [Myroshnychenko et al., 2008]:

Li =
a · b · c

2

∫ ∞
0

1

(s+ l2i )
√

(s+ a2)(s+ b2)(s+ c2)
ds (2.23)

li: length of the examined axis (a, b or c)

However, of particular interest are the shapes having two axes with the same length
(named spheroids), either prolates (a ≥ b = c) or oblates (a = b ≥ c). For a prolate
particle the geometrical factor is [Kooij & Poelsema, 2006]:

La =
1− e2

e2

(
−1 +

1

2e
ln

1 + e

1− e

)
(2.24)

Lb = Lc =
(1− La)

2
(2.25)

e =
√

1− b2/a2: eccentricity.

It was found that the geometrical factor La of the long axis for prolate particles can be
approximated (for 1 ≤ AR ≤ 19) by following equation [Sönnichsen, 2001]:

La =
(

1 +
a

b

)−1.6

(2.26)

For oblate (pancake shaped) spheroids with a = b ≥ c the geometrical factors are given
by [Bohren & Huffman, 1983]:

La = Lb =
g(e)

2e2

[π
2
− arctan g(e)

]
− g2(e)

2
(2.27)

Lc = 1− 2 ·La (2.28)

where g(e) is given by:

g(e) =

(
1− e2

e2

)1/2

, e2 = 1− c2

a2
(2.29)

Similar to the fit-equation 2.26 describing the geometrical factor of the long axis for
prolates, this value can also be approximated for oblate spheroidal particles in respect of
the aspect ratio AR (i.e. a/c) for values 1 ≤ AR ≤ 10 according to (Figure 2.2):

La = Lb = 0.647 · (1 + AR)−0.92 (2.30)
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Figure 2.2: The geometrical factor La and Lb of the long axis of a oblate shaped spheroid
can be described by the simple approximation of equation 2.30 (blue line). The red dots
mark the exact values calculated by equation 2.27.

Inserting equation 2.22 into the equations 2.2 with the appropriate values for the geo-
metrical factor reveals the scattering and absorption cross-section for spheroidal shaped
particles in the quasi-static approximation. A result which can be derivated from these
calculation is, that an increase of the aspect ratio (long axis / short axis) of the particle
leads to a higher resonance wavelength (equipollent to a decrease of the resonance energy)
of the long axis.

2.2.3 QSA for coated spheroids

The nanoparticles used in this work are often coated with a shell having a different
dielectric function than the embedding medium. For example silver coated gold nanorods
in aqueous solution were synthesized and it was shown, that the resonance wavelength
and the single particle linewidth are decreasing due to this coating (chapter 3.2 and 9.2).
Another application was to coat gold nanorods in water (n = 1.33) with a membrane,
having an assumed refractive index of n = 1.5, which leads to a redshift of the plasmon
resonance (chapter 7). A first approach to simulate these particles would be to use
an “effective” dielectric function, which is a mixture of the dielectric functions of the
particle and the coating material. However, core-shell particles show a completely different
spectrum compared to alloyed particles [Kim et al., 2002]. Therefore, a theory on the
core-shell particles is needed for further understanding of their spectra. For a coated
prolate spheroid with the total length of the semiaxis (a2 ≥ b2 = c2) and a core size of
(a1 ≥ b1 = c1) the polarizability in the quasi-static approximation is given by [Liu &
Guyot-Sionnest, 2004]:

αi = ε0V
′

ν
{

(εs − εm)
[
εs + (εp − εs)

(
L

(1)
i − fL

(2)
i

)]
+ fεs (εp − εs)

}
[
εs + (εp − εs)

(
L

(1)
i − fL

(2)
i

)] [
εm + (εs − εm)L

(2)
i

]
+ fL

(2)
i εs (εp − εs)

(2.31)

V
′
= 4

3
π a2 · b2 · c2: total volume of the particle

f = (a1 · b1 · c1)/(a2 · b2 · c2): fraction of particle volume occupied by inner spheroid
εs: dielectric function of the shell material
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and with the geometrical factors Lki (with k = 1, 2):

Lki =
1− e2k
e2k

(
−1 +

1

2ek ln 1+ek

1−ek

)
(2.32)

ek =
√

1− (b2k)/(a
2
k): eccentricity.

In the case of no coating of the spheroid, this equation reduces to equation 2.22.
For spherical particles this equation can be simplified, since the geometrical factor is
Lki = 1/3 for any case (i = 1, 2, 3 and k = 1, 2). Therefore the polarizability for a sphere
with a total radius of r2 and an inner radius of r1 can be displayed as [Myroshnychenko
et al., 2008]:

α = ε03V
′ (r2/r1)

3 (2εs + εp) (εs − εm)− (εs − εp) (2εs + εm)

(r2/r1)
3 (2εs + εp) (εs + 2εm)− 2 (εs − εp) (εs − εm)

(2.33)

which recovers equation 2.17 in the case of no coating.

2.2.4 Extension for Gold Nanorods

As shown in equation 2.22 the polarizability α of a spheroid could be analytically cal-
culated by implementing a geometrical factor L, which enables the determination of the
optical properties with respect to their aspect ratio AR. However, the gold particles I used
in the present work are described more precisely by a rodshape. Since these differences
in the particles’ shape lead already for particles with the same aspect ratio to a change
in the plasmon resonance spectrum, an appropriate extension for nanorods is necessary.
However, the polarizability α of rodshaped nanoparticles could not be performed analyti-
cally, therefore Prescott and Mulvaney simulated the extinction spectra of gold nanorods
numerically by the discrete dipole approximation (DDA, chapter 2.4.1) and determined
the appropriate geometrical factors L by fit-functions [Prescott & Mulvaney, 2006].
While in the quasi-static approximation the absolute size of the particles is not consid-
ered, the spectra determined by the DDA depend on this factor. For this reason the
values for L obtained within this numerical way varies for rods with different diameters.
Furthermore, Prescott and Mulvaney found out that also the morphology of the endcaps
of the rods influences the resonance. Therefore they calculate the eccentricity e of the
endcap according to following equation, where the endcap structure is described by the
dimensions d and b as shown in Figure 2.3a:

e =

√
1− d2

b2
(2.34)

within the limits of a spherical endcap morphology (e = 0) and no endcaps (i.e. just a
cylinder, with e→ 1).
They found out that for rods with varying aspect ratio AR but with fixed diameter and
eccentricity the geometrical factor can be described by a quadratic polynomial:

1− L
L

= c1 ·AR2 + c2 ·AR + c3 (2.35)
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Figure 2.3: a) Scheme of the particle morphology for a rod with an ellipsoidally shaped
capped cylinder. The eccentricity e is calculated by: e2 = 1−d2/b2, with the limits of a rod
with spherical endcaps (e = 0) and no endcaps (i.e. just a cylinder, with e→ 1). b) The
resonance wavelength in respect to the aspect ratio for spheroidal gold nanoparticles is
represented by the blue line. For gold nanorods having endcaps with an eccentricity
0 < e < 1 the resonance wavelength is displayed by the grayish area. The solid black
lines represents resonances for eccentricity values of (e = 0, 0.5, 0.8, 0.95, 1) according to
table 2.1.

The constants (c1, c2, c3) for a rod with b = 10 nm and different endcaps can be found
in Table 2.1 (values for rods with a different radius b are listed in reference [Prescott &
Mulvaney, 2006] and in [Prescott & Mulvaney, 2008]).
The calculated resonance wavelengths for rods in aqueous solution with different endcap
morphologies are shown in Figure 2.3b. It can be seen, that for a constant aspect ratio
the resonance wavelength increases, if the eccentricity of the endcap becomes larger. For
comparison the resonance wavelengths of spheroidal shaped gold nanoparticles are also
plotted, which are consistently smaller than the resonances of the rodshaped particles
with the same aspect ratio.
The values for the geometrical factor can also be used for the calculations for gold nanorods
coated with a thin silver shell. For this purpose the geometrical factor of the spheroid in

morphology endcap c1 c2 c3

e = 0 0.4532 2.0100 -0.3072
e = 0.5 0.4495 2.0856 -0.2903
e = 0.8 0.4420 2.2417 -0.2489
e = 0.95 0.4378 2.3786 0.0144
e = 1 0.4473 2.4262 0.6937

Table 2.1: Quadratic parameters to fit the geometrical factors for a b = 10 nm radius
(i.e. 20 nm in diameter) gold nanorod with different endcaps, which are described by the
eccentricity e. The geometrical factor L can be calculated then via equation 2.35. Values
for rod with different diameter are listed in reference [Prescott & Mulvaney, 2006] and in
[Prescott & Mulvaney, 2008].
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equation 2.22 has to be replaced with the appropriate geometrical factor of gold rods. For
this reason the spectrum of gold nanorods with known aspect ratio (from TEM images)
was calculated with a matching geometrical factor. Afterwards a thin silver shell was
grown on the rods and its thickness was determined again by TEM. Using equation 2.31
with the same geometrical factor to calculate the spectrum of the bare gold nanorods, the
observed spectrum of the silver coated gold nanorods could be reproduced (chapter 10.5).

2.3 Mie-Theory

However, the quasi-static approximation assumes a constant electric field in the particle,
which is reasonable for particles much smaller compared to the wavelength of the light.
For larger particles, the electric field of the electromagnetic wave is not constant any more
and the retardation effect takes place. Particularly, opposite charges are separated over
the particle’s diameter (in dipole mode). Due to the finiteness of the speed of light, a
change in one end of the particle leads to a reaction in the opposite end with a certain
phase delay. Consequently, the period of one mode oscillation increases to accommodate
this delay, which leads to a redshift of the resonance wavelength. Since the phase delay
depends on the separation distance of the charges and thus on the diameter of the particle,
the redshift is larger for increasing particle size (Figure 2.4). For spherical gold particles
the resonance wavelength can be approximated in dependency on the particles diameter
d (in the range 10 ≤ d ≤ 150 nm) according to following equation (Figure 2.4):

λres [nm] = 529.8 [nm] + 8.3 · 10−4 · (d/[nm])2.37 [nm] (2.36)

Furthermore, the quasi-static approximation neglects that the electromagnetic field cannot
penetrate beyond a certain depth inside the metal (so-called skin-depth, about 15 nm for
gold in the visible range of the light), which also effects the resonance of the particle
[Myroshnychenko et al., 2008].
An exact analytical calculation of the optical properties for spherical particles was found
by Mie [Mie, 1908], who solved Maxwell’s equations [Maxwell, 1865] in spherical coor-
dinates. He calculated for the scattering and the extinction cross-sections [Bohren &
Huffman, 1983] for a sphere with radius r:

Csca =
2π

k2

∞∑
l=1

(2l + 1)(|al|2 + |bl|2) (2.37)

Cext =
2π

k2

∞∑
l=1

(2l + 1)Re(al + bl) (2.38)

k = 2π
√
εm
λ

: wave vector
λ: wavelength of the electromagnetic wave

and an, bn are the Mie coefficients, which are calculated by:
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Figure 2.4: The resonance wavelength of gold nanospheres depends on the particles’
diameter due to retardation. This effect occurs since the speed of light is finite, and
changes in one particles end leads to a reaction in the opposite end with a certain phase
delay, which leads to a redshift of the resonance wavelength. The spectra are calculated
using Mie’s theory and can be fitted by equation 2.36.

al =
mψl(mx)ψ

′

l(x)− ψl(x)ψ
′

l(mx)

mψl(mx)ξ
′
l(x)− ξl(x)ψ

′
l(mx)

(2.39)

bl =
ψl(mx)ψ

′

l(x)−mψl(x)ψ
′

l(mx)

ψl(mx)ξ
′
l(x)−mξl(x)ψ

′
l(mx)

(2.40)

m =
√
εr = np/nm: relative refractive index of the particle

x = 2π
√
εmr/λ: size parameter

ψl and ξl: Riccati-Bessel functions

While l = 1 describes the dipole mode of the resonance, l = 2 calculates its quadrupole
mode. Consequently larger l-values describe modes of higher order.

For small radii an approximation for the polarizability can be obtained, which includes
in contrast to Rayleigh’s approximation given in equation 2.17 the retardation effects
[Myroshnychenko et al., 2008]:

αMie = 3ε0V
1
εm
− 0.025 (εr + 1) θ2

1
εm

εr+2
εr−1
− 0.25 (0.1εr + 1) θ2 − i√εm 2

3
θ3

(2.41)

θ = 2πr
λ
: size Parameter

r: radius of the sphere

The second term of the denominator is the correction for the dipolar plasmon shift due to
the retardation effect. The third-order term is pure imaginary and represents the radiative
loss [Kuwata et al., 2003]. For θ = 0 the electrostatic limit in the Rayleigh scattering
given by equation 2.17 is recovered. The scattering and absorption cross-sections can then
be calculated by inserting αMie into equation 2.2.
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2.3.1 Mie theory for coated spheres

The Mie theory also allows to calculate the scattering and extinction cross-sections for
coated spheres, which includes in contrast to equation 2.33 the consideration of retardation
effects and the skin-depth. For a sphere with a total radius r2 and a spherical core with
radius r1, where the shell is homogeneous and of uniform thickness, the cross-sections can
be calculated by equations 2.37 and 2.38 but in this case with the Mie coefficients given
by [Kim et al., 2002]:

al =
ψl(y)

[
ψ
′

l(m2y)− Al χ
′

l(m2y)
]
−m2ψ

′

l(y) [ψl(m2y)− Al χl(m2y)]

ξl(y)
[
ψ
′
l(m2y)− Al χ

′
l(m2y)

]
−m2ξ

′
l(y) [ψl(m2y)− Al χl(m2y)]

(2.42)

bl =
m2ψl(y)

[
ψ
′

l(m2y)−Bl χ
′

l(m2y)
]
− ψ′l(y) [ψl(m2y)−Bl χl(m2y)]

m2ξl(y)
[
ψ
′
l(m2y)−Bl χ

′
l(m2y)

]
− ξ′l(y) [ψl(m2y)−Bl χl(m2y)]

(2.43)

where

Al =
m2ψl(m2x)ψ

′

l(m1x)−m1ψ
′

l(m2x)ψl(m1x)

m2χl(m2x)ψ
′
l(m1x)−m1χ

′
l(m2x)ψl(m1x)

(2.44)

Bl =
m2ψl(m1x)ψ

′

l(m2x)−m1ψl(m2x)ψ
′

l(m1x)

m2χ
′
l(m2x)ψl(m1x)−m1ψ

′
l(m1x)χl(m2x)

(2.45)

m1 =
√
εr1 = np/nm: relative refractive index of the core

m2 =
√
εr2 = ns/nm: relative refractive index of the shell

x = 2π
√
εmr1/λ: size parameter of the core

y = 2π
√
εmr2/λ: size parameter of the whole particle

χl(ρ): Riccati-Bessel function corresponding to the yl Bessel function

The calculations according to Mie’s theory for uncoated as well as for coated spheres in
this work where performed with a commercial software.

2.4 Numerical Methods

As described before, exact analytical expressions revealing the optical response of nanopar-
ticles to an incoming light wave only exist for spherical particles. In a first approximation
also spheroidal particles can be calculated, if retardation effects and the skin-depth of
the material are neglected. To calculate the exact optical response of arbitrary shaped
particles, numerical methods have to be used. In this work I used two different ones:
either discrete dipole approximation (DDA) or the boundary element method (BEM),
which I want to describe briefly in the next two sections. An overview of the advantages
and disadvantages of both methods is given in table 2.2.

2.4.1 Discrete Dipole Approximation (DDA)

The discrete dipole approximation (DDA) describes a particle of arbitrary shape as an
array of N polarizable dipolar elements (Figure 2.5a). As a response to the local electric
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field, these elements acquire a dipole moment. Hence, the local field experienced by each
individual dipole is constituted by both the external field arising from the incident illu-
mination and the internal field generated by all other dipoles. The polarizability of each
element can be obtained from the Clausius-Mossotti relation (equation 2.17) using the
volume of each element as input and the dielectric constant of the embedding medium
in which the particle is placed [Myroshnychenko et al., 2008]. The number N of dipoles,
which is required to provide an accurate description of the target, is subject to optimiza-
tion. On the one hand, N should be large (typically N > 104) to prevent spurious surface
effects. Since the ratio of surface to bulk dipoles decreases with increasing N , and there-
fore these surface effects vanish, a very large number of dipoles N would be favorable.
However, computational time increases approximately proportional to N3, which suggests
to choose N as small as possible. For the same reason particles coated with a thin shell
cannot be calculated with DDA: to describe a small shell, the dipole distance in this shell
has to be chosen very small, since the thickness should consist at least of 10 dipoles.
Since the dipole distance has to be constant all over the particle, the number of dipoles
increases dramatically in this case. Next to enormous computational time needed also
the demanded RAM data storage is too large for the computer cluster of the University
of Mainz.
The DDA simulations obtained in this work were performed with the software DDSCAT
6.1 published by Draine and Flateau and can be downloaded free of charge [Draine &
Flatau, 2004].

Figure 2.5: Scheme how a particle is discretized within the (a) discrete-dipole approxi-
mation (DDA) and (b) the boundary element method (BEM). While in DDA the whole
particle is described by an array of N polarizable dipolar elements, in BEM the surface
of the particle is discretized into N ′ surface elements.

2.4.2 Boundary Element Method (BEM)

The electromagnetic field inside each homogeneous region in a composite material is un-
ambiguously determined by the fields and their derivatives at the boundary of that region,
or equivalently by a distribution of charges and currents on that boundary. The boundary
element method (BEM) expresses the electromagnetic field scattered by a nanoparticle in
terms of these boundary charges and currents. Imposing the customary boundary condi-
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DDA BEM

Number of
discretization points

∝ Volume ∝ Volume2/3

Advantages • Simple parametrization • Low computational time
and storage demand

Disadvantages • Time consuming • Complex parameterization

Table 2.2: Comparison of advantages and disadvantages of DDA and BEM [Myroshny-
chenko et al., 2008].

tions for the continuity of the parallel components of the electric and magnetic fields leads
to a system of surface-integral equations. This system is solved by discretizing the inte-
grals using a set of N ′ representative points distributed at the boundaries (Figure 2.5b).
Therefore the system turns into a set of linear equations that are solved numerically by
standard linear-algebra techniques. Since only the surface of the particle needs to be pa-
rameterized, the number of elements N ′ is much smaller compared to the numbers needed
in DDA.
A software based on the boundary element method used here was written by Andreas
Trügler and Ulrich Hohenester from the University of Graz (Austria) and was kindly pro-
vided for my simulations. Currently they also work on an extension, which then allows
to simulate the optical response of core-shell nanoparticles.

2.5 Results Obtained by Theory and Simulations

The presented theory and simulation methods are used to calculate the resonance position
of rodshaped gold nanoparticles with varying aspect ratio. To find thereafter the smallest
possible spectral linewidth of plasmonic particles, the same calculation was performed with
particles consisting of different materials. For gold nanorods, the resonance wavelength
is calculated in dependency of the refractive index of the embedding medium, as well as
for different water temperatures. Simulation methods are also used to investigate the
influence to the resonance wavelength of a substrate gold nanorods are often immobilized
on. Furthermore, the scattering cross-section of gold nanoparticles and silica spheres
are compared to get an impression on the scattering efficiency of gold nanoparticles.
Additionally, I simulated the scattering spectrum of a dimer consisting of two spherical
gold spheres to investigate the resonance position in respect of the interparticle distance,
due to plasmon coupling.
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2.5.1 Resonance Dependency on Shape of the Particles

According to equation 2.22 the longitudinal resonance wavelength along the long axis of
spheroids depends on the particles’ aspect ratio. To show that the same issue occurs also
for rodshaped particles, I simulated the scattering spectrum of these particles with the
boundary element method (assuming a rod with spherical endcaps and water as embedding
medium). As shown in Figure 2.6 the resonance wavelength shifts to higher wavelengths
for increasing aspect ratios AR. This shift can be explained by the analogy to traditional
microwave and radio antennas, having their response when the length of the antenna L is
half the wavelength λres. However, in the case of nanoparticles this relationship between
λres and the length of the particle L is not fulfilled, which can be explained that the
dimensions of the nanoparticles becomes comparable with the skin depth of the metal
[Novotny, 2007, Bryant et al., 2008]. Simulations within the quasi-static approximation
do not allow to investigate particles with different diameters, since any size-effects are
neglected within this theory. For this reason I simulated rods with different diameters,
showing that the resonance wavelength of thicker particles is shifted to larger wavelengths
(if compared at same aspect ratios), due to retardation effects. The spectra were simulated
using BEM assuming gold rods (dielectric functions given by [Johnson & Christy, 1972])
with spherical endcaps embedded in aqueous solution (n = 1.33). I provide here fit-
functions for different particle diameters d:

λres(d = 10 nm)[nm] = 98 · (AR− 1)[nm] + 531[nm] (2.46)
λres(d = 20 nm)[nm] = 106 · (AR− 1)[nm] + 531[nm] (2.47)
λres(d = 30 nm)[nm] = 122 · (AR− 1)[nm] + 532[nm] (2.48)
λres(d = 40 nm)[nm] = 143 · (AR− 1)[nm] + 534[nm] (2.49)
λres(d = 50 nm)[nm] = 175 · (AR− 1)[nm] + 537[nm] (2.50)

It was chosen to use (AR− 1) as variable, since an aspect ratio AR smaller then 1 has no
meaning. As it can be seen in Figure 2.6 the fit is valid in the range 1 ≤ AR ≤ 10.

2.5.2 Resonance Dependency on Material

To find the plasmonic particles with the smallest spectral linewidth, I simulated the scat-
tering spectra in aqueous solution of nanoparticles consisting of different materials. The
dielectric functions where available for :
silver (Ag), aluminium (Al), gold (Au), cadmium (Cd), cadmium-sulfide (CdS), cadmium-
selenide (CdSe), cadmium-telluride (CdTe), copper (Cu), cobalt (Co), iron(III)-oxide
(Fe2O3), magnetite (Fe3O4), germanium (Ge), iridium (Ir), potassium (K), sodium (Na),
lead (Pb), lead-selenide (PbSe), palladium (Pd), platinum (Pt), titanium (Ti), silicon
(Si), silica (SiO2), and zinc-sulfide (ZnS).
The simulations shows only for 5 of these materials plasmon peaks in the visible range of
light (approximately between 350 nm ( ∧= 3.5 eV) and 800 nm ( ∧= 1.5 eV)): gold, silver,
copper, sodium and aluminum. Figure 2.7a shows the resonance of the long axis for a
particle with an aspect ratio of AR = 3 calculated within the quasi-static approximation
for spheroidal prolates (equation 2.22).
The “quality” of a spectrum is often described by the linewidth of the spectrum (e.g. full
width at half maximum, FWHM). Therefore I calculated the FWHM of the spectra for
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Figure 2.6: Resonance dependency on aspect ratio for gold nanorods with different
diameters. Spectra are simulated using the boundary element method assuming rods
with spherical endcaps and water as embedding medium (n = 1.33).

Figure 2.7: a) To obtain the “best” (smallest possible spectral linewidth) plasmonic
particles, the scattering spectra in aqueous solution of nanoparticles consisting of different
materials were simulated. From an array of dielectric functions only 5 materials show a
plasmon peak in the visible spectrum: gold (Au), silver (Ag), copper (Cu), sodium (Na),
and aluminum (Al). The graph shows the normalized scattering spectra of the long axis
of spheroidal prolates with an aspect ratio of AR = 3 calculated within the quasi-static
approximation. b) The quality of a plasmon peak can be determined by the FWHM of
the peak. Better than gold are silver and sodium ellipsoidal prolates. However, due to
its violent reactivity with water, sodium is not practicable for usage. Since silver is not
as inert as gold (e.g. oxygen, ions, light) gold nanoparticles are the most appropriate
plasmonic particles in the visible range of light. For higher energies probably aluminum
particles could be a candidate for applications, but synthesis methods for rodshaped
nanoparticles are still missing.
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different aspect ratios (1.1 < AR < 5) and plotted this value versus its corresponding
resonance energy (Figure 2.7b). Since the dielectric function for sodium was only avail-
able from 1.24 eV, the highest calculated aspect ratio for this element was AR = 3.4.
For aluminum only aspect ratios larger than AR = 2.7 could be calculated, because its
dielectric function was only available up to 4.1 eV. The performed calculation reveals
the best plasmonic properties for silver particles followed by sodium and gold particles.
However, since sodium is violently reactive with water, it is not practicable to synthesize
such nanoparticles and use them as sensors at all. Furthermore, the synthesis of silver
nanorods or nanospheroids was not very successful until now, in most cases the yield of
rods in such samples was far to low (less than 20 %), making these samples inapplicable
for practical use. Therefore gold nano-rods/ellipsoidal prolates are the “best” plasmonic
particles to use so far and are investigated more in detail in the following chapters.
The highest achievable plasmonic resonance energies for gold and silver nanoparticles are
2.3 eV and 3.3 eV respectively, if the particles are spherically shaped. To achieve even
higher energies, aluminum nanoparticles should be chosen. Their energy range was calcu-
lated up to 4.2 eV for spheroids with an aspect ratio of AR = 2.7. Higher energies could
probably be achieved by smaller aspect ratios, but the corresponding spectra could not
be calculated due to lacking dielectric functions. Although aluminium nanoparticles are
interesting candidates for high resonance energies (E > 3 eV), applications couldn’t be
performed yet, since synthesis methods for aluminium nanorods are still missing.

2.5.3 Resonance Dependency on Embedding Refractive Index

The dependency of the plasmon resonance on the refractive index n of the embedding
medium can be understood by having a closer look on the polarizability of a spherical
particle (equation 2.17):

α = 3ε0V
εr − 1

εr + 2

where εr is the relative refractive index (equation 2.16): a fraction of the dielectric func-
tion of the particle material εp divided through the dielectric function of the surrounding
medium εm (with: εm = n2). A resonance is occurring, if the denominator of the given
equation is approaching zero (i.e. εr = −2). As explained, εr is directly connected to the
refractive index n and therefore it is obvious that also the resonance position depends on
this property.
To calculate the resonance position of gold nanorods with spherical endcaps in dependency
of the refractive index of the embedding medium, the boundary element method (BEM,
chapter 2.4.2) was used. The resonance can either be given in wavelength λres (nanome-
ter [nm]) or in energy units Eres (electronvolt [eV]). The conversion can be performed
by:

Eres[J] = h · ν = h ·
c

λres
⇐⇒ Eres[eV] =

h · c
e

·
1

λres
=

1240[eV · nm]

λres [nm]
(2.51)

ν: frequency of photon
h = 6.626 · 10−34 Js: Planck constant
c = 3 · 108 m/s: speed of light
e = 1.602 · 10−19 J/eV: conversion of Joule to Electronvolt
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Figure 2.8: The dependency of the (scattering) resonance-wavelength (a) and -energy
(b) on the refractive index of the environmental solution is shown for rods with different
aspect ratios. The calculation was performed using the boundary element method (BEM),
assuming gold nanorods having a diameter of 20 nm and spherical shaped endcaps. Ob-
tained resonances were fitted by the functions given in equations 2.52 - 2.54.

In Figure 2.8 the calculated resonance wavelengths and energies are shown for gold
nanorods of different aspect ratios (diameter 20 nm) with respect to the refractive index
(for 1.33 < n < 3.0). The well known nearly linear dependency [Link et al., 1999, Perez-
Juste et al., 2005] can be seen and results in in the following fit functions for the resonance
wavelengths and appropriate energies:

λAR=2
res [nm] = 495 + 289 · (n− 1) ⇐⇒ EAR=2

res [eV] =
1240

495 + 289 · (n− 1)
(2.52)

λAR=3
res [nm] = 572 + 414 · (n− 1) ⇐⇒ EAR=3

res [eV] =
1240

572 + 414 · (n− 1)
(2.53)

λAR=4
res [nm] = 666 + 516 · (n− 1) ⇐⇒ EAR=4

res [eV] =
1240

666 + 516 · (n− 1)
(2.54)

It was chosen to use (n − 1) as variable, since a refractive index n smaller then 1 makes
no physical sense.

General Fit Depended on Aspect Ratio and Embedding Medium

The steepness of the lines in equations 2.52 - 2.54 represents the linear sensitivity (named
Sλ [nm/RIU]) of the different nanorods on changes in the refractive index of the embedding
medium for a given aspect ratio. Furthermore it was shown that the resonance wavelength
depends also linearly on the aspect ratio for a given refractive index (equation 2.47). The
combination of these two attributes into one formula is given in the following.
For this reason the Sλ [nm/RIU] values for different aspect ratios are calculated (Fig-
ure 2.9) and fitted by a linear function, which is shown in the inset of the associated
figure. From this result a general fit-function with respect to the aspect ratio AR of the
particle and the refractive index n can be given:

λres[nm] = (91 ·AR + 138)[nm/RIU] ·n− (15 ·AR− 241)[nm] (2.55)
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Figure 2.9: (a) The steepness of the lines in equations 2.52 - 2.54 represents the sensi-
tivity Sλ [nm/RIU]”, which can be fitted with respect to the aspect ratio by the shown
equation. This function can be extended to a fit-function describing the resonance in
dependency to the aspect ratio and the refractive index of the embedding medium (equa-
tion 2.55). (b) The resonances calculated with BEM are shown as dots and the values
obtained by the presented fit-function are plotted as black lines.

fulfilling the requirements of linear dependencies of the resonance wavelength on the aspect
ratio AR (equation 2.47) and the embedding medium n (equations 2.52 - 2.54).
The given fit-function is valid for rods with a constant diameter of 20 nm and the refractive
index range of the embedding medium: 1.33 ≤ n ≤ 3 (Figure 2.9b). While for small aspect
ratios AR = 2 the error can be up to 10%, for larger aspect ratios (4 ≤ AR ≤ 9) the
error is less then 1%. Inserting n = 1.33 in this function recovers equation 2.47 entirely.
A similar fit function was already given in reference [Link et al., 2005]:

λres[nm] = (53.71 ·AR− 42.29) ·
√
n [nm] + 495.14[nm] (2.56)

however this fit was performed on spectra calculated within the quasi-static-approximation
and therefore retardation and skin-depth effects were neglected.

2.5.4 Resonance Dependency on Water Temperature

In many sensing applications based on plasmonic nanoparticles, the dependency of the
resonance wavelength on the refractive index of the environment is used (chapter 8).
Most of the time the nanoparticles are embedded in aqueous solution and an attachment of
molecules with a higher refractive index onto the particles’ surface is monitored. However,
since the refractive index of water depends on its temperature, the particle’s resonance
wavelength is also influenced by temperature changes. To get an impression on the size of
the wavelength variations, I simulated the scattering resonances of a gold nanorod with
20 nm in diameter and an aspect ratio of AR = 3 using the BEM. Thereby, the refractive
index of the embedding water depends on the temperature as tabulated [Mitra et al.,
1972]. The resulting resonance positions of this gold nanorod in dependency of the water
temperature T [℃] are shown in Figure 2.10 and can be fitted by following equation:
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λres(T)[nm] = 715[nm]− 0.00309 ·T 1.646 [nm/◦C] (2.57)

Hence, in the case the temperature of the aqueous solution for example increases from
20℃ to 40℃ the resonance wavelength is reduced by approximately 1 nm. This effect
reduces the resolution of this sensing approach, since the water temperature is probably
influenced for example by the illumination of the microscope’s light source. For this
reason the water temperature has probably to be controlled actively to achieve a higher
resolution of the sensor approach.

Figure 2.10: Since the refractive index of water depends on its temperature (right axis),
the plasmon resonance wavelength changes upon temperature variations of the aqueous
solution. On the left axis the plasmon resonance wavelength calculated with the BEM of
a gold nanorod with a diameter of 20 nm and an aspect ratio of AR = 3 is plotted. The
red line is a fit according to equation 2.57.

2.5.5 Influence of a Substrate

For single particle investigation in a microscope the nanoparticles are immobilized on
a substrate (Figure 2.11). Since the substrate usually has a different refractive index
nS compared to the environmental solution nm, it is useful to calculate the influence of
the substrate. For this purpose an effective refractive index neff is assumed, which is a
composition of both refractive indices:

neff = x ·nS + (1− x) ·nm (2.58)

x: ratio of influence to neff of the substrate

To estimate the influence of the substrate, initially the sensitivity on changes of the refrac-
tive index of the environment has to be calculated. Therefore the resonance wavelength of
a gold rod in n1 (λ1) and in n2 (λ2) was calculated using DDA simulations, which where
performed with the help of Olaf Schubert. The sensitivity Sλ on changes per refractive
index unit (RIU) is then calculated via:

Sλ[nm/RIU] =
λ2 − λ1

n2 − n1

(2.59)
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Figure 2.11: Scheme of a gold nanorod on a substrate. Usually the substrate has a
different refractive index nS compared to the environment nm and therefore an effective
refractive index neff is assumed, which is a composition of these two refractive indices.

By simulating the resonance wavelength (λS) of the same particle on a substrate (with nS)
in environmental solution (with nm), the effective refractive index neff can be calculated:

λS − λ1 = Sλ · (neff − n1) (2.60)

neff =
λS − λ1

Sλ
+ n1 (2.61)

and with equation 2.58 the ratio of influence to neff can be calculated.
I performed simulations for rods with aspect ratios (AR = 2, 2.5, 3) on different substrates
(nS = 1.5, 2) and in different environmental solutions (nm = 1, 1.33). The calculations
revealed an influence of the substrate to the effective refractive index of:

x ≈ 0.13 (2.62)

The most common cases are, that the nanorods are synthesized in aqueous solution and
are afterwards immobilized on a substrate (e.g. glass with nS = 1.5 or semi-conducting
wafer with nS = 2) and an environment of water (nm = 1.33) or air (nm = 1.0). For this
reason I provide some equations, connecting the extinction resonance wavelength λW in
water with the scattering resonance wavelength on a substrate λS (Figure 2.12):

Substrate Environment Fit-function
nS = 1.5 nm = 1.0 λS = 0.581 ·λW + 212 nm
nS = 1.5 nm = 1.33 λS = 1.025 ·λW − 10 nm
nS = 2.0 nm = 1.0 λS = 0.631 ·λW + 200 nm
nS = 2.0 nm = 1.33 λS = 1.101 ·λW − 38 nm

With these fit-functions it is possible to estimate the scattering resonance wavelength on
a specific substrate and environment, if the extinction resonance wavelength in aqueous
solution is known.
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Figure 2.12: The resonance wavelength of gold nanorods is simulated with DDA in aque-
ous solution and on a different substrates (nS) and environments (nm). If the resonance
on a specific substrate and environment λS is plotted versus the resonance wavelength
in water λW , the data points of particles with different aspect ratios (AR = 2, 2.5, 3,
blue dots) can be fitted by a linear function. The black dots in b) indicate two measured
samples, where the resonance wavelength in water of the ensemble was measured as well
as the mean resonance wavelength on a glass substrate (nS = 1.5) of many single particles
with water (nm = 1.33) as environment. The measured data fit nicely to the simulated
results.

2.5.6 Comparison of Scattering Cross-Sections

To get an impression about the scattering efficiency of gold nanoparticles, a comparison
with silica (SiO2) nanoparticles is useful. For example a gold sphere with 60 nm in
diameter embedded in water has according to Mie’s theory a scattering cross-section of
Csca = 3130 nm2 at its resonance wavelength of 548 nm. A silica sphere, which should
scatter at the same wavelength the equivalent amount of light, has to be 250 nm in
diameter (Figure 2.13a). This means the volume of the silica sphere is enlarged by a
factor of 72 compared to the gold sphere, to achieve the same amount of scattering. Since
silica spheres do not have a resonance peak like gold spheres, it make sense to compare
the values at the resonance wavelength of the gold sphere.
To compare in general the scattering properties of gold spheres with silica spheres, I calcu-
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Figure 2.13: a) A gold (Au) sphere with 60 nm in diameter embedded in water scatters
as much light as a 250 nm sized silica (SiO2) sphere, compared at the resonance wavelength
of the gold sphere (λres = 548 nm). b) Comparing the scattering cross-sections of a Au
and a SiO2 sphere in respect to the particle size reveals a maximum at approximately
60 nm with an approximately 2500 higher scattering efficiency for the Au sphere.

lated their scattering cross-sections in aqueous solution for different diameters according
to Mie’s theory. Therefore, I determined the scattering cross-section of the gold sphere
Csca(Au) at its plasmon resonance and compared it with the scattering cross-section of
the silica sphere Csca(SiO2) of the same size at the same wavelength. Figure 2.13b shows
that the efficiency depends on the size of the particles and for an approximately 60 nm
gold sphere in diameter a maximum is reached. At this size the scattering efficiency of
the gold sphere is about 2500 higher compared to a SiO2 sphere of the same size. To
understand where the maximum is coming from, I performed the same calculation using
Rayleigh’s quasi-static approximation (equation 2.17) instead of Mie’s theory. Since this
equation is totally independent from the size of the particle, the ratio of the scattering
cross-sections of gold and SiO2 spheres is constant for all sphere sizes. However, using
equation 2.41 instead, having size dependend terms to describe the retardation effects
and radiative losses, helps to understand the observed maximum. In the case the radia-
tive losses are neglected by setting the third term in the denominator to zero, the ratio
Csca(Au)/Csca(SiO2) increases if the particle sizes are enlarged. However, if the radiative
losses are considered, but the retardation effects are neglected by setting the second term
in the denominator to zero, the examined ratio is decreasing for larger spheres. For this
reason, two contrary effects are present and are therefore leading to a maximum in the ra-
tio of Csca(Au)/Csca(SiO2) in respect of the sphere sizes, since the radiative losses are more
pronounced for larger sizes due to the third power dependency on the size parameter θ.

Comparison with Rodshaped Particles

Since in this work mainly rodshaped gold nanoparticles are investigated, it is helpful to
compare the scattering cross-sections of these particles with the one of a SiO2 nanosphere,
both embedded in water. To allow a direct comparison, the volume of the gold nanorods
has to be the same (e.g. equal to the volume of a sphere with 60 nm in diameter) and
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Figure 2.14: a) Comparisons of the scattering cross-section of gold nanorods Csca(Au)
with a silica sphere (blue) or silica rods (black) Csca(SiO2) at the resonance of the rod
in water. The volume of the particles was kept constant (i.e. equal to a sphere with
60 nm diameter) by choosing the appropriate rods’ length and width to allow a direct
comparison. The ratio of the cross-sections compared to the silica sphere and the silica
rods in respect to the aspect ratio can be fitted by equation 2.63 and 2.64, respectively.
b) Scattering spectra of the gold nanorods with constant volume, but different aspect
ratios. The amount of scattered light increases up to an aspect ratio of AR ≈ 4 due the
associated resonance shift to larger wavelengths, where the interband damping gets less.
For even higher aspect ratios, the interband damping is not existing at all and therefore
the scattering cross-sections are more or less constant.

the aspect ratio is varied by choosing the appropriate length a and width b of the rod.
Calculations of the scattering cross-sections are performed using BEM simulations, and
the comparison takes place at the resonance wavelength of the long axis of each gold
rod. The ratio Csca(Au)/Csca(SiO2) in respect to the aspect ratio AR of the gold nanorod
(1 ≤ AR ≤ 4.5) can be fitted by the following function (Figure 2.14a, blue line):

Csca(Au)/Csca(SiO2)(spheres) = 9293 ·AR2.86 (2.63)

Comparing the scattering cross-section of gold nanorods with SiO2 nanorods of the same
dimension reveals a similar ratio as the initial one and can be approximated by the
equation (Figure 2.14a, black line):

Csca(Au)/Csca(SiO2)(rod) = 8721 ·AR2.83 (2.64)

The similarity between SiO2 (n = 1.5) spheres and rods of the same volume in aqueous
solution (n = 1.33) can be explained by equation 2.22. The denominator is given by
1 + L(εr − 1), where εr − 1 = 1.52/1.332 − 1 = 0.27. Since the geometrical factor L is
in the range 0 ≤ L ≤ 0.33 (equation 2.24) the denominator D can maximal decrease
from D = 1 + 0.27 · 0.33 = 1.09 to D = 1. Since the volume of the SiO2 particles is
kept constant, the scattering cross-section varies maximal 9% due to changes in the SiO2

particle shape.
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Looking on the scattering spectra of gold nanorods, it can be seen that the maximal
amount of scattered light increases up to rods having an aspect ratio of approximately
4 (Figure 2.14b). For further enlarged particles the amount of scattered light is more or
less constant. The increase can be explained by the resonance shift of the rods to higher
wavelengths (i.e. lower energies), where the interband damping becomes less. For all
higher resonance wavelengths (particles with aspect ratio > 4) the interband damping is
even diminished entirely, and therefore the amount of scattered light is constant.
To explain the observed increase in the ratio of scattered light for gold nanorods com-
pared to silica spheres (Figure 2.14) for rods with an aspect ratio larger than 4, the scat-
tering cross-sections of a silica sphere in respect of the wavelength has to be considered

Figure 2.15: The scattering cross-section of a silica
sphere with 60 nm in diameter in aqueous solution
follows Rayleigh’s law and decreases for larger wave-
lengths. Therefore, the scattering ratio between
gold nanorods and SiO2 spheres increases continu-
ously, although the maximal scattering cross-section
is constant for aspect ratios of the gold nanorods
larger then 4 (Figure 2.14a and b).

(Figure 2.15). It can be seen, that
for higher wavelengths the scatter-
ing cross-section of a silica sphere
is reduced due to Rayleigh’s law
(Csca ∝ 1/λ4) [Rayleigh, 1899].
This leads to the mentioned in-
crease in the scattering ratio, al-
though the amount of scattered
light of the rods is constant in this
wavelength region.
Indeed, in general particles with
higher aspect ratio (i.e. higher res-
onance wavelength) are more ade-
quate for practical applications, if
a laser with the appropriate wave-
length of the rods’ resonance is used
for illumination. Since dielectric
particles in the sample (e.g. dirt)
are usually producing an undesired
background, their smaller scatter-
ing cross-section for higher wave-
lengths is leading to an increase in
the image contrast (i.e. signal to
noise ratio).

2.5.7 Resonance Dependency on Interparticle Distance of Spheres

If two or more plasmonic nanoparticles are getting close together, the resonance wave-
length of each of the particles is influenced. Due to the presence of neighboring particles,
the electric field E ′ felt by each particle is the sum of the incident light-field E and the
near-field of the electric dipole of the neighboring particles. This effect (also named plas-
mon coupling) leads to an increase of the resonance wavelength compared to an isolated
particle. Since for single particle spectroscopy gold spheres with a diameter of 40 or 60 nm
are commonly the most used particles, I simulated the resonance wavelengths of dimers
consisting of two equally sized spheres with different interparticle distances (Figure 2.16).
For the simulation the boundary element method was used, and the embedding material
was chosen to be water with a refractive index of n = 1.33. The obtained resonance wave-
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lengths of the longitudinal axis (i.e. the interparticle axis) can be fitted for 40 nm and
60 nm in diameter spheres in respect of the interparticle distance d by following equations
in the range 3 [nm] < d < 50 [nm], respectively:

λres(40 nm)[nm] = 538.7 [nm] ·
[
1− exp

(
−d [nm]

8.7 [nm]

)]−0.067

(2.65)

λres(60 nm)[nm] = 552.7 [nm] ·
[
1− exp

(
−d [nm]

15.2 [nm]

)]−0.067

(2.66)

These functions are only provided for empirical estimations to simplify the transformation
between interparticle distance and resonance wavelength. In general, the electric field felt
by each particle is the sum of the incdent light field and the near-field of the dielectric
dipole of the neighboring particle, which is known to decay as the cube of the inverse
particle distance [Jain et al., 2007]. Due to this sum, the resonance wavelength of a dimer
cannot be fitted by a function which is simply proportional to the cube of the inverse par-
ticle distance. For this reason, in literature [Reinhard et al., 2005, Jain & El-Sayed, 2008]
the resulting resonance wavelength of a dimer in dependency of the interparticle distance d
is often approximated by a simple exponential decay-function (λres = y0 +a · exp (−d/b)).
Both, this type of function as well as my provided ones, are approximations with the same
number of parameter (i.e 3), but the latter ones fit the data points better. Therefore these
stretched exponential equations are used in further calculations (chapter 11).

Figure 2.16: For a dimer, the resonance wavelength of the longitudinal axis depends on
the interparticle distance. Here, the dependency is plotted for dimers consisting of 40 nm
and 60 nm spheres in diameter simulated using the boundary element method (dots).
Appropriate fit functions (solid lines) are given in equations 2.65 and 2.66 for both sizes.

2.5.8 Optical Response of a Dimer

Since the optical response of a nanoparticle depends on its volume (equation 2.18), a
dimer consisting of two spherical particles should scatter and adsorb more light compared
to a single sphere of the same diameter. The extinction is in a first approximation direct
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proportional to the particle volume and therefore someone could assume that the extinc-
tion of a dimer is twice as large as in the case of a single sphere. But the plasmon coupling
leads to an increase of the longitudinal resonance wavelength and therefore the interband-
absorption is reduced [Sönnichsen et al., 2002]. Hence, the extinction for a dimer is even
larger then the factor of 2 and approaches only in the limit of a large interparticle distance
(e.g. no plasmon coupling) the value of 2. In the case of the scattering, this effect is also
present, however additionally the fact that the scattering cross-section depends on the
square of the volume has to be considered. Nevertheless, again the scattering is twice as
much for the dimer compared to a single sphere in the limit of a large interparticle dis-
tance, where both particles can be considered as two single ones. In Figure 2.17 the ratio
of the optical responses F of a dimer versus a single sphere are plotted for the extinction
as well as for the scattering in respect to different interparticle distances, where Fext and
Fsca are defined as:

Fext =

∫ 1000

400
Cext(Dimer)dλ∫ 1000

400
Cext(Single sphere)dλ

Fsca =

∫ 1000

400
Csca(Dimer)dλ∫ 1000

400
Csca(Single sphere)dλ

(2.67)

Figure 2.17: The optical response of a dimer depends on the interparticle distance for
the extinction (a) as well as for the amount of scattered light (b). In the limit of a large
interparticle distance the optical response of a dimer consisting of two spherical particles
is twice as much compared to a single sphere of the same diameter. The figures show the
ratio F of the optical response of a dimer compared to a single sphere. Calculations are
based on BEM simulations with gold spheres with 60 nm in diameter in water. The fit
functions of the factor F (equation 2.67) and 1/(F − 2) are given in equations 2.68 - 2.70.

The factor F can then be fitted with a double exponential function, which follows the
requirement of approaching the value 2 for large interparticle distances d (3 nm ≤ d ≤
50 nm) :

Fext = 2 + 0.788 · exp

(
−d
2.18

)
+ 0.412 · exp

(
−d

24.21

)
(2.68)

Fsca = 2 + 1.153 · exp

(
−d
4.16

)
+ 1.741 · exp

(
−d

36.01

)
(2.69)
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For reasons of simplification, the fraction 1
F−2

was plotted, which then could be fitted
with linear functions (3 nm ≤ d ≤ 50 nm) :

1

Fext − 2
= 1.02 + 0.251 · d,

1

Fsca − 2
= 0.336 + 0.036 · d; (2.70)

However, in single particle measurements it is often interesting to compare the amount
of scattered light at each resonance wavelength instead of the integrated spectrum (Fig-
ure 2.18a):

fsca =
Csca of dimer at its resonance

Csca of single sphere at its resonance
=

CD

CM
(2.71)

For this purpose only the scattering of the longitudinal axis is considered since in single
particle measurements often a polarizer is used to separate the longitudinal mode from the
transversal one. The factor fsca can then be fitted in respect of the interparticle distance
d (3 nm ≤ d ≤ 50 nm) by the following equations (Figure 2.18b):

fsca = 2 + 6.21 · exp

(
−d
4.28

)
+ 4.84 · exp

(
−d

36.98

)
(2.72)

1

fsca − 2
= 0.102 + 0.0127 · d; (2.73)

Figure 2.18: a) For single particle measurements it is often interesting to compare the
ratio of the scattering cross-sections of the longitudinal mode of a dimer with the one
of a single particle. The scattering cross-sections of a single nanosphere (red line) and a
dimer (purple line) can be compared at each maximum (CM and CD, respectively), or at
a specific resonance wavelength (e.g. maximal scattering cross-section of the dimer) with
the cross-sections CD

M for the monomer and CD for the dimer. b) Ratio of the maximal
scattering cross-sections of the monomer (CM) and the dimer (CD). The fit functions
of the factor fsca (equation 2.71) and 1/(fsca − 2) shown are given in equation 2.72 and
equation 2.73, respectively. The calculations are based on BEM simulations with gold
spheres with 60 nm in diameter in aqueous solution.
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Instead of comparing the scattering cross-sections of a monomer and a dimer at each
resonance, in single particles measurements the scattering cross-section of both structures
could also be compared at one specific wavelength (e.g. the resonance wavelength of the
dimer, Figure 2.18a):

fsca =
Csca of dimer at its resonance

Csca of single sphere at dimers resonance
=

CD

CD
M

(2.74)

Again, only the the scattering cross-section of the dimer’s longitudinal plasmon mode
is considered and the factor fsca can be fitted in respect of the interparticle distance d
(3 nm ≤ d ≤ 50 nm) according to (Figure 2.19):

fsca = 2 + 87.9 · exp

(
−d
2.29

)
+ 11.5 · exp

(
−d

20.14

)
(2.75)

1

fsca − 2
= 0.024 + 0.01517 · d (2.76)

Figure 2.19: Comparisson of the scattering cross-sections of the monomer and the dimer
at the dimer’s resonance (CD

M and CD, respectively according to Figure 2.18a). The fit
functions of the factor fsca (equation 2.74) and 1/(fsca−2) shown are given in equation 2.75
and equation 2.76, respectively. The calculations are based on BEM simulations with gold
spheres with 60 nm in diameter in aqueous solution.





3 Synthesis of Nanoparticles

In this chapter I describe the synthetic methods for the particles used in this work.
Initially bare gold nanorods are synthesized (chapter 3.1), which are used to investigate
continuously the growth of bigger nanoparticles (chapter 6) and the protein-membrane
interaction on a single particle level (chapter 7). To reduce the single particle linewidth
and therefore to increase the sensitivity on changes in the refractive index (chapter 9.2),
these rods are coated with a thin silver shell (chapter 3.2). Another method to increase
the sensitivity of nanoparticles is to produce hollow rod-shaped nanorattles, which were
synthesized by Yuriy Khalavka (chapter 3.3). To investigate the polarization depend
scattering spectra of different shapes with the RotPOL setup (chapter 5.2), differently
shaped silver nanoparticles like cubes, rods and triangles (chapter 3.4) were synthesized
by Luigi Carbone, Yuriy Khalavka and myself.

3.1 Gold Nanorods

The gold nanorods we use here are produced according to the seeded-growth technique
of Nikoobakht et al. [Nikoobakht & El-Sayed, 2003] in a highly concentrated aqueous
surfactant solution. The seeds are prepared by adding 50 µL of 0.1 M hydrogen tetra-
chloroaurate(III)hydrate (HAuCl4, Sigma-Aldrich) to 5.0 mL deionized water (18 MΩ),
and mixed with 5.0 mL of a 0.2 M cetyltrimethylammoniumbromide solution (CTAB,
Sigma-Aldrich, Batch #: 026k0185). Under vigorous shaking, 0.6 mL of ice-cold 0.01 M
sodium borohydride solution (NaBH4, Aldrich) are added resulting in the formation of a
brownish yellow solution. The seed solution is kept at 37◦C for 2 h before use. In a second
step these seeds are added to a “growth solution” containing 50 µL of 0.1 M HAuCl4 diluted
in 5.0 mL deionized water and mixed with 5.0 mL of 0.2 M CTAB solution. Typically,
20 µL of 0.04 M silver nitrate (AgNO3, Sigma-Aldrich) and 70 µL of 0.0788 M l-ascorbic
acid (Sigma) solution are added (in this order). After the final addition of 12 µL of the pre-
formed seeds, the solution gradually develops a strong blue or brown color (depending on
the final size and shape of the nanoparticles) within 10−20 min, indicating the formation
of gold nanorods. A typical extinction spectrum (chapter 4.1) and transmission electron
microscope image (TEM, chapter 4.3) of such synthesized nanorods is shown in Figure 3.1.

3.2 Silver Coated Gold Nanorods

The silver coating of gold nanorods follows a procedure described recently by Liu and
Guyot-Sionnest [Liu & Guyot-Sionnest, 2004] by adding preformed gold nanorods to a
coating solution containing silver ions. In contrast to Liu and Guyot-Sionnest, we first
remove excessive growth solution from the gold rods, which contains additional silver and
gold ions, by centrifugation and re-dispersion in 0.1 M CTAB. Thereafter 0.8 ml of the
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Figure 3.1: a) Extinction spectra and (b) transmission electron microscope image (TEM)
of a typical gold nanorod sample.

CTAB-goldrods solution is diluted in 4 ml of 1 wt% aqueous polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP,
Aldrich). To the mixture of PVP, CTAB and gold nanoparticles, different amounts of
1 mM AgNO3 (e.g. 180 µL) and 0.1 M ascorbic acid (e.g. 100 µL) are added. Raising
the pH by adding 200 µL of 0.1 M sodium hydroxide (NaOH, Merck) initiates the coating
reaction and leads to a color change within a few minutes. We keep the molar ratio
between AgNO3, ascorbic acid and NaOH constant (0.6:25:50), when the concentration
of silver nitrate is changed.

Sample Characterization

Increasing the silver concentration in the coating solution leads to a strong color shift
(Figure 3.2a and c). The different electron density of silver and gold makes it possible to
visualize clearly the silver shell around the original gold nanorod in TEM (Figure 3.2b).
The images confirm the expected increase of the silver shell thickness with increasing
concentration of silver in the coating solution. When the silver concentration becomes
too high, the shell grows inhomogeneously. High-resolution TEM and spatially resolved
elemental analysis by nanospot energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX, chapter 4.3)
confirm the monocrystallinity of the particles and the epitaxial growth of the silver shell
on the gold particles (Figure 3.2d-g). Extinction spectra of the solutions reveal a blueshift
of the plasmon resonance wavelength of up to 150 nm (Figure 3.2c), which is approxi-
mately linearly dependent on the amount of silver present (slope about -1.15 nm/µM).

3.2.1 Coating on a Substrate for Single Particle Observation

In order to observe coating of single particles with the dark-field microscope, gold nanorods
are first immobilized on a glass surface via the addition of sodium chloride (NaCl, Am-
bion). After extensive washing with deionized water, they are immersed in 40 µL 0.01 M
NaOH, which is simultaneously used as the immersion media for a water immersion ob-
jective (Zeiss, 100x, NA 1.0). Best results are obtained when detaching the drop of NaOH
from the objective, mixing it with 80 µL growth solution containing PVP, AgNO3 and
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Figure 3.2: (a) True color photograph showing the color change of the pure gold nanorods
(mean dimensions 51 x 18 nm, left sample) upon increasing silver concentration in the
coating solution (indicated by the number above each vial). (b) Representative TEM im-
ages corresponding to the samples shown above. Images show the increasing thickness of
the silver shell with higher silver concentration. At very high silver concentrations the shell
becomes inhomogeneous (scalebar for all images 50 nm). (c) Resonance wavelength as a
function of silver concentration in the coating solution for a gold nanorod sample with a
starting resonance wavelength of 700 nm. The shift in the resonance wavelength is approx-
imately linearly dependent on the amount of silver present with a slope of -1.15 nm/µM
(dashed line). (d) High-resolution TEM image of a silver-coated gold nanorod. Dashed
lines indicate the borders of the silver shell. Equal lattice spacing (0.23 nm) in the Au core
and the Ag shell confirms epitaxial growth ([111] planes). (e) Scanning TEM image of a
silver-coated gold nanorod with the position of the EDX linescan (red line). (f) Profile
of the Au and Ag elemental distributions. (g) Two representative EDX spectra (at the
positions indicated in (e) and (f)). (Image from reference [Becker et al., 2008].)

ascorbic acid in the same ratios as mentioned above and reattaching the solution again to
the objective. If the experiment is performed the other way around (first putting in the
growth solution, then mixing with NaOH), silver particles form all over the glass surface
and completely cover the (silver coated) gold rods. All solutions are filtered through a
syringe filter (0.02 µm) to prevent the introduction of dust.

3.3 Synthesis of Gold Nanorattles

Here, a strategy for the preparation of rod-shaped gold nanorattles, i.e. hollow gold
nanostructures with a solid nanorod inside (Figure 3.3) is reported. These rod-shaped
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gold nanorattles combine the advantages of rods (low plasmon resonance frequency, high
polarizability, and small plasmon linewidth [Sönnichsen et al., 2002]) with the high surface
area of hollow structures and show improved optical sensitivity on changes in the refractive
index of the environmental solution, compared to gold nanorods, spheres, and hollow
spheres in the visible range of light (chapter 9.3). In contrast to the spherical Au/Ag
nanorattles reported by Xia et al. [Sun et al., 2004], our rod-shaped nanorattles consist
entirely of pure gold, making them chemically stable in aqueous environments.

Figure 3.3: Growth of gold nanorattles. Starting with gold nanorods (a), a silver layer
is deposited (b). By means of reaction with Au ions (blue arrows), a shell of Ag-Au grows
and then transforms into a cage with the dealloying of silver leading to a closed (c) or
porous shell (d),depending on the amount of gold added. Representative TEM images
corresponding to all the steps are shown on the bottom (scalebar is 50 nm). (e) Extinction
spectra corresponding to each step. While the silver coating leads to a blue-shift of the
resonance wavelength, the replacement of the silver shell with a gold cage red-shifts the
resonance wavelength. (Image taken from reference [Khalavka et al., 2009].)

3.3.1 Chemical Procedure

The strategy of rod-shaped nanorattle synthesis closely follows the general procedure used
by Xia et al. [Sun et al., 2004] to form spherical nanorattles with a Au-Ag core. Preformed
gold nanorods (chapter 3.1) are coated with a thin silver layer (Figure 3.3c) via reduction
with ascorbic acid (Asc):

2Ag+ + H2Asc + 2OH− → 2Ag0 + 2H2O + Asc (3.1)

The silver layer produced by the function of silver with ascorbic acid in the presence of
PVP grows epitaxially on the CTAB-coated gold nanorod surface in contrast to citrate-
stabilized spheres [Liu & Guyot-Sionnest, 2004, Becker et al., 2008]. In a second step,
this silver layer is replaced by gold:

3Ag0 + [AuCl4]
− → Au0 + 3Ag+ + 4Cl− (3.2)

A further addition of HAuCl4 produces a porous Au cage around the rods (Figure 3.3d).
The size of the silver shell is 6 nm as estimated from the difference in the mean diameter
between coated and bare rods measured on TEM images.
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The second step is a galvanic replacement reaction between the silver shell and an aqueous
HAuCl4 solution at 100 ◦C. Hollow rattles form instead of a simple gold shell on a gold
core due to the nanoscale Kirkendall effect [Kirkendall, 1942, Yin et al., 2004, Fan et al.,
2007, Yin et al., 2006]. The higher diffusion rate of silver compared to that of gold and
the imbalance of the material flow (see eq 3.2) lead to an accumulation of vacancies on
the inner silver-gold interface [Meyer, 1969]. Depending on the amount of gold added in
the second step, rattles with closed and porous outer shells are synthesized (Figure 3.3).
The maximum of the extinction spectra corresponding to the longitudinal plasmon mode
of the nanorattles is in-between the maxima for the initial gold nanorods and the silver-
coated particles (Figure 3.3e). The distance between the shell and the particle is small
enough to lead to an effective plasmon coupling, creating a mode similar to the one of a
completely filled nanoparticle with the same outer dimensions as the nanorattles. Since
the nanorattles have a lower overall aspect ratio than the initial rods, the resonance wave-
length is shifted slightly to the blue compared to the initial rods.

3.4 Synthesis of Silver Samples

To investigate the polarization anisotropy of differently shaped nanoparticles with the
RotPOL setup (chapter 5.2), silver samples with rod-, cubic- and triangular-shaped par-
ticles were synthesized. Typical TEM images of these synthesized silver nanoparticles are
shown in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: TEM images of (a) rod-, (b) cubic-,(c) triangular-shaped particles used for
polarization anisotropy measurements with the RotPOL setup (chapter 5.2). Scalebar is
100 nm. (Image taken from reference [Becker et al., 2008].)

3.4.1 Synthesis of Silver Nanocubes

Samples of silver nanocubes were obtained by reducing silver nitrate with ethylene glycol
in the presence of PVP and a mM amount of sodium sulfide (Na2S, Sigma-Aldrich) as
described in reference [Siekkinen et al., 2006]. The molar ratio between the PVP monomer
and AgNO3 is set to 1.9:1. The reaction time was 5 min.

3.4.2 Synthesis of Silver Nanorods

For the silver nanorod synthesis, we used the same approach as for cubes, but at higher
temperature (180◦C) and longer reaction time (9 min). We used size-selective precipitation
with acetone to separate rods from the other particles and remove excess of reactants.
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3.4.3 Synthesis of Silver Nanotriangles

Silver triangles were synthesized by a photo-induced process (radiation time: 5 hours)
using poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP) and citrate anions. During illumination silver spher-
ical colloids transform into triangular nanoplates according to literature procedure [Sun
& Xia, 2003].



4 Analytical Methods

Probably the most easiest characterization technique for nanoparticles is to measure the
extinction spectrum of the sample (chapter 4.1). Since in this measurement an ensem-
ble of particles is investigated, darkfield-microscopy is used to investigate the scattering
spectrum on a single particle level (chapter 4.2). However, due to the diffraction limit
of light, the nanoparticle’s shape cannot be resolved in a light microscope, and therefore
a transmission electron microscope is used for this purpose (chapter 4.3, describes also
energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) electron microscopy). Since the stabilizing molecules on
the particle’s surface cannot be imaged by this technique, the influence to the particle
size of these molecules is measured with an approach based on dynamic light scattering
(chapter 4.4).

4.1 Ensemble Spectra

The characterization of the optical properties of an ensemble of nanoparticles in solution
is obtained by the measurement of its extinction spectrum (fiber spectrometer: Ocean
Optics, USB-2000). From this spectrum e.g. the resonance wavelength of the ensemble
can be determined and a first estimation about the particles’ shape can be performed. For
example, spherical particles have an isotropic shape and therefore its extinction spectrum
has only one resonance. In contrast, rodshaped particles have two resonances resulting
from the longitudinal and the transversal resonance mode (Figure 4.1a). In the case of gold
nanorods, the resonance wavelength of the longitudinal mode can be used to estimate the
aspect ratio (length/diameter) of the particles (Figure 4.1b) according to equation 2.55:

λres[nm] = (91 ·AR + 138)[nm/RIU] ·n− (15 ·AR− 241)[nm] (4.1)

λmax: position of the longitudinal resonance wavelength [nm]
AR: aspect ratio of the nanorods
n: refractive index of the surrounding medium

However, the particles in the ensemble are not all identical and therefore the resonance
wavelength of each single particle varies. Since the ensemble peak is a superposition of
all single particle resonances, it is broadened depending on the quality of the sample.
For this reason, the linewidth (also termed: full width at half maximum, FWHM) of the
ensemble extinction spectrum is an indicator for the polydispersity of the particles with
a simple connection: the smaller the linewidth the better the quality of the sample.
Furthermore, the concentration of the sample can be calculated using Lambert-Beer’s law
[Beer, 1852]:
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Figure 4.1: (a) Rodshaped particles show a longitudinal (blue arrow) as well as a
transversal (green arrow) resonance due to their non-isotropic shape. (b) Ensemble ex-
tinction spectra of gold spheres (black) and gold rods with different aspect ratio (AR=3
and AR=4, red and blue lines, respectively). While spherical particles have only one
resonance peak, rods show two peaks resulting from the transversal and the longitudinal
resonance mode. Thereby the position of the longitudinal peak strongly depends on the
aspect ratio of the particles. The arrow indicates the linewidth (FWHM) of the ensemble
spectrum, which is connected to the polydispersity of the sample.

E = c · d · ε (4.2)

E = − log10(Itrans/Ireference): extinction
c: concentration of particles in the sample [mol/L]
d: distance, the light has to travel through the absorbing media [cm]
ε: molar decadic extinction coefficient [L/(mol · cm)]

which is true for diluted samples, with E < 1. For higher values of E, this simple equation
is not valid anymore due to a possible change of ε because of multiple scattering events.
To estimate the concentration of the samples, the molar decadic extinction coefficient of
the particles in the sample is required. This coefficient can be calculated if the absorption
cross-section σ of one single nanoparticle is known. The calculation of σ can either be
done by Mie (for spherical particles), quasi-static-approximation (for small spheroidal
particles) or by BEM or DDA (for all other shapes) (see chapter 2.4.2 or chapter 2.4.1,
respectively). The required size and shape of the particles can be obtained from TEM
imaging (chapter 4.3). Using the following formula, the molar extinction coefficient ε can
be calculated [Lakowicz, 2006]:

ε =
NA ·σ
ln(10)

(4.3)

NA = 6.022 · 1023 mol−1 : Avogadro constant
σ: absorption cross section of one single particle

Insertion of the constants and subsequent conversion of units results in:

ε/
[

L
mol · cm

]
= 2.6 · 106 σ/[nm2] (4.4)
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4.2 Darkfield Microscopy

Since single metallic nanoparticles scatter light very efficiently, it is possible to investigate
their scattering spectrum using a conventional transmission light microscope in dark-field
mode (Zeiss, Axioskop Figure 4.2a). In this approach, a dark-field condenser is imple-
mented in the illumination path, which focuses the light onto the substrate (Figure 4.2c).
Using a condenser having a larger numerical aperture then the objective, direct light does
not enter the objective. The numerical aperture N.A. is hereby defined as the range of
angles over which the system (objective or condenser) can accept or emit light:

N.A. = n sinα (4.5)

α: half-angle of the maximum cone of light that can enter or exit the lens
n: refractive index of the medium in which the lens is working

Using a condenser with a N.A. = 1.2 − 1.4 allows therefore the use of objectives with a
N.A. up to 1.2, which is fulfilled by all air- and most water-immersion objectives. Having
objects in the focal plane scattering light, this light is able to enter the objective and
therefore the resulting image will show bright spots on a dark background (Figure 4.2d).
The investigation of the light is carried out by a coupled spectrometer (Acton, SP-2150i),
where the light gets dispersed by a grating (300gr/mm). Thereafter the spectrum is
captured by a peltier-cooled (−75◦C) CCD camera (Princeton Instruments, Pixis400)
(Figure 4.2b).
Theoretically it would also be possible to investigate the particles in bright-field mode,
where the sample is illuminated in conventional transmission. In this case the extinction
of the particles is measured [Muskens et al., 2006]. However, the extinction of the in-
vestigated nanoparticles is very small. Since it is difficult to measure very small losses
(σext/π · r2

diffraction limit ∼ 10−4 for a sphere with 20 nm in diameter) on a bright background
compared to the initial described measurement of scattered light on a black background,
the latter one is used.

4.3 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)

Since the investigated nanoparticles are smaller than the wavelength of visible light, it is
not possible to resolve the shape of these particles by darkfield microscopy. Therefore a
transmission electron microscope (TEM) is used to investigate the structural properties of
the nanoparticles (Philips CM-12 and a FEI Tecnai-F30). Here the fundamental property
is used that all matter (not just light) has a wave-like structure according to de Broglie
[de Broglie, 1924]:

λ =
h

p
(4.6)

λ: wavelength of the particle [m]
h = 6.626 · 10−23 Js: Planck‘s constant
p: relativistic momentum of the particle [kg m/s]=[

√
kg J ]=[

√
1.602 · 10−19kg eV]
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Figure 4.2: a) Picture of a conventional light microscope in darkfield mode, which is
used to image gold nanorods and investigate them spectrally by a spectrometer and a
coupled CCD camera (b). Illumination of the sample is through a darkfield oil immersion
condenser (c), and therefore the direct light does not enter the objective and only the
scattered light of the nanoparticles is collected. d) The resulting image shows bright
spots on a black background, each spot representing the scattered light of one single
nanoparticle.

Figure 4.3: Scheme of a transmission electron microscope. A TEM can in principle be
compared to a light microscope, if photons are substituted for electrons. The bright field
image plane is used to image the sample, while the diffraction image plane reveals the
elemental composition of the sample. (Image taken from reference [Wikipedia, 2009].)
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In principle a TEM works similar to a light microscope, using accelerated electrons instead
of photons. Magnetic lenses are used to guide the electrons (see Figure 4.3).

The most common mode is the brightfield imaging mode, were the electrons are paral-
lelized by the lenses in the microscope before hitting the specimen. In the case of a region
containing a sample the electrons are scattered and the image appears dark, while regions
without any sample will appear bright. The number of scattered and absorbed electrons
depends on the electron capture cross-section of the sample’s material which scales with
the atomic number Z and the material density. For this reason gold (Z = 79) appears
darker compared to silver (Z = 47, see Figure 3.2b).

Energy-Dispersive X-Ray Detection (EDX)

To investigate the elemental composition of a sample, energy dispersive X-ray spec-
troscopy (EDX) is a common technique. Here, the accelerated electrons are focused
on a very small spot where they interact with the electrons of the atoms in the sample.
Therefore an electron of the atomic inner shell can be kicked out and leaves a hole. The
atom is then in an excited state. This hole is filled by an electron from an outer shell.
Since the electrons in the outer shell have more energy compared to electrons in the inner
shell, the de-excitation leads to the emission of X-rays. The frequencies of those X-rays
are unique for each element, which allows to characterize the elemental composition of
the sample. Due to the focusing of the spot on a very small size, core-shell-structures
composed of different elements can be resolved (see Figure 3.2f).

4.4 Size Measurements by Dynamic Light Scattering
(DLS)

To measure the size of metal nanoparticles TEM is the ideal tool. But the metal par-
ticles are usually surrounded by molecules (e.g. citrate, cetrimonium bromide (CTAB)
or polyethylenglycol (PEG)) to stabilize them against aggregation. Since these molecules
do not show enough contrast in the TEM to estimate their size a different approach is
needed. One possibility is to measure the hydrodynamic radius using a process called
dynamic light scattering (DLS). This procedure measures the diffusion constant of the
Brownian motion and relates this to the size of the particles, using the attribute that this
motion depends on the particle size (the larger the particles the slower they move). In
practice a laser illuminates the sample and the light is scattered by the particles. Since
many particles are illuminated at the same time, the scattered light interferes and there-
fore a speckle pattern will appear (Figure 4.4a). As the particles are constantly in motion,
this pattern will change over time. If the intensity signal of a particular part of the speckle
pattern is continuously recorded the analysis by a auto-correlation function reveals the
diffusion speed of the particles (Figure 4.4b). The Brownian motion can be described
by the diffusion constant D, which can be calculated via the Stokes-Einstein equation
according to [Einstein, 1905]:
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Figure 4.4: (a) Scheme of an approach using the dynamic light scattering process. The
particles in the sample scatter the propagating waves which leads to a speckle pattern
on the detector (inset). (b) Correlation function for large and small particles. As can be
seen, the rate of decay for the correlation function depends on the particle size. (Image
taken from reference [Malvern Instruments Ltd., 2005].)

D =
kB ·T
6πηr

(4.7)

kB = 1.38 · 10−23 [J/K]: Boltzmann constant
T : Temperature
η: viscosity of the solvent
r: radius of the particle

which is related to the size of the particles if the viscosity of the suspension is known. With
this setup the size of an absorbed molecule on the surface of particles can be investigated
(chapter 11.4). I performed such measurements using a commercial instrument of Malvern
Instruments (model: Nano).
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Several techniques have been used to extract optical spectra of single plasmonic nanopar-
ticles [Kalkbrenner et al., 2004, Van Dijk et al., 2005, Arbouet et al., 2004], most effi-
ciently using dark-field microscopy. This setup investigates the spectrum of an individual
nanoparticle by dispersing the scattered light with a spectrometer and capturing it with
a connected charge-coupled device (CCD) camera. In setups used until now, one single
particle is imaged onto a small pinhole in front of a spectrometer. Therefore it is only
possible to investigate one single particle at the same time. The investigation of many
particles was realized by manual moving each particle separately into the focus, which
results in a very time consuming measurement. In this chapter I describe the development
of a novel setup (fastSPS setup, chapter 5.1), which measures the spectrum of all parti-
cles in the field of view automatically. Furthermore many particles are investigated at the
same time, which results in an enormous decrease of the time needed for the measurement
and the ability to monitor the spectra of many particles continuously in parallel. The de-
velopment of the setup was performed with the help of Olaf Schubert and was published
in the journal Nano Letters [Becker et al., 2007].
A second novel setup was also developed in collaboration with Olaf Schubert. It enables
us to investigate the degree and direction of polarization of the scattered light of single
nanoparticles (RotPOL setup, chapter 5.2). Before, the polarization was obtained by ro-
tating a polarizer stepwise by hand, missing spectroscopic information [Sönnichsen et al.,
2002, Müller et al., 2002]. The RotPOL setup automatically investigates the polariza-
tion pattern of many particles in parallel and the combination with a variable wavelength
interference filter allow to measure the spectra of these particles. In a first approach, we in-
vestigate polarization patterns of dimers consisting of two equally sized gold nanospheres,
gold and silver nanorods, silver nanocubes and silver nanotriangles. The description of
the setup and the first obtained results have been published in reference [Schubert et al.,
2008].

5.1 The Fast Single-Particle Spectroscopy (FastSPS)
Setup

Here, I present a novel fast single-particle spectroscopy method (fastSPS) based on an
electronically addressable spatial shutter, which allows the simultaneous investigation of
many particles in parallel with high temporal resolutions on a single-particle level in real
time and in situ. The method is presently at least an order of magnitude faster than
the traditional serial measurement, where each single particle was investigates separately.
Furthermore, the FastSPS setup uses no mechanical parts or sample movement, which
potentially allows this method to become an inexpensive, sturdy system for use outside of
a laboratory environment, for example for medical sensoring applications [Raschke et al.,
2003, Liu et al., 2006]. We use fastSPS to study the growth process of rodshaped gold

47
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Figure 5.1: (a) Scheme of the spectrometer of the fastSPS setup, where the entrance
slit of the spectrometer is replaced by an electronically addressable liquid crystal device
(LCD) placed in the microscope’s image plane. (b) To take an image of the sample the
grating is moved to zero’s order and operates then as a mirror.

nanoparticles in the presence of surfactant molecules (chapter 6.2) and to investigate the
protein-membrane interaction on single nanoparticles (chapter 7). Additionally the setup
is used to show the increase of sensitivity of silvercoated gold rods (chapter 9.2) and of
gold nanorattles (chapter 9.3) compared to bare gold nanorods. The FastSPS setup will
also be useful for other realtime spectral monitoring applications such as the use of plas-
mon particles as labels in single-molecule studies [Sönnichsen et al., 2005, Liu et al., 2006].

Replacing the Entrance Slit with a Liquid Crystal Device (LCD)

To optically observe single nanoparticles, we use a standard transmission type dark-field
microscope (Zeiss, Axioplan) [Sönnichsen et al., 2002, Sönnichsen & Alivisatos, 2005, Sön-
nichsen, 2001] with a high numerical aperture condenser (NA 1.2 − 1.4) and a 40x air
objective (NA 0.75) coupled with an imaging spectrometer (SP-2150i, Acton; grating:
300 gr/mm; spectral resolution: 1.6 nm) and read out by a peltier-cooled (−75 ◦ C)
backilluminated charged-coupled device (CCD) camera (Pixis400, Princeton Instruments;
1340 x 400 pixels per (20 µm)2). The novel aspect is that we replace the entrance slit of
the spectrometer by an electronically addressable liquid crystal device (LCD) (LC2002,
Holoeye; 800 x 600 pixels (230 x 230 pixels used in our setup) with (32 µm)2 pixel size;
response time: 40 ms; the pixel size corresponds to the diffraction-limited spot of one
nanoparticle magnified by our 40x objective) (Figure 5.1a). LCDs are currently used in
a variety of optical setups including optical-sectioning fluorescence spectroscopy [Hanley
et al., 1998] and speckle-illuminated confocal fluorescence microscopy [Jiang & Walker,
2005], but have, to the best of my knowledge, not been used as a spatial addressable
shutter for spectrometers. The LCD is placed in the image plane of the microscope so
that each of its pixels corresponds to a distinct point in the focal plane of the objec-
tive and effectively acts as an individual electronically addressable shutter for this area.
Furthermore the LCD is at the same time placed in the entrance plane of an imaging
spectrometer. By setting an LCD pixel to transparent, a corresponding particle is spec-
trally investigated. Currently, the spectrometer allows the imaging of up to 20 vertically
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separated spectra on the CCD chip before overlap between spectra becomes problematic.
By using more sophisticated spectrometer optics, it can be expected to improve this value
considerably in a future system.

Acquiring the spectra

In a standard measurement, first all LCD pixels are set to transparent and a black-and-
white image of the whole sample is taken by moving the spectrometer grating to zero’s
order (Figure 5.1b). In principle, a second camera attached to another output port of the
microscope could be used for this as well, which would further speed up the measurement.
N nanoparticles are then selected by hand or by setting a threshold, which differs bright
spots from background noise. The nanoparticle positions (Xi, Yi) are arranged into n
nonhorizontally overlapping groups (Gn) of up to 20 particles. Each group (Gn) is then
measured consecutively by setting the corresponding pixels to transparent (Figure 5.2).
The resulting images (In) are decomposed into the particle spectra (Si), taking into ac-
count a small wavelength shift due to the horizontal position offset (Xi − Xc) from the
center of the spectrometer entrance (Xc). A dark image (I0), taken by setting all pixels to
black, can be subtracted from all images (In) to account for light leaking through black
LCD pixels despite the >1:1000 contrast achievable with LCD displays. Furthermore,
the spectra (Si) need to be corrected for background from diffuse light originating from
out-of-focus areas of the sample, i.e., dust on the glass surface. Therefore, one additional
spectrum (S0) from a point of the sample without a particle is measured and subtracted
from each particle spectrum (Si). Finally, the spectra are normalized to the spectral
characteristic determined for a “white” particle (W ), either dust or large silicon dioxide
beads, Sfinal = (Si − S0)/W . After these corrections, the spectra are smoothed over 5
points (4 nm) and the maximum of the plasmon resonance is determined by a parabolic
fit around the absolute maximum. The stability of the setup, determined by observing a
single particle continuously for about 3 h, shows subnanometer deviations limited mainly
by focus drift (Figure 5.3a).

Measuring Speed of the FastSPS Setup

To compare the speed of our new fastSPS setup with other methods for spectral investi-
gation of particles in a microscope, it is important to realize that the density of randomly
deposited particles on the substrate is necessarily low in single-particle studies. Because
the diffraction limit makes it impossible to reliably distinguish two particles from a single
particle, if they are closer than the current resolution, the only way to investigate single
particles (on average) is to dilute them on the substrate up to a point where it is very
unlikely to find two particles in the same diffraction limited spot. The probability p of
such “aggregates” is given by p = 1− (1−N/M)m with N the number of particles in the
field of view, M the number of “absorption areas” in this field of view, assuming that one
absorption area has the size of one nanoparticle and m is the size of the optical resolu-
tion as a multiple of the absorption area. p increases to more than 1 % of the deposited
particles for densities around 160 particles in the field of view of (200 µm)2 assuming a
resolution of 900 nm. Any method measuring the spectra of each point in the field of view
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Figure 5.2: Each of the LCD pixels acts as an electronically addressable shutter for a
small area of the sample. LCD pixels which are corresponding to vertically separated
particles are set to transparent in order to spectrally investigate those particles simulta-
neously. (Image taken from reference [Becker et al., 2007].)

Figure 5.3: (a) Continuous measurement of the same particle with the fastSPS setup to
test its stability. The spectra have a mean of 628.6 nm, a standard deviation of 0.65 nm
and a maximal deviation of 1.58 nm. Refocusing (after about 90 and 140 minutes) leads
to a maximal change of 1.47 nm (stripes in the image). The maximal deviation between
two consecutive measurements is 0.58 nm. (b) For randomly deposited particles, higher
particle densities on the sample (lower horizontal axis) lead to a higher percentage of
more than one particle in a diffraction limited spot (particle aggregates, upper horizontal
axis). The total measurement time for all particles in the field of view increases linearly
for a serial method (black line) and is independent for all spectral imaging methods,
which determine the spectra of all points in the field of view (blue line). The fastSPS
method (red line) is by far the fastest method for realistic particle densities around 160
particles in the field of view (FOV = 200 µm)2 corresponding to roughly 1% of particle
aggregates.(Images taken from reference [Becker et al., 2007].)
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(“spectral imaging”) produces therefore a vast amount of unnecessary data. Several tech-
nical possibilities exist for realizing such a spectral imaging approach, from scanning the
illumination wavelength [Liu et al., 2005], using an interferometric approach [Gemperlein,
1988] to moving the sample relative to the entrance slit of the spectrometer [Herrala &
Okkonen, 1996, Kim et al., 2001]. Depending on particle density, automatization grade,
speed of sample movement, etc., the more traditional “serial” approach of investigating
exactly the particle in the center of view and positioning all particles of interest in this
spot consecutively is usually faster for low particle densities. Figure 5.3b numerically
compares our fastSPS approach using a spatial addressable shutter with the serial and
spectral imaging method for different particle densities. In addition, we have compared
the fastSPS setup with spectral imaging realized by moving the spectrometer with a fixed
entrance slit relative to the sample with a stepper motor (Figure 5.3b). Both, simulation
and experiment show at least an order of magnitude faster spectra acquisition time for
realistic particle densities of about 160 particles per (200 µm)2. We have adjusted the
exposure time of the fastSPS method in these calculations to account for light blocked
by the LCD’s polarization filters (about 60% of the incoming light). It will be, however,
relatively simple to circumvent this issue by splitting the light into two optical pathways
of orthogonal polarization with a polarizing beam splitter and using two LCD displays.
In this improved configuration, not only spectral but also orientation information can be
gained, which can be used to extract particle orientation of optically anisotropic particles
[Sönnichsen & Alivisatos, 2005, Muskens et al., 2006].

5.2 The Polarization Resolved Spectroscopy
(RotPOL) Setup

Polarization analysis of light from single fluorescent emitters has been a major advance-
ment in single molecule optics used to study the conformational dynamics of biomolecules
and their spatial arrangement [Weiss, 2000]. There are several techniques (among them
polarization modulation [Ha et al., 1999], defocusing [Bartko & Dickson, 1999, Toprak
et al., 2006], back-plane imaging [Lieb et al., 2004], or polarization analysis [Chung et al.,
2003]), which give the orientation of an emission or absorption dipole but not the degree
and symmetry of the emitted light polarization itself. For the dipolar emission of typical
fluorescent molecules, the cos2 θ dependency of the light intensity on the polarization an-
gle θ is well known and usually not at the center of interest. For larger nanoparticles, the
light emission is not necessarily of dipolar character [Nelayah et al., 2007]. In particular,
the resonant light scattering from plasmons in noble metal particles is expected to show
the symmetry of the oscillation mode and the particle shape. At different wavelengths of
the excitation light, different oscillation modes are excited making it important to know
the polarization pattern as a function of wavelength. Knowing the polarization pattern of
plasmonic nanostructures is therefore not only important to understand the fundamental
physics of light interaction with these structures, but allows one to discriminate different
oscillation modes within one particle and to distinguish differently shaped particles within
one sample.
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Description of the RotPOL Setup

The unique component for the polarization resolved single particle spectroscopy (rotPOL)
is a rotating polarizer (Figure 5.4).

Figure 5.4: Schematics of the rotPOL setup. One wavelength is selected by a linear
variable interference filter (varIF), then the light is dispersed into the different polarization
directions by a wedge-shaped rotating polarizer (PL), resulting in ring-shaped intensity
profiles of a pointlike light source on the digital camera. (Image taken from reference
[Schubert et al., 2008].)

We use a standard polarization filter (analyzer for polarization contrast imaging) rotated
by an external motor at a frequency of more than 4 Hz. The polarizer slightly displaces
the image by a few pixels, which means that images taken with exposure times longer
than the full rotation time will show a ring in the image plane for a normally point-
like single particle and therefore encodes the polarization information in a spatial image
(Figure 5.5a). Each point on the ring corresponds to the light intensity I(q) in the cor-

Figure 5.5: (a) The wedge-shaped rotating polarizer encodes the the polarization infor-
mation in a spatial image. (b) In order to get the polarization profile (intensity I(θ) as
a function of polarization angle θ), the image is integrated between an inner and outer
ring diameter (dashed lines in panel b)). The center of the rings is chosen to mini-
mize asymmetry between opposite sides. (c) Real-color image of an inhomogeneous silver
nanoparticle sample containing spheres, rods, and triangles as seen through the rotPol-
microscope. Two colors in one ring correspond to two different plasmon modes at the
respective wavelengths. Scalebar is 25 µm. (Image taken from reference [Schubert et al.,
2008].)
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responding polarization direction. A dipole, for example, will show two loops at opposite
sides (Figure 5.5b). We combine this rotating polarizer with a standard transmission
dark-field microscope with white light excitation from a 100 W halogen lamp, 40x water-
immersion objective (NA 0.8) and a high numerical aperture condenser (NA 1.2-1.4). To
simultaneously record spectral and polarization information (Figure 5.6) we place a vari-
able wavelength interference filter (varIF, VERIL S 200, Schott AG, 400 − 700 nm) in
front of the digital camera (either a peltier-cooled CCD (CoolSnapHQ2, Photometrics) or
a consumer digital DSL camera (EOS 400D, Canon)). In this case, the measured intensity
I(q) is the polarization dependent scattering intensity I(q, λ) at the corresponding trans-
mission wavelength λ0 of the filter. Polarization and spectral dependent scattering spectra
I(q, λ) are obtained by moving the interference filter with a stepper motor (T-LLS260,
Zaber Technologies Inc.) and recording one image for each position with the exposure time

Figure 5.6: By inserting a variable wavelength in-
terference filter the polarization profile is determined
for a single wavelength. Repeating this procedure
for a wavelength regime (by moving the interference
filter with a stepper motor) produces intensity val-
ues as a function of wavelength and polarization an-
gle I(λ, θ), which is shown here color-coded. (Image
taken from reference [Schubert et al., 2008].)

adjusted to correct for the spectral
characteristics of the setup. We
extract the polarization dependent
scattering intensity I(q) for each
frame with an image analysis al-
gorithm, which finds the center of
each ring by minimizing the differ-
ences between the intensity of op-
posite sides of the ring. A starting
point for the algorithm is provided
by summing all frames up and se-
lecting the particles by hand. The
intensity at the center of the ring is
used to correct for background sig-
nal (i.e. CCD-noise and scattering
from out-of focus dust particles).
A real color image of nanoparticles
in the RotPOL setup can be seen
in Figure 5.5c.

Calculation of the Polarization Anisotropy

The combination (rotPOL, varIF) allows the recording of single particle scattering spectra
I(λ), the polarization anisotropy PA(λ), and/or the determination of full wavelength and
polarization dependent scattering intensity I(θ, λ) for up to 50 particles in parallel. The
polarization anisotropy PA(λ) is defined as [Yguerabide & Yguerabide, 1998]:

PA(λ) = (Ia − Ib)/(Ia + Ib), (5.1)

where Ia and Ib correspond to the scattering intensity of light polarized parallel to the
major and minor particle axis, respectively. For rodlike particles, the PA(λ) may become
negative near the short axis resonance, where Ib is high. The polarization inhomogeneity
of the setup itself is tested, by measuring polarization-dependent spectra of perfectly
spherical SiO2-spheres (Ø 314 nm, Corpuscular Inc.) and obtained a median PA of 0.1
(Figure 5.7). This corresponds to the error in the polarization values obtained in this
work.
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Figure 5.7: (a) TEM-image (scalebar: 500 nm) of SiO2-spheres and (b) results of a mea-
surement of these perfectly spherical particle, sing the rotPOL-setup. The imperfections
of the optical components induce an error of about 0.1 in the polarization anisotropy
(PA). (Image taken from reference [Schubert et al., 2008].)

Performance of the Setup

A polarization dependent spectral image (450− 700 nm, spectral resolution: 5 nm, angle
resolution 1 − 2◦) with a field of view of 133 µm x 100 µm (with a 40x objective) takes
about 10 − 20 minutes, depending on the exposure time and the sample studied. The
stability of the setup is tested by measuring one sample repeatedly (Figure 5.8).
Furthermore the rotPOL method is not limited to non-changing samples, but may record
polarization dependent particle spectra with high temporal resolution, especially if high
spectral resolution is not required. In this case, instead of the variable wavelength inter-
ference filter and the peltier-cooled digital camera a digital consumer camera (EOS 400D,
Canon) is used. The images are then taken with an exposure time between 10 and 30

Figure 5.8: Stability of the setup. The same particles were measured repeatedly for
more than two hours. The standard deviation is below 1%, about 6% and about 10%
for the resonance energy, PA and maximum intensity, respectively. (Image taken from
reference [Schubert et al., 2008].)
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seconds and an ISO setting between 100 and 400 and the spectral information can be
gained from the RGB colors of these images. With this setup the PA of nanorods exposed
to a growth solution was investigated (see chapter 6.3).

5.2.1 First Results Obtained With RotPOL

To explore the possible polarization states of simple plasmonic nanostructures, we deter-
mine the wavelength and polarization dependent scattering intensity I(θ, λ) of gold and
silver nano-rods, -triangles, gold nanospheres, and pairs of these spheres (representative
examples in Figure 5.9), the gold spheres were purchased from BBI international, UK.
Synthesis procedures of the silver samples are described in chapter 3.4.

Figure 5.9: Typical plasmon polarization results for simple gold and silver plasmonic
nanostructures. (a) TEM images of samples containing silver (I,II,IV,V) and gold (III)
nanoparticles (scale bar: 100 nm). In line (b), typical real-color microscopic images of
those samples are shown (scale bar: 15 µm). The polarization dependent single-particle-
scattering-spectra I(λ, θ) of representative particles are shown in (c) color-coded as in
Figure 5.6. These results can be compared to simulations by discrete dipole approximation
shown in (e) with the model sketched in (d). For the triangular particle in column V,
a polar graph of the intensity I(θ) at the two particle resonances visible in Vc is shown
in the bottom panel. Two loops with the expected 60◦ offset are clearly visible. (Image
taken from reference [Schubert et al., 2008].)
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Comparison with Theory

To compare our experimental results to theory, we simulated polarization dependent spec-
tra of rod-shaped, cubic, and triangular gold and silver particles within the discrete dipole
approximation (DDA, chapter 2.4.1) using the particle sizes and shapes determined by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM, chapter 4.3). Particle sizes and shapes vary sig-
nificantly within one batch of nanoparticles. Since we are not able to measure identical
particles with rotPOL and TEM, the simulations have some degree of freedom regarding
the precise particle dimensions.
The qualitative results for all investigated nanoparticles agree well with simulations. In-
terestingly the complete absence of polarization anisotropy for silver cubes, both theory
and experiment surprises at first. However, two orthogonal dipoles with cos2 θ intensity
dependency cancel each other out completely (cos2 θ + sin2 θ = 1). Rods show the ex-
pected dipolar behavior with sometimes the short axis peak visible at lower wavelength
in the orthogonal direction. In samples containing only spheres, some particles show an
unexpectedly high PA combined with a red-shifted resonance wavelength. The polar-
ization dependent spectra of these particles agree well with simulations of a pair of two
spheres within close distance. The shift of the plasmon mode along the interparticle axis
(“long axis”) depends strongly on the interparticle distance [Reinhard et al., 2005]. Mea-
suring I(λ, θ) allows the extraction of the orientation of the particle pair, the interparticle
spacing (”plasmon ruler”) [Sönnichsen et al., 2005] and may allow the construction of
a “self-calibrating” plasmonic ruler insensitive to changes in the dielectric environment
(chapter 11). Samples containing triangles show very often “rodlike” resonances, which is
probably due to a shape asymmetry of the triangles. DDA simulations of such “truncated
triangles” show reasonable agreement with measured spectra. Since it is not easily pos-
sible to correlate directly particle shape and optical spectra and our samples of triangles
are particularly polydisperse, the interpretation remains tentative. In some polarization
spectra I(λ, θ), we observe the 60◦ symmetry expected for triangles. In the cases where
we observed this 60◦ symmetry, each resonance was shifted in wavelength (Figure 5.9,
particle V), again most likely due to small differences for the plasmon modes in the direc-
tion of the three corners. We were not able to simulate the polarization spectrum I(λ, θ)
of such particles so far due to the high number of possible ways to modify the corners.

Closer Look on Nanorods

Nanorods are the most often used and conceptually most simple “antenna-like” plasmonic
structures, and it is therefore important to study their emission pattern more closely. We
synthesized gold nanorods (average sizes determined from TEM: 57 x 28 nm) according
to chapter 3.1 and measured polarization dependent single particle scattering spectra
I(λ, θ) for these particles and compare those with two batches of spherical gold particles
with nominal diameters of 60 and 80 nm, respectively. First, we extract the polarization
anisotropy PA at the resonance wavelength λres. As expected, rod-shaped particles show a
high degree of polarization anisotropy (average PA(λres) = 0.84, Figure 5.10a) [Sönnichsen
et al., 2002] while spherical particles have an average PA(λres) of about 0.35 (Figure 5.10a).
Looking at the polarization anisotropy PA(λ) over the full optical spectrum, we observe
almost no wavelength dependency for spheres, but a strong spectral dependency for rods.
This reflects the lack of excitation of the long-axis plasmon mode with light-waves out-of
resonance. Surprisingly the spheres showed a PA(λres) much greater than zero, but this
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Figure 5.10: (a) The polarization anisotropy PA(λres) = (Ia − Ib)/(Ia + Ib) at the
longitudinal plasmon resonance wavelength λres is shown as a function of the resonance
wavelength for three different gold particle samples (blue dots: nominally spherical gold
particles with 60 nm diameter; teal dots: 87 nm diameter; and red dots: gold nanorods).
We extract each point from a full wavelength and polarization dependent single particle
scattering spectrum I(λ, θ). The dashed black line is a theoretical prediction from simula-
tions of gold rods of different aspect ratios and sizes embedded in water (refractive index
n = 1.34). The polarization anisotropy PA(λ) for a given particle varies as a function
of wavelength λ, which we show in (b) for gold rods (red dots) and spheres (green dots).
The shaded red and green areas correspond to theoretical predictions for particles with
aspect ratios (a/b) of 2 < a/b < 3 and a/b < 1.2, respectively. The theoretical prediction
of polarization anisotropy PA at the resonance wavelength as a function of aspect ratio
(a/b) for silver (blue dots), gold (red dots) and SiO2 (black dots) particles is shown in (c).
Dots correspond to DDA-simulations, the lines are fits. The simulations do not perfectly
follow a common trend due to a small influence of particle volume on the polarization
anisotropy. (Image taken from reference [Schubert et al., 2008].)

could be explained by the fact that the nominally round particles have a mean aspect
ratio (shape anisotropy) determined from TEM images of about 1.1 (Figure 5.11).

Simulations for Ag, Au, and SiO2-particles (Figure 5.10c) show that the strong sensitivity
of the polarization anisotropy is a plasmonic effect: gold and silver nanoparticles with an
aspect ratio as low as 1.8 and 1.6 (respectively) already have a PA of 0.9, for SiO2 this
value is reached only for an aspect ratio of 4. The plasmon damping in silver is lower
than in gold, which may explain the steeper PA(a/b) function. These theoretical results
explain the unexpectedly high polarization anisotropy of nominally round gold spheres.
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Figure 5.11: Shape of gold nanospheres (BBI Inc. UK.) determined from TEM images
for 60 nm particles (a) and 80 nm particles (b) (scalebars 200 nm). Histograms of the
aspect ratio determined from such TEM images for more than 100 particles per sample
are shown in the appropriate insets. The nominally round particles have a mean aspect
ratio (shape anisotropy) of about 1.1 for both samples, which is enough to induce strongly
polarized light scattering. (Image taken from reference [Schubert et al., 2008].)

.

5.3 Conclusion

In this chapter I presented two novel setups (fastSPS and RotPOL) I developed, to in-
vestigate automatically the scattering spectra of many nanoparticles.
The fast single particle spectroscopy (fastSPS) setup is optimized to measure automati-
cally the scattering spectra of all plasmonic nanoparticles in the field of view with high
temporal resolution, and is currently an order of magnitude faster than other methods.
Additionally up to 30 particles can be monitored continuously at the same time. In
principle, the spectrometer’s entrance pinhole is replaced by an electronically addressable
spatial shutter (liquid crystal device - LCD), and therefore no mechanically moving parts
are required. This enables the possibility to implement this device in small, robust future
devices, e.g., for ultrasmall volume sensors “in the field”.
However, due to the utilized polarizers in the LCD, particles having their resonance with a
perpendicular orientation to the polarizer direction cannot be investigated. Furthermore,
these polarizers are only usable in the wavelength range of 450 - 700 nm. To dispose
these drawbacks, the LCD could be exchanged by an digital micromirror device (DMD,
trademark of Texas Instruments), consisting of several thousands microscopic mirrors.
Each of these mirrors can be rotated separately and therefore this device acts also as
an shutter if the appropriate mirrors are reflecting the light into the spectrometer. The
advantages compared to the LCD are an enlarged applicable wavelength range as well an
independency of the polarization direction of the incoming scattered light.

The rotPOL method is a versatile tool to study polarization anisotropy of the light emis-
sion pattern from nanoparticles, especially for plasmonic structures but possibly also for
fluorescent quantum structures. Furthermore, the possibility to record dynamic changes of
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the polarization emission pattern of single particles allows studying particle modes in situ.
In a first test experiment, the polarization anisotropy of different particle morphologies
(spheres, rods, triangles, cubes, and particle pairs) were investigated. The observed large
variety of plasmon emission patterns provides a wide field for optimization of applications
such as light guiding and allows detailed theoretical modeling of plasmon modes. The
high polarization anisotropy, found even for only moderately elongated spheres highlights
the strong influence of polarization even for nominally round particles.

Both setups were used to monitor spectrally the further growth of rodshaped nanoparticle
in situ (chapter 6). Additionally, the fastSPS setup was used to investigate protein mem-
brane interactions (chapter 7) as well as to investigate the sensing properties on changes
in the refractive index of the environment of silver coated gold nanorods and hollow gold
nanorattles (chapter 9).





6 Single Gold Nanoparticle Growth
Monitored in situ

The novel fastSPS setup (see chapter 5.1) is used to study the growth process of rodshaped
gold nanoparticles in the presence of surfactant molecules. It is observed that the particles
grow mainly in the direction of the short rod axis, resulting in a decrease of the aspect
ratio (chapter 6.2). This is, to the best of my knowledge, the first real-time optical
observation of nanoparticle growth on a single-particle level (results were published in
reference [Becker et al., 2007]). In collaboration with Olaf Schubert the nanoparticle
growth was also monitored using the novel RotPOL setup. Here a decrease of the average
polarization anisotropy PA is observed (chapter 6.3).

6.1 Introduction

Compared to the atomic level of control achievable in organic syntheses, the wet chemical
production of nanoparticles often suffers from low yield and/or a relatively broad size
and shape distribution. Circumventing the issue of inhomogeneous samples, microscopic
techniques to study optical properties of individual nanoparticles have become a major
characterization tool [Eustis & El-Sayed, 2006]. The origin of the inhomogeneous growth
of nanoparticle samples and details of the growth mechanism are not well understood
in most cases [Yin & Alivisatos, 2005]. The study of the particle growth process itself
on a single-particle level has so far been limited, due to difficulties in obtaining enough
statistics and due to technical complexity. Most studies rely on stopping the growth re-
action at various points and determine particle morphology at aliquots taken at those
times [Petroski et al., 1998, Peng & Peng, 2002, Wei & Zamborini, 2004, Agarwal et al.,
2006, Festag et al., 2007].
The key for our optical study of nanoparticle growth on a single-particle level is the fact
that the light-scattering spectra of gold nanorods depend delicately on size and shape
of the particles(chapter 2.5.1, [Nikoobakht & El-Sayed, 2003, Murphy et al., 2005]). The
scattering spectrum is dominated by the long axis plasmon resonance, which shifts towards
longer wavelengths for higher aspect ratios [Link et al., 1999] and broadens for larger par-
ticles due to increased radiation damping [Sönnichsen et al., 2002]. Hence, it is possible
to deduce the particle size and shape by observing the resonance energy and linewidth of
single particles, assuming the particles stay rodshaped and the particle environment stays
the same. In other words, the“phase space” of particle shape (size and aspect ratio) maps
bijective onto the experimentally observable “phase space” of linewidths and resonance
energy [Prescott & Mulvaney, 2006].
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6.2 Investigation with the FastSPS Setup

Description of the Experiment

Figure 6.1: (a) TEM image of original gold nanorod
sample. (b) TEM image of the sample after 2.5 hours
incubation in growth solution in a batch experiment.
The particles are considerably larger and more spher-
ical. Scalebars are 100 nm. (Image taken from refer-
ence [Becker et al., 2007]).

We use the fastSPS method
(5.1) to investigate nanoparticle
growth, specifically gold nanorods
in a “growth solution” containing
gold ions and surfactant molecules
(chapter 3.1). The interest in
this system originates in the re-
cent observation of a change in
particle growth mode from one
to three dimensional on particles
grown in a continuous flow reactor
[Boleininger et al., 2006]. We first
synthesize small gold nanorods in
a batch synthesis (chapter 3.1).
Figure 6.1a shows a transmission
electron microscope (TEM, chap-
ter 4.3) image of the rods used in

this work. Statistical image analysis of 160 rods results in a mean length of 48± 4 nm, a
mean width of 22± 3 nm, and a mean aspect ratio of 2.2± 0.3.

Batch Control Experiment

Figure 6.2: Continuous ensemble extinction spectra
(color coded) of previously grown gold nanorods. After
10 min. a growth solution is added to achieve a further
nanoparticle growth. The peak shifts to smaller wave-
lengths and increases in intensity due to the nanoparti-
cle growth process. (Image taken from reference [Becker
et al., 2007]).

Before investigating single
particles, we performed a
batch control experiment by
measuring the extinction of
an ensemble (chapter 4.1), di-
luting 50 µL of the above
rod solution in 950 µL of
CTAB (0.1M). After 10 min,
we added 1000 µL of a double
concentrated growth solution
containing twice the amount
of gold, silver, and ascorbic
acid compared to the values
given in chapter 3.1 in or-
der to get the normal val-
ues in the final reaction mix-
ture. After 2.5 h of incuba-
tion we take TEM images of
the resulting particles (Fig-
ure 6.1b). Statistical analysis
of 160 particles yields a mean
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length of 97±12 nm, a mean width of 73±12 nm, and a mean aspect ratio of 1.4±0.2. The
extinction spectrum of the particles during the growth process is continuously monitored
with a fiber spectrometer (Figure 6.2) and shows a shift in peak extinction wavelength
from 636 nm to 597 nm in the course of the reaction. This batch experiment is not di-
rectly comparable to particle growth near surfaces, but shows the general trend that we
expect for particle growth under these conditions: mainly in the direction of the short axis.

Comparison Particles Before and After Growth

Figure 6.3: Optical single-particle spectra
of particles before (triangles) and after (dots)
rinsing them with growth solution for about
180 min. For each spectrum, the full width
at half-maximum (FWHM) is plotted against
its resonance energy. The particles corre-
sponding to the red markers are continuously
measured. Red dots represent 16 of the parti-
cles investigated continuously during rinsing
with growth solution. The inset shows an
example of a single particle spectrum before
(red) and after (black) rinsing with growth
solution. The increase of absolute intensity
is caused by the increased particle volume.
(Image taken from reference [Becker et al.,
2007]).

To investigate the growth on a single-
particle level, we dilute the rod-solution
1:100 with distilled water and rinse them
for 5 min through a flow-cell consisting of
a thin, flat glass capillary (0.1 mm x 2 mm
x 100 mm) connected to tubes made of
polyethylene terephthalate (PET). Some of
the rods stick to the glass surface, which is
enhanced by addition of small amounts of
sodium chloride. When enough rods are
immobilized in the field of view, we rinse
with pure CTAB (0.1M) and measure the
spectra of all particles in this field of view.
About 20 of those particles are now con-
tinuously monitored in parallel for about
165 min every 30 s. We replace the pure
CTAB rinsing solution after 10 min with a
growth solution containing 1/10 of the val-
ues of gold, silver, and ascorbic acid given
in chapter 3.1 and rinse for about 2.5 h.
The amount of gold ions in relation to the
number of particles in the flow cell is cho-
sen to match the batch experiment, which
leads, however, to a slower reaction kinet-
ics because of the lower absolute concen-
tration. Figure 6.3 shows the full width at
half-maximum (FWHM) of each spectrum
against its resonance energy at the start
of the experiment (triangles) as well as at
the end (dots). Both, the resonance energy
of the particles and the FWHM increases,
confirming that the aspect ratio of the par-

ticles decreases and the overall size increases. The inset shows the full spectra of one single
particle before (red) and after (black) rinsing with the growth solution, where we see, in
addition to the shifts in linewidth and resonance energy, a considerable increase in peak
intensity, which is discussed below.
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Continuous Investigation of Particles during Growth Process

The fastSPS setup allows to investigate up 20 particles continuously in parallel. For one
of the 20 particles observed continuously, the resulting spectra are shown (color coded)
as a function of time in Figure 6.4a. Figure 6.4b shows the development of the FWHM
of the same particle (left axis) and the (integrated) scattered light intensity (right axis).

Figure 6.4: (a) Normalized scattering spectra of one single particle during rinsing with
growth solution shown color-coded as a function of time. During the first 10 min, the
particle is incubated in pure CTAB solution (0.1 M). For the same measurement, the time
development of the FWHM (blue dots) and the integral of intensity over the wavelengths
(green dots) are shown in (b). (Image taken from reference [Becker et al., 2007].)

Figure 6.5: The resonance wavelength of
16 particles from one experimental run (ar-
bitrary offset) decreases as a function of time
for 14 particles (upper lines), while it stays
nearly constant for two particles. The gap
after 140 min is due to refocusing. (Image
taken from reference [Becker et al., 2007]).

Initially, there is a constant period where
the particles are incubated in pure CTAB
solution. A small step-like change in the
FWHM and intensity occurs at the start
of the rinsing process, a phenomenon pre-
viously observed [Sönnichsen et al., 2005]
and currently unexplained. During rins-
ing with growth solution, the FWHM in-
creases nearly linear over time (the steps
after about 28, 58, and 127 min are due
to refocusing). The intensity of the scat-
tered light integrated over all wavelengths
(Isca) increases strongly over time. Because
Isca scales, in general, with the square of
the particle volume (chapter 2.2), the in-
crease shows the overall particle growth.
The scaling of Isca with the square of the
particle volume is, however, not strictly ap-
plicable for plasmon resonant particles, be-
cause a shift in resonance energy and/or
the amount of damping may also have some
effect [Sönnichsen et al., 2002, Novo et al.,
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2006]. Figure 6.5 shows the development of the resonance wavelength of 16 particles in-
vestigated in parallel during rinsing with growth solution (four particles turned out to
be useless for analysis, for example, due to a dust particle setting down nearby during
observation).

6.2.1 Comparison Experimental of Data with Theory

The measured optical scattering spectra of individual particles allow the direct deduction
of particle size and shape. The particle shape is either described by the particle aspect
ratio (a/b) and volume (V ), or the dimensions of the particle’s long (a) and short axis (b).
In principle, the plasmon resonance position Eres and its linewidth (FWHM) of a par-
ticle with a given geometry (e.g., cylindrical) and embedded in a given environment is
directly connected with the geometrical parameters a and b (or a/b and V ) via a bijective
function F : a, b↔ Eres,FWHM converting optically measured values into particle sizes.
This function F can be calculated solving Maxwell’s equations either analytically, e.g.,
using Mie’s equations (for spherical particles, see chapter 2.3) or numerically, for exam-
ple by the method of discrete dipoles approximation (DDA, chapter 2.4.1). We use a
combination of values from Mie theory and DDA simulations obtained with the software
DDSCAT 6.1 [Draine & Flatau, 2004]. Our DDSCAT calculations were performed with
dipole distances of 2 nm using a spherically capped cylinder as particle shape. For all
calculations, we use the values for the dielectric function of gold as provided by Johnson
and Christy (Figure 8.6 [Johnson & Christy, 1972]). The resulting form of the function
F is shown in part in Figure 6.6a in a three-dimensional plot. We also indicate the tra-
jectory of one particle in this space. The resulting particle geometry evolution is shown
in Figure 6.6b. Because the measured spectral linewidth is very sensitive to defocusing,
the resulting particle geometry data are relatively noisy and show jumps at points in time
where we refocused.

Using the Scattered Light Intensity as Parameter

An alternative to the method used above is the use of the scattered light intensity Isca
(at the maximum) as the second experimental parameter instead of the FWHM. The
time dependence of Isca is easily extracted from the measured data and shows a stronger
increase over the course of the particle growth than the FWHM. The conversion of Eres
and Isca into particle size parameters a/b and V requires, however, the a priori knowledge
of the initial particle size V0. We use the average value of V0, determined from TEM
images (Figure 6.1a), as an approximation. By taking only the dependency of Eres on
a/b into account, a/b is calculated by the empirically [Link et al., 2005] derived formula
1240 eV/Eres = (53.71 a/b − 42.29)εm + 495.14 with the dielectric permittivity of
the surrounding medium εm = (1.33)2. The relationship of V to Isca and Eres follows
from Isca ∝ λ−4 |α|2 (equation 2.2) with the complex polarizability α [Bohren & Huffman,
1983]. Using the quasistatic approximation to calculate R for ellipsoidal particles, we
obtain for the intensity at the resonance wavelength λres) (real part of the denominator
of α diminishes: 1 + La(ε

′
r) = 0, equation 2.22):
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Figure 6.6: (a) The particle geometry (given by the long and short axes a and b, or the
aspect ratio a/b and the volume V ) are related to the measured spectral quantities reso-
nance position (Eres) and linewidth (FWHM) by a bijective function F (shown as colored
surface area). The function F was calculated by interpolation between values obtained
by DDA simulations and Mie calculations. We have indicated a measured trajectory of
Eres and the FWHM (red line) and the corresponding trajectory of the aspect ratio (blue
line). (b) Time development of the long (black)/short (blue) axis of one single nanorod
as a function of time (respectively) as determined by the function F . The insets indicate
the size of the rod at three moments in time. (Image taken from Reference [Becker et al.,
2007].)
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with:
εr = εmetal/εmedium = ε

′
r + iε

′′
r : complex relative dielectric permittivity

La ≈ (1 + a/b)−1.6: shape parameter of the long axis [Sönnichsen, 2001]

The development of the particle geometry of 12 individual particles is derived from Isca
and Eres. The mean of these results are shown in Figure 6.7.

Therefore regardless of the method used to derive the particle size development, a faster
growth of the short axis compared to the long particle axis is evident (Figures 6.6b and
6.7). Even though the derivation of particle sizes using the linewidth is theoretically more
elegant, the current limitations in the experimental accuracy favors the use of the second
method, the derivation from the measured scattering intensity, and the resonance energy.
The mean over several simultaneously measured particles shown in Figure 6.7 is an accu-
rate description of the growth behavior of gold nanorods in the given environment. The
volume increases linearly over time with a rate of about 5 nm3/s, which is comparable to
the rate expected from diffusion-limited growth. Thus, diffusion or mass transport limits
the reaction in our case. Knowing the growth kinetics and the limiting step of the reaction
will be useful for controlled particle growths on surfaces and in solution.
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Figure 6.7: Average shape development of 12 particles calculated from Eres and the mea-
sured scattering intensity Isca by the simplified function G. (Image taken from Reference
[Becker et al., 2007].)

6.3 Polarization Anisotropy Investigation with
RotPOL Setup

The growth of 18 gold nanorods immobilized in a glass flow cell is monitored using the
RotPOL setup (chapter 5.2) combined with a digital consumer camera, which is adjusted
with a time resolution of 60 s. While the initial rodshaped particles scatter mostly red
light their resonance is changed into the green (Figure 6.8) due to the decrease of the
aspect ratio. With the RotPOL setup a decrease of the average polarization anisotropy
(PA) over time from 0.9 to 0.4 within 43 min can be observed (Figure 6.9). This decrease
of PA is consistent with the decrease of aspect ratio for gold rods exposed to a growth so-
lution due to the preferential growth in width we observed before (chapter 6). To confirm
the preferential growth in width, full polarization dependent scattering spectra I(λ, θ)
were recorded before and after the growth-process for a subset of 16 particles. A shift of
the resonance wavelength to lower wavelengths and an increase in linewidth is observed
for most particles as expected for larger, rounder nanoparticles.

Figure 6.8: In situ particle growth observation of gold nanorods exposed to a growth
solution using the RotPOL setup with a consumer digital camera. Starting with rod-
shaped nanoparticles with light scattering mostly in the red (left panel), the resonance
wavelength decreases over time until the particles scatter light mostly in the green (right
panel). (Image taken from reference [Schubert et al., 2008].)
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Figure 6.9: (a) The initial rod-shaped nanoparticles have a high degree of polarization
anisotropy PA which decreases over time due to the additional growth until nearly all
particles show a much lower anisotropy. The red line is an average over six particles.
Before and after the growth process, detailed polarization-dependent scattering spectra
I(λ, θ) are obtained. (b) The linewidth FWHM and resonance wavelength λres extracted
from these measurements are shown in (red dots at start of growth process, blue dots
afterward). Dashed lines connect dots corresponding to the same particle. For most
particles, the resonance wavelength decreases and the linewidth increases. The decrease
of polarization anisotropy over time, the simultaneous decrease in resonance wavelength,
and the increase in linewidth suggest that the rod-shaped particles grow mainly along
the short axis, resulting in particles that are more spherical. (Image taken from reference
[Schubert et al., 2008].)

6.4 Conclusions

The optical investigation of particle growth in real time provides insight into the second
part of gold nanorod synthesis, where particle growth is preferentially into the direction
of the short axis, yielding more and more spherical particles. By converting the measured
single-particle spectra into particle geometry using a theoretically derived transfer func-
tion, we deduce absolute values for particle geometry at each point in time. These values
will provide basic input data to compare quantitatively theoretical models of nanoparticle
growth.



7 Protein-Membrane Interaction

In the following chapter I present a nanosized and addressable protein sensor platform
based on membrane coated plasmonic particles. I show unequivocally the covering of
gold nanorods with lipid bilayers and thereafter the subsequent detection of streptavidin
binding to biotin moities in the lipids. The binding of the streptavidin on the membrane
covered gold nanorods is detected by monitoring the spectral shift by fast single parti-
cle spectroscopy (fastSPS) on many particles in parallel. This approach allows for local
analysis of protein interaction with biological membranes as a function of the lateral com-
position of phase separated membranes. In chapter 7.2 I describe the preparation of the
large unilamellar vesicles and accompanying fluorescence recovery after photo-bleaching
(FRAP) and ellipsometry measurements, which were performed by my collaboration part-
ner Cristina L. Baciu from the group of Prof. Dr. A. Janshoff. The investigation of the
binding process on single particle level is described in chapter 7.3, while chapter 7.4 dis-
cusses the influence of a small spacer between the biotin and the membrane on the spectral
shifts. The results of these investigations are published in reference [Baciu et al., 2008].

7.1 Introduction

The detection of non-covalent binding events is a fundamental goal of contemporary bio-
analytical chemistry, for example in high throughput screening (HTS) of drug candidates
from large libraries of molecules that potentially recognize a specific surface receptor.
HTS heavily relies on sophisticated strategies to miniaturize the devices, in particular the
sensing area. However, miniaturization is ultimately limited by the increasing stochastic
noise emitted by the small area, which eventually exceeds the actual sensor signal. This
small-area regime, however, renders conventional analysis of surface binding cumbersome
due to decreasing signal to noise ratios. Often overlooked is the fact that the noise pro-
duced in small systems comprises valuable information about all involved rate constants
as produced by equilibrium coverage fluctuations [Luthgens & Janshoff, 2005]. It is in
principle possible to extract relevant kinetic parameters from a system that is inherently
in equilibrium without interference with mass transport as often faced in diluted systems.
Small sensing areas are required to exploit the noise generated by coverage fluctuations
and this work deals with the necessary requirements of the next generation of stochas-
tic sensing on surfaces. Single gold nanoparticles can be used as sensors for their local
environment by detecting the plasmon shift induced by changes in the refractive index
(chapter 8, [Sönnichsen et al., 2000, Raschke et al., 2003, Nusz et al., 2008, McFarland &
Van Duyne, 2003]). Motivation for single particle based detection of membrane protein
interaction is also provided by contemporary research on the lateral organization of biolog-
ical membranes [Rajendran & Simons, 2005]. Particularly, elucidation of occurrence and
function of nanodomains (also termed rafts) that are required for general membrane func-
tion is a challenging target for the proposed detection scheme based on membrane coated
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particles [Yethiraj & Weisshaar, 2007]. Employing particles as nanoscopic reporters for
biomolecular interactions on the level of few (< 50) proteins offers the possibility to screen
lateral inhomogeneities of native membranes.
Proper functionalization remains an issue if it comes to real world applications; in particu-
lar biological relevant samples such as membrane associated proteins and peptides. In this
context, membrane mimics are an attractive solution to achieve an almost native environ-
ment with high surface coverage and miniscule non-specific adsorption. Solid supported
membranes are among the most versatile sensing platforms to study both. Molecular
recognition events usually taking place at cellular membranes and ionic transport across
bilayers [Janshoff & Steinem, 2006]. A large variety of different model systems have been
successfully established and the approaches range from simple self-assembled lipid bilayers
on various supports such as glass, metal electrodes or semiconductors [Tanaka & Sack-
mann, 2005]. Lately, more advanced systems were created employing porous supports or
using tethered lipids that allow functional insertion of membrane proteins [Schmitt et al.,
2008]. Only few studies report on particles successfully covered with lipid bilayers [Mornet
et al., 2005, Roiter et al., 2008]. This is mostly because parameters such as membrane
curvature and adhesion properties need to be carefully adjusted.

7.2 Sensor Platform Based on Gold Nanorods

We create a sensor platform based on individual gold nanorods immobilized randomly
on a solid support and covered entirely with a fluid membrane displaying biotin moieties
(Figure 7.1). The gold nanorods we use are synthesized using the procedure described in
chapter 3.1 and have a mean length of 56 ± 5 nm, a mean width of 26 ± 5 nm, and a

Figure 7.1: Schematics of a gold nanorod (yellow) coated with a partly biotinylated
(red) membrane (orange) and exposed to streptavidin (green). The scheme presents the
ideal case of a complete membrane coverage without any defects. The glass support has
a refractive index of n = 1.5, the aqueous buffer of n = 1.33. (Image taken from reference
[Baciu et al., 2008].)
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Figure 7.2: (a) Transmission electron microscope (TEM) image of gold nanorods used
in this work (mean length 56 ± 5 nm, width 26 ± 5 nm, aspect ratio 2.2 ± 0.4 nm,
determined from 100 particles). (b) Darkfield image of gold nanorods (bright spots)
covered by a lipid membrane. The membrane (greenish background) is structured on this
substrate by a micromolding in capillaries [Janshoff & Kunneke, 2000]. (Image taken from
reference [Baciu et al., 2008].)

mean aspect ratio of 2.2 ± 0.4 nm as determined from measuring 100 particles on TEM
(chapter 4.3) images (Figure 7.2a).
The fluorescently labeled (BodiPY-PC) membrane is formed by vesicle spreading [Mayer
et al., 1986]. The homogeneous green fluorescence from the membrane, visible directly
under white light dark-field illumination, shows successful spreading of a closed lipid
bilayer (Figure 7.2b). The gold nanorods appear as brightly colored spots under dark-
field illumination, due to the excitation of plasmons at their specific plasmon resonance
wavelength.

7.2.1 Creation of Lipid Membranes on Substrates

Large unilamellar vesicles (LUVs) where produced by Christina Baciu, who composed the
desired lipid mixtures including low concentration (1 mol%) of fluorescent probe molecules
are prepared by extrusion method and used to form supported lipid bilayers. The lipids
are mixed in methanol/chloroform (3:1 v/v) and then dried under nitrogen stream fol-
lowed by desiccation for 3 hours in vacuum to remove remaining organic solvent. The
resulted lipid films are hydrated in buffer (20 mM Tris/HCl, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.4) for
about 15 minutes and the lipid suspension is then vortexed five times for 20s every five
minutes to form multilamellar vesicles that are afterwards extruded 31 times through a
polycarbonate membrane (100 nm pore diameter) by using a LiposoFast miniextruder
(Avestin, Ottawa, Canada). In this way LUVs vesicles are formed at a final concentration
of 0.5 mg/ml. Individually addressable micropatterned solid supported lipid bilayers are
achieved by flowing LUVs through the capillaries formed by conformal contact with the
glass substrate. The thickness of the membrane was measured by Christina Baciu by
ellipsometry and was determined as 3.95 nm.
Some fraction (2−10 mol %) of the lipids in the membrane could be labeled with biotiny-
lated lipids (Biotin-DHPE or Biotin-X-DHPE), sufficient to produce a complete strepta-
vidin monolayer on top of the membrane. The streptavidin layer revealed an additional
height increase of 2.34 nm for the Biotin-DHPE and 3.12 nm for the Biotin-X-DHPE
membrane.
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7.3 FastSPS Measurements

We are able to detect streptavidin binding to several membrane coated gold nanorods in
parallel using the fast single particle spectroscopy (fastSPS) setup (see chapter 5.1).

7.3.1 Experimental and Measurement Procedure

To immobilize gold nanorods on a glass substrate, we dilute the as prepared rod-solution
1:10 with distilled water and rinse them for 5 min. through a flow-cell consisting of a thin,
flat glass capillary (0.1 mm x 2 mm x 100 mm) connected to PET tubing. Some of the
rods stick to the glass surface, which is enhanced by addition of a small amount of sodium
chloride. When enough rods are immobilized in the field of view, we rinse with distilled
water for 30 minutes to remove unbound rods and surfactant from the growth-solution.
Subsequently, the sample is rinsed with PBS buffer for additional 5 min to ensure that
the gold particles are in the same environment in all of the following measurements. At
this point, we record the spectra of 29 particles in the field of view. Each particle is
investigated five times to get statistics and enhance the accuracy of the mean.

In order to spread a membrane on the substrate, we flush in lipid vesicles and incubate
for 30 min. Subsequent washing with PBS buffer for 60 min removes excess lipid vesi-
cles. BodiPy-fluorescence from markers in the lipids (1 mole %) is used to ensure that
the glass surface in the field of view is indeed covered by a membrane. The illumination
light bleaches fluorescence after some minutes simplifying subsequent measurements by
removing unwanted light from fluorescence dyes. Spectra of the 29 particles previously
investigated are recorded again at this point five times consecutively (Figure 7.3a shows
the resulting resonance wavelength for one particle as a function of experimental time
elapsed). To bind streptavidin to the biotinylated membrane, we rinse with a solution
containing 1 mg/mL streptavidin in the identical buffer solution and incubate for 20 min.
Unbound streptavidin is removed by rinsing for another 20 min with pure buffer and the
particle spectra are measured again. In the next step, we remove the streptavidin layer
with protease (Protease from Streptomyces griseus, Sigma Aldrich: P8811, 2 mg/mL).
The protease causes a white precipitate and thus an enormous increase of the scatter-
ing background making a direct spectral investigation of single nanoparticles impossible.
Therefore, we wash with a cleaning solution (Triton x-100, 4% (v/v)) for 10 minutes to
remove the proteins and the membrane and rinse for 10 minutes with buffer. At this
point, the final spectra of the 29 particles monitored in this experiment are measured.
Figure 7.3a shows the single particle scattering spectra for a typical gold rod used in the
experiments. Initially, the particle is immersed in buffer and has a resonance wavelength
of 656.8 ± 1.4 nm (the error quoted is the standard deviation from five independent
measurements). Spreading the membrane on the substrate over the particles results in a
red-shifted resonance at 662.9 ± 0.9 nm - a shift of 6.1 nm to the initial value. Addition of
streptavidin to the system further increases the resonance wavelength to 665.4 ± 0.3 nm,
i.e. an additional shift of 2.5 nm, presumably due to a layer of streptavidin on the mem-
brane. Removing the streptavidin and the membrane by protease and Triton x-100 shifts
the spectrum back to 658.6 ± 0.9 nm, only 1.8 nm higher than the initial resonance wave-
length.
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Figure 7.3: (a) The resonance wavelengths extracted from single particle spectra of one
individual particle measured over the course of the experiment (black circles, mean in
red with standard deviations). Shadings indicate the experimental steps: initially naked,
then covered by a biotinylated membrane, followed by a layer of streptavidin, and finally
after washing with Triton x-100 to remove the entire membrane coating (b) Cumulative
probability of spectral shifts derived from observing 29 particles parallel to the particle in
b. We observe a median shift of ∆m = 3.6±1.5 nm (black dots) after covering the particles
with a membrane. Addition of streptavidin leads to a second shift of ∆s = 2.9± 1.8 nm.
After rinsing with protease and Triton x-100 (to remove the proteins and the membrane),
the resonance wavelength is ∆t = 0.5± 2.7 nm shifted compared to the beginning of the
experiment. The solid lines show the cumulative probability for a Gaussian distribution
with the listed median values and standard deviations. (Image taken from reference [Baciu
et al., 2008].)

Figure 7.4: Schematics of a gold nanorod (yellow) coated with a partly biotinylated
(red) membrane (orange) and exposed to streptavidin (green). In contrast to Figure 7.1
the scheme here presents the case of a incomplete membrane coverage (see red arrow)
which can lead to a non-specific binding of streptavidin to the rodsurface.
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7.3.2 Statistics

The same data as above is available for 29 particles analyzed in parallel during the same
experiment. Considering all 29 particles, we observe a median shift of 3.6 ± 0.3 nm due to
spreading the membrane and a second shift of 2.9± 0.3 nm because of the binding of strep-
tavidin to the membrane. After removing both layers, the resonance wavelength shifts
0.5 ± 0.5 nm compared to the beginning of the experiment (Figure 7.3b). Repeated ex-
periments under similar conditions show shifts due to spreading of the membrane between
3.5 and 5.4 nm , depending on lipid-concentration and incubation time. Furthermore, we
perform a control experiment with lipids containing no biotin. Here, the incubation with
streptavidin results in a negligible shift of 0.6 ± 0.3 nm. This small shift may be a sign
that not all rods are completely membrane covered [Roiter et al., 2008] and streptavidin
attaches non-specifically to their surface (Figure 7.4). Perfectly wrapping of particles as
envisioned in Figure 7.1 is governed by the interplay of membrane adhesion to both the
particle as well as the glass surface with curvature energy required to bend the membrane
at the boundary. The exact shape of the membrane is therefore a function of adhesion
energy, particle size, and phospholipid structure.

7.3.3 Comparison with Theory

Figure 7.5: Theoretical scattering spectra based
on the quasi-static approximation for rods with
spherical endcap geometry. While bare gold
spheroids with a size of 56 x 26 nm show a res-
onance wavelength of 622.1 nm (black line), the
same rod coated with a 3.95 nm thick shell with
a refractive index of n = 1.5 shows a resonance
wavelength of 637.3 nm (blue line). Increasing the
shell thickness by additional 2.34 nm shifts the
resonance wavelength further to 643.0 nm (red
line). (Image from reference [Baciu et al., 2008].)

In order to compare our experimental
findings with theory, we estimate the
plasmon shifts using the quasi-static
approximation (chapter 2.2) for rods
with spherical shaped endcaps [Liu
& Guyot-Sionnest, 2004, Prescott &
Mulvaney, 2006]. This theory neglects
the effects of particle volume and glass
substrate. Within this approximation,
a ’naked’ rod of 56 x 26 nm size and
immersed in water, has a resonance
wavelength of 622.1 nm. For the same
particle surrounded by a shell corre-
sponding to the membrane thickness
(3.95 nm) with a refractive index of
n = 1.5, the resonance wavelength
shifts by 15.2 nm. Increasing the shell-
thickness to 6.29 nm (3.95 nm thick-
ness of the membrane plus 2.34 nm for
streptavidin) leads to a second shift of
5.8 nm (Figure 7.5). The theoretically
predicted shifts are therefore 2 − 4 x
larger than the experimental results.
Since the calculations above assume a
completely coated rod but in the ex-
periments, the rods touch the mem-
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brane only on one side (Figure 7.1), a smaller shift in the experiment is reasonable.
Another reason for the smaller measured shift can be due to a smaller refractive index of
the membrane and the streptavidin then the assumed one (n = 1.5).

7.4 Influence of a Small Spacer in the Membrane

Furthermore, I test whether the sensitivity of the plasmon shift is sufficient to determine
the influence of a small spacer connecting the biotin to the lipid head group. For this
purpose, three identical experiments as described above are performed with the only
difference in the composition of the lipids: (I) with biotin directly connected to the
lipid head-group (Biotin-DHPE), (II) with biotin attached via a short C6 spacer (Biotin-
X-DHPE), and (III) a control experiment with no biotin at all. Figure 7.6 shows the
cumulative probabilities for finding plasmon shifts in the three cases. The median shift
due to attaching streptavidin is 5.3 ± 0.7 nm for membrane containing biotin without
a spacer, 2.4 ± 0.4 nm for the membrane with a spacer between the membrane and
the biotin, and only 1.2 ± 0.1 nm for the membrane without any biotin. Attaching the
streptavidin to membrane via a short linker results therefore in a smaller spectral shift,
due to the increased separation compared to the direct linking. This can be explained by
the well known decay in plasmon sensitivity with distance from the nanoparticle surface.

Figure 7.6: Cumulative probability of the spectral shifts due to attachment of strepta-
vidin to gold nanorods coated with different lipids. Attaching streptavidin to rods coated
with lipids including biotin leads to a shift of ∆s = 5.3 ± 3.1 nm (block dots). Us-
ing instead lipids with biotin including a spacer the spectral shift is smaller and results
in ∆s = 2.4 ± 2.1 nm (red dots). A lipid without any biotin leads to a small shift of
∆s = 1.2± 1.0 nm due to a nonspecific binding to the gold rod surface (blue dots). The
solid lines show the cumulative probability for a Gaussian distribution with the listed
median values and standard-deviations. (Image taken from reference [Baciu et al., 2008].)
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7.5 Conclusion

Membrane coated plasmonic nanoparticles provide a sensing platform that combines single
particle sensing with a perfectly functionalized native coating. In this way, nanoparticles
can serve as reporters for cellular reactions taking place on and within biological mem-
branes. Lateral heterogeneity of cellular membranes can be probed with nanometer reso-
lution employing monoclonal antibodies to detect small lipid domains or protein clusters
on the membrane surface. Furthermore, membrane coated particles offer the advantage to
suppress unwanted non-specific interactions due to the presence of the membrane, while
providing an extremely small active area. Hence, it will be conceivable to create sen-
sors based on the detection of equilibrium coverage fluctuations that would circumvent
problems arising from mass transport and drift of the sensor signal. As a consequence,
complex processes such as cooperative adsorption, adsorption to heterogeneous surfaces
and slowly evolving systems could be addressed by fluctuation analysis.



8 The Optimal Aspect Ratio for
Plasmonic Bio-Sensing

The sensitivity of plasmonic particles to the immediate dielectric environment allows to
monitor the dielectric constant of liquids and binding events of molecules to the gold par-
ticle surface. Here, by means of simulations and experiments, I investigate which aspect
ratio (AR) of gold nanorods is ideal for plasmonic sensing by employing various measures
for “ideal” behavior. There are several different quantities that describe the performance
of a plasmonic structure for sensing applications on a single particle level - and all of them
have their merits for certain applications. I will discuss (chapter 8.2) the most important
of them - the plasmonic sensitivity to refractive index change as well as various “figures
of merit” - and present their dependency on the nanorods’ geometry from calculations for
spherically capped gold rods with the Boundary Element Method. I find aspect ratios with
values between 3 and 4 to be optimal and confirm these identified trends by experimen-
tal results (chapter 8.4) obtained using single particle dark-field scattering spectroscopy,
which was performed in collaboration with Arpad Jakab. In chapter 8.5 I discuss a prob-
able reason for the existence of an “optimal aspect ratio”. The results presented in this
chapter were submitted as a publication to the journal Plasmonics [Becker et al., 2010].

8.1 Introduction

For dielectric plasmonic nanoparticle sensors, one hopes to have a large spectral shift for a
given amount of analyte or refractive index change of the environment. Initially, spherical
gold particles were used [Raschke et al., 2003, McFarland & Van Duyne, 2003], but were
soon replaced by gold nanorods (chapter 7) due to their higher sensitivity on refractive
index changes [Lee & El-Sayed, 2006]. Since the sensitivity depends on the particles’ as-
pect ratio, I did some appropriate investigations using simulations based on the boundary
element method (BEM, chapter 2.4.2) to obtain the “optimal” aspect ratio. However, for
sensing applications not only the absolute size of the resonance shift is interesting, but
also the resolving precision to detect these resonance changes. The resolution is given
by the linewidth of the resonance spectrum and therefore a figure of merit (FOM) was
introduced recently [Sherry et al., 2005] taking both into account, the size of the shift per
refractive index unit and the spectral linewidth. Nevertheless, this measure is only useful
for sensors having a Gaussian- or Lorentz-shaped resonance, where a determination of
a spectral linewidth is possible. To allow also the comparison of more complex shaped
resonances I define a more general figure of merit (FOM∗) in the following chapter.
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8.2 Plasmon Sensor Quality

Changing the refractive index n of the embedding medium by a given amount dn shifts
the plasmon resonance position by ∆λ (Figure 8.1a). The corresponding proportionality
constant or plasmonic sensitivity S can be expressed in wavelength (Sλ) or energy (SE)
units [Burgin et al., 2008]:

Sλ = dλres/dn (8.1)
SE = dEres/dn = SλdE/dλ = −Sλ/λ2 · 1240nm/eV (8.2)

The relatively broad plasmon linewidth Γ (full width at half maximum) complicates
the analysis further, because the plasmon linewidth of nanostructures with different

Figure 8.1: a) The plas-
mon resonance shifts (∆λ)
upon changing the refrac-
tive index of the surround-
ing medium by ∆n. To de-
tect such changes, the sen-
sitivity Sλ = ∆λ/∆n needs
to be large. Other impor-
tant parameters that char-
acterize plasmonic sensors
are the plasmon linewidth
Γ and b) the wavelength
position λ0 where the rela-
tive intensity change |∆I/I|
is largest (see text). (Im-
age taken from Reference
[Becker et al., 2010].)

geometries can vary more than tenfold. Since it is easier to
detect a given resonance shift for narrow lines, the resonance
shift relative to the linewidth is a more meaningful measure
of the sensoric quality. This dimensionless quantity is often
referred to as the “figure of merit” FOM [Sherry et al., 2005]:

FOM =
Sλ[nm]

Γ[nm]
=
SE[eV]

Γ[eV]
(8.3)

The FOM is easily determined experimentally and allows for
the comparison of the plasmonic properties of many differ-
ent structures with a single sharp plasmonic resonance. For
more complex plasmonic responses (such as in metamaterial
structures based on an analogue of electromagnetically in-
duced transparency (EIT) [Liu et al., 2009]), where the plas-
mon resonance does not follow a simple Lorentz peak shape,
the concept needs to be refined. In practice, one would nor-
mally detect a spectral shift of a resonance as a relative
intensity change dI/I at a fixed wavelength λ0 induced by
a small refractive index change dn. We can therefore define
an alternative dimensionless figure of merit (FOM∗):

FOM∗ =

[
(dI/I)

dn

]
max

=

[
Sλ · (dI/dλ)

I

]
max

(8.4)

The wavelength λ0 is chosen such that FOM∗ has a maxi-
mum value - for gold nanorods in the shoulder of the reso-
nance of the long-axis plasmon (Figure 8.1b).
Bio-sensing applications are even more complex. In this
case, one seeks to detect the binding of small (organic)
molecules to the nanoparticle surface instead of exchang-
ing the entire embedding medium. The spectral shift now
depends on the relative size of the molecules to the volume
the plasmon field penetrates into the medium. Furthermore,
the sensitivity is reduced with increasing distance to the
particles surface. A “figure of merit” trying to capture the
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Quantity Definition ARopt Max. value

Sλ dλres/dn ∞
SE dEres/dn 3.0 (4.4) 0.85 eV/RIU
FOM Sλ/Γλ = SE/ΓE 4.3 (3.2) 11.1 (10.9)

FOM∗
[

(dI/I)
dn

]
max

4.2 (3.1) 24 (23)

FOM∗layer lim
l→0

[
(dI/I)
dl

]
max

3.0 (4.3) 0.57/nm

Table 8.1: Summary of the different quantities describing the quality of plasmon sensors
regarding their ability to detect changes in their environment: plasmonic sensitivity Sλ
and SE in wavelength and energy units, the figures of merit as classical definition (FOM),
in generalized form (FOM∗), and for thin layers (FOM∗layer). The last columns list the
optimal aspect ratio ARopt (the value in bracket corresponds to the second maximum)
for gold nanorods with 20 nm diameter in an aqueous environment and the value of the
corresponding quantity at the maximum (see Results and Discussion section 8.4).

different sensing volumes of various nanostructures can be defined as the FOM∗layer for a
homogeneous coating of molecules with a specific refractive index (for example, n = 1.5,
typical for organic molecules) in a layer of thickness l around the particle normalized to
this layer thickness. The formal definition of this ”figure of merit for thin layers” FOM∗layer
is therefore:

FOM∗layer =

[
(dI/I)

dl

]
max

(8.5)

To compare the general sensing quality of different nanostructures, the limit of FOM∗layer
for l → 0 gives a defined value. Table 8.1 summarizes the different quantities used to
determine the quality of plasmon sensors and their definitions.

8.3 Description of Calculation Methods

We simulate the light scattering cross sections of gold nanorods by solving Maxwell’s
equations using the BEM and tabulated optical constants for gold [Johnson & Christy,
1972]. Regarding shape, we use rods with spherical end-caps varying the particle length
while keeping the diameter constant at 20 nm. Even though the exact end-cap geome-
try influences the resonance position [Prescott & Mulvaney, 2006], many researcher have
successfully used spherical end-caps for their simulations [Bryant et al., 2008]. We vary
the aspect ratio by changing only the particle length because gold nanoparticle synthesis
usually results in particles of comparable width. From the BEM calculations, we find a
linear relationship between aspect ratio AR and plasmon resonance wavelength (equa-
tion 2.47): λres = 512 [nm] + 109(AR − 1)[nm]. The calculations of the layer effect for
FOM∗layer were performed within the quasi-static approximation (QSA, chapter 2.2.3) for
spheroids since we did not implement coated particles in our BEM simulations so far.
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Figure 8.2: The plasmonic sensitivity in wavelength units Sλ (a) shows a steady in-
crease for larger aspect ratio, while the plasmonic sensitivity in energy units SE (b) shows
a maximum for gold nanorods with aspect ratio AR = 3.0. The blue line show data calcu-
lated with the BEM, assuming gold rods with a diameter of 20 nm and spherical endcaps
embedded in water (n = 1.33). Similar trends are found for simple calculations using the
quasi-static approximation (QSA) and a Drude dielectric function for gold (black lines).
(Image taken from Reference [Becker et al., 2010].)

However, comparisons of QSA with full solutions for the Maxwell equations have shown
good qualitative agreement [Prescott & Mulvaney, 2006].

8.4 Results

The plasmon sensitivity in wavelength units Sλ (calculated with BEM) shows the expected
[Lee & El-Sayed, 2006] steady increase for increasing aspect ratio (Figure 8.2a), whereas
the plasmonic sensitivity in energy units SE shows a maximum at an aspect ratio of
ARmax = 3 (Figure 8.2b).
Both the “classical” figure of merit (FOM) and the more general FOM∗ show the same
trend with two maxima (Figure 8.3a). The classical FOM has a maximum for rods with
an aspect ratio of AR = 4.3 and a second local maximum at AR = 3.2. The maxima
of the generalized FOM∗ is slightly shifted to rod aspect ratios of AR = 4.2/3.1 (cf.
Table 8.1). The values of the “figure of merit for small layers” FOM∗layer (obtained by QSA
calculations) are shown in Figure 8.3b for increasing layer thickness l and show maxima
at the aspect ratios of AR = 3.0 and AR = 4.3. The first maximum at AR = 3.0 is higher
for thin layers and in the limit of layer thickness l→ 0. Hence, rods with aspect ratios in
the range of 3 to 4 are the best candidates to investigate changes in the refractive index
of the embedding medium.
Figure 8.4a and b provide the resulting shifts for gold nanorods with different aspect
ratios (AR = 2, 3, 4, 5) in aqueous solution in respect to the coating layerthickness in
wavelength- and energy units, respectively. The calculations where performed using the
quasi-static approximation, assuming gold spheroids in aqueous solution with 20 nm in
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Figure 8.3: To identify the optimal aspect ratio for plasmon sensing, various “figure
of merits” (FOM) are calculated a) The classical FOM defined as plasmon sensitivity S
divided by plasmon linewidth Γ (left axis) is compared to a generalized FOM∗ defined
as the maximal relative intensity change |∆I I| for a small refractive index change ∆n
(right axis). While the “classical” figure of merit FOM has a maximum for an aspect
ratio of AR = 4.3 and a second maximum at AR = 3.2, the generalized FOM∗ has its
maximum at AR = 4.2 with its second local maximum at AR = 3.1. b) The FOM∗layer
takes into account the sensing volume by considering the plasmon change induced by a
small layer around the particle normalized to the layer thickness (0.01nm < l < 10 nm
in 1 nm steps). The plasmon sensing quality FOM∗layer decreases with increasing layer
thickness (inset) and shows a maximal value of FOM∗layer = 0.55 for l → 0 at an aspect
ratio AR = 3.0. (Data for a) are calculated by BEM for gold nanorods with spherical
end-caps and 20 nm diameter, data for b) within the QSA for spheroids.) (Image taken
from Reference [Becker et al., 2010].)

diameter and a refractive index of n = 1.5 for the coating layer. Furthermore, these
calculations confirm the results presented in Figure 8.2 of a higher plasmonic sensitivity
for larger aspect ratios in wavelength units Sλ, as well as a maximal plasmonic sensitivity
in energy units SE for rods with aspect ratios of 3 < AR < 4, since the appropriate lines
are above the lines representing AR = 2 and 5 (Figure 8.4b).

8.4.1 Experimental Results

To verify the theoretical conclusions given above, we compared the theoretical results with
experimental values measured on single particles. The particle spectra were obtained in
the fastSPS setup (chapter 5.1) for nanorods immobilized in a glass capillary and exposed
to liquids with various refractive indices. To remove as many as possible of the molecules
attached to the particles surface the glass capillary is rinsed for at least 15 minutes with
distilled water (n1 = 1.333) and the scattering spectra of all particles in the field of
view are then recorded. After rinsing the glass capillary with glucose solution (25 wt
% n2 = 1.372) for 15 minutes, we again investigate the scattering spectra of the same
particles. The resulting scattering spectra I1(λ) and I2(λ) where used to calculate the
values of FOM according to equation 8.3 and FOM∗ according to:
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Figure 8.4: Resonance shift in respect to the layer thickness for gold nanorods with
different aspect ratios in wavelength units (a) and energy units (b). The calculation was
performed within the QSA for spheroids with a fixed diameter of 20 nm embedded in
aqueous solution and assuming a refractive index of n = 1.5 for the coating layer.

FOM∗ =

[
|I1(λ)− I2(λ)|

1/2 · (I1(λ) + I2(λ))

]
max

/ (n2 − n1) (8.6)

In practice this slightly modified equation has to be used instead of the original equa-
tion 8.4, since the definition of FOM∗ given there is only valid for ∆n→ 0. The resulting
values for FOM and FOM∗ are shown in Figure 8.5a and b, respectively and show the
same trend as predicted by the BEM simulations. The values are generally lower than the
calculated values due to the influence of the supporting glass substrate and are potentially
also influenced by a thin organic coating of the particles remaining from the synthesis.

8.5 Discussion

The existence of a maximum of the plasmon sensitivity in energy units can be derived
from a simple calculation of the polarizability of a spheroid in quasi-static approximation:
The polarizability α of a spheroid within the quasi-static approximation is given by (equa-
tion 2.22):

α = V ε0
εr − 1

1 + L (εr − 1)

where V is the particle volume, εr = εp/εm is the relative dielectric function of the particle
with respect to the medium (equation 2.16), and L is a geometrical shape factor. A reso-
nance is occurring, when the real part of the denominator of this equation is approaching
zero (i.e. 1 + L · [<(εr)− 1] = 0), which can be transformed into:

<(εp) = (1− 1/L) · εm (8.7)
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Figure 8.5: Experimental data (each black dot represents one single particle) for the
figures of merit FOM (a) and FOM∗ (b) obtained by single particle spectroscopy in a
dark-field microscope (inset). The absolute values are slightly lower than the theoretical
prediction (blue line, see also Figure 8.3a) due to the attachment of the gold rods to a
glass substrate which limits the accessible surface (inset). (Image taken from Reference
[Becker et al., 2010].)

This real part of the dielectric function εp of the particle is given in a good approximation
by the Drude model with respect to the photon energy ω (Figure 8.6) [Sönnichsen, 2001]:

εp = ε∞ −
ω2
p

ω (ω + iγ0)
≈ ε∞ −

ω2
p

ω2
+ i

γ0ω
2
p

ω3
(8.8)

<(εp) ≈ ε∞ − ω2
p/ω

2 (8.9)

ε∞: contribution of the bound electrons to the polarizability
γ0: electron relaxation rate
ωp: plasma frequency

In the resonance ω = Eres is obtained, and by equalizing equations 8.7 and 8.9, an
equation to calculate the resonance energy can be found. Using furthermore the relation-
ship between the dielectric function and the refractive index of the embedding medium
(εm = n2) following equation is received:

Eres =
ωp√

εm/L+ ε∞ − εm
=

ωp√
n2/L+ ε∞ − n2

(8.10)

To calculate now the plasmonic sensitivity SE [eV/RIU] on changes in the refractive index
n this equation has to be derivated with respect to n:

SE[eV/RIU] =
d
d n

Eres =
ωp ·n (1/L− 1)

(n2/L+ ε∞ − n2)3/2
(8.11)
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Figure 8.6: Real and imaginary part of the dielectric function of gold (a and b, respec-
tively). Experimental data are taken from Johnson and Christy [Johnson & Christy, 1972]
and compared to calculated values using the Drude model (equation 8.8) with the given
Drude parameters for gold [Sönnichsen, 2001]. The difference between measurement and
theory in the imaginary part of the dielectric function is due to the interband contribu-
tion, which is not explained by the Drude model. (Image taken from Reference [Becker
et al., 2010].)

To calculate the position of this maximum equation 8.11 has initially to be derivated
with respect to L, since this geometrical factor is directly correlated to the aspect ratio
(equation 2.24):

d
d L

SE[eV/RIU] =
−ωpn/L2 · (n2/L+ ε∞ − n2) + 3/2 (ωpn/L− ωpn)n2/L2

(n2/L+ ε∞ − n2)5/2
(8.12)

This equation has then to be set equal to zero and solved for the geometrical factor L:

L =
n2

n2 + 2ε∞
(8.13)

which can thereafter be transformed into the appropriate aspect ratio via equation 2.26:

AR =

(
n2

n2 + 2ε∞

)−0.625

− 1

For water with a refractive index of n = 1.33 this equation results for gold particles in an
aspect ratio of AR = 3.8.
The calculation of the plasmonic sensitivity Sλ can also be performed in wavelength
units. Therefore equation 8.10, which is in electronvolt units, has to be transformed into
wavelength units via equation 2.51 and afterwards derivated also with respect to n:

Sλ[nm/RIU] =
d
d n

(
1240

ωp
·
√
n2/L+ ε∞ − n2

)
=

1240 ·n · (1/L− 1)

ωp
√
n2/L+ ε∞ − n2

(8.14)

The resulting functions for the sensitivity in wavelength units Sλ (equation 8.14) as well
as in energy units SE (eq:yuEV) are plotted for gold (ωp = 9 eV, ε∞ = 9.84, aspect ratio
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is connected to L via equation 2.24) in aqueous solution (n = 1.33) in Figure 8.2a and b
as black lines. Although the derivation of these two equations follow a simple principle,
the agreement with the exact BEM calculations are quite good.
Interestingly, the aspect ratio with the highest plasmon sensitivity in energy units ARmax

depends on the polarizability of the inner electrons of the metal ε∞ and the refractive in-
dex of the medium. For water (n = 1.33) as a medium, the optimal aspect ratio becomes
ARmax = 3.8. Since the Drude model does not include the contribution of interband
damping to the imaginary part of the dielectric function, we conclude that the maximum
in plasmonic sensitivity SE is not caused by the effect of those interband excitations.

Explanation of the Optimal Aspect Ratio

Yet, what is the reason for the “optimal aspect ratio” for the three “figures of merit”?
We believe the quality factor Q is the key quantity in explaining this behavior. The
quality factor of an oscillation describes the number of oscillations until the oscilla-
tion is damped. We find it plausible that a longer plasmon oscillation lifetime (i.e. a
higher quality factor) results in a more sensitive dependency on changes in the surround-
ings. For a classical driven harmonic oscillator, the resonance frequency divided by the

Figure 8.7: The quality factor Q (see equa-
tion 8.15) shows a maximum for rods with an
aspect ratio of approximately AR = 3 and
decreases for larger aspect ratios. The blue
line represents the results obtained by BEM
calculations, while the black dots correspond
to measurements on single gold nanorods.
(Image taken from Reference [Becker et al.,
2010].)

linewidth of the resonance Γ gives the qual-
ity factor:

Q = Eres/Γ (8.15)

Figure 8.7 shows the quality factor as
a function of the aspect ratio for gold
nanorods (calculated by the BEM and
measured experimentally on single parti-
cles). Evidently, a maximum is found
around AR = 3. The initial rise from
Q(AR=1) = 8 to Q(AR=3) = 22 is eas-
ily explained considering the reduced plas-
mon damping as the resonance shifts to
lower energies with an increasing aspect ra-
tio [Sönnichsen et al., 2002]. The slow de-
crease above the aspect ratio of 3 is due to
the decreasing resonance energy divided by
the (more or less) constant Drude damp-
ing. The similarity between the way the
quality factor and the figures of merit de-
pend on the aspect ratio is a strong hint
but not solid proof that one is the cause
of the other. It is desirable to have more
detailed investigations of this aspect.
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8.6 Conclusion

In summary, for the four measures for an “optimal plasmonic sensor”, namely plasmonic
sensitivity S, figure of merit FOM, generalized figure of merit FOM∗, and figure of merit
for thin layers FOM∗layer, there is an optimum aspect ratio around 3 - 4, where gold
nanorods show the best sensitivity. Only the plasmonic sensitivity in wavelength units
Sλ increases steadily with aspect ratio. Contrary to many claims, the four plasmonic
property measures of gold nanorods do not steadily increase towards the infrared spectral
region but show an optimum in the near infrared. Even though gold nanorods show very
strong plasmon resonances with high quality factors and are, at the same time, small in
volume, we cannot exclude the idea that other shapes of metal structures (bi-pyramids,
rattles, pairs of particles, EIT structures etc) are even better plasmon sensors. We hope
that our new definition of a generalized figure of merit and the corresponding generalized
figure of merit for small layers will trigger the comparison of plasmon sensor quality of
many more complicated metal structures.



9 Increasing Nanoparticles’
Refractive Index Sensitivity

Since the plasmon resonance of nanoparticles depends on the refractive index of the imme-
diate environment, these particles form the basis of many sensing schemes [Anker et al.,
2008]. The sensitivity of plasmon sensors for the detection of changes in the environment
varies greatly and depends on the particle material and its morphology (size and shape)
[Lee & El-Sayed, 2006]. Spherical gold and silver nanoparticles with relatively low sensi-
tivity were the first single particle “attoliter” plasmon sensors [McFarland & Van Duyne,
2003, Raschke et al., 2003, Mock et al., 2003]. However, the sensitivity has been improved
using gold nanoshells [Sun & Xia, 2002, Raschke et al., 2004] or rod-shaped [Nusz et al.,
2008, Baciu et al., 2008] nanoparticles. There are two reasons for using non spherical
particles: one is a higher plasmonic sensitivity resulting in a larger resonance shift if the
refractive index of the embedding medium is changed [Perez-Juste et al., 2005]. The
second reason is the desire to shift the plasmon resonance to lower energies - away from
competing interband transitions - to decrease the plasmon linewidth [Sönnichsen et al.,
2002].
As shown in the previous chapter the sensitivity of gold nanorods can be optimized by
choosing the ideal aspect ratio. To further increase this sensitivity by chemical modifi-
cations was another goal of my work. One possibility to achieve this is to coat the gold
nanorods with a thin silver shell, which reduces the single particle linewidth (chapter 9.2).
This investigation was performed in collaboration with Inga Zins and published in refer-
ence [Becker et al., 2008].
Another possibility is to synthesize a hollow gold shell around the rods (“nanorattle”), re-
sulting in a larger plasmon sensitivity, which was shown by Yuriy Khalavka on ensemble
measurements. Since for practical use the sensitivity in a single particle sensor arrange-
ment is important, I measured the sensitivity on single particle level. Both, ensemble
and single particle data, are described in chapter 9.3 and were published in reference
[Khalavka et al., 2009].

9.1 Introduction

To improve the sensitivity to changes in the refractive index n, there are in general two
possibilities (Figure 9.1): One is to reduce the single particle linewidth of the sensor which
increases the resolution. Although the size of the shift stays the same it is easier to detect
a small shift. The second possibility is to directly increase the shift by increasing the
plasmonic sensitivity on changes in the refractive index.
In this work I investigate both possibilities. The reduction of single particle linewidth is
achieved by coating gold nanorods with a small shell of silver. Since silver shows a smaller
plasmon damping than gold (and therefore a smaller resonance linewidth), silver particles
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are an interesting alternative for improved sensors (chapter 2.5.2). Unfortunately the
synthesis of rodshaped silver nanoparticles is difficult and so far samples with narrow size
distribution and without defects could not be prepared. Therefore we synthesized gold
rods coated with a small silver shell (chapter 3.2) and showed that this silver shell already
leads to a reduced single particle linewidth (chapter 9.2).
The second possibility for improvement is an increase of the plasmonic sensitivity. In prin-
ciple, candidates for very sensitive plasmon sensors have a large part of the plasmon field
penetrating the accessible dielectric environment. This favors hollow structures (cages,
boxes) or nanoparticle-filled cages (rattles). So far, only a few examples of nanorattles
with both core and shell made of metals were reported. Xia and co-workers synthesized
spherical nanorattles consisting of Au/Ag alloy cores and shells by means of an electroless
galvanic replacement reaction [Sun et al., 2004]. More recently, a promising synthesis
of nanorattles with spherical Au core and Pt/Ag shell has been reported by Yang et al.
[Yang et al., 2006], but data on their chemical stability and plasmon sensitivity are lack-
ing. For this reason we synthesize rodshaped gold nanorattles (chapter 3.3) and show in
chapter 9.3 their increased sensitivity on refractive index changes of the environmental
solution.

Figure 9.1: An increase in the refractive index of the local environment of a nanoparticle
shifts its resonance wavelength into the red. To increase the sensitivity there are two
possibilities: a reduction of the single particle linewidth (while the size of the shift stays
the same) increases the resolution and therefore also the sensitivity of the sensor (left part
of the image). Another possibility is to increase the size of the shift by increasing the
plasmonic sensitivity on changes in the refractive index, which is shown in the right part
of the image.
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9.2 Silver Coating Reduces Single Particle Linewidth

As described, a small single particle plasmon linewidth implies a high sensing sensitivity.
This intrinsic single particle plasmon linewidth is determined by the amount of damp-
ing and mainly due to interband and intraband excitation of electron-hole pairs, thus
temperature, frequency, and material dependent [Sönnichsen et al., 2002]. To reduce the
plasmon linewidth of single gold nanorods, we coat these nanorods with a silver shell as
described in chapter 3.2.

Single Particle Measurement

I examined the single particle linewidth for both, coated and uncoated nanoparticles by
observing the scattered light of individual nanoparticles by fastSPS (see chapter 5.1).

Figure 9.2: Linewidth of gold nanorods
(without coating (black dots), with a thin
(blue dots) and thick (red dots) silver
shell) plotted against their resonance wave-
length, both extracted directly from scat-
tering spectra (inset). On average, the
linewidth (FWHM) of particles with silver
coating is smaller than the linewidth of pure
gold nanorods with similar resonance wave-
length. The thicker silver shell shows a
higher linewidth than the thin shell due to
an anisotropic shell thickness. (Image taken
from Reference [Becker et al., 2008].)

This setup is automated to allow the
spectral investigation of several hundred
nanoparticles with reasonable effort. For
each particle spectrum, we extract the mean
resonance position (λres) and the full width
at half maximum - FWHM (cf. Fig-
ure 9.2a inset). Because the excitation of
d-band electrons into the conduction band
requires a threshold energy, the linewidth
increases for higher frequencies or smaller
wavelengths. Hence, a plot of single particle
FWHM as a function of the resonance wave-
length λres shows an increase of linewidth at
smaller wavelengths (Figure 9.2). Most im-
portantly, we observe a decrease of the sin-
gle particle linewidth (FWHM) after silver
coating compared to uncoated particles at
the same resonance wavelength λres. The
silver shell reduces the plasmon damping
due to the higher energy required to excite
d-band electrons into the conduction band
of silver compared to gold. The interface
between the gold core and the silver shell
causes apparently no additional damping.
This linewidth decrease is largest for thin
coatings and less pronounced for a thicker
silver shell.

Polarization Anisotropy

The increase of the single particle linewidth for a thick silver coating (compared to a thin
coating) is probably due to the variation in the shell thickness around each particles as
already observed in TEM (Figure 3.2b). To confirm the hypothesis of a decreasing rodlike
shape for thick silver coatings, I measure the polarization anisotropy of the differently
coated particles with the RotPOL setup (chapter 5.2). As Figure 9.3a shows, a decrease
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Figure 9.3: (a) Polarization anisotropy (PA) for pure gold nanorods (black dots), with a
thin silver coating (blue dots), and with a thick silver coating (red dots). PA is a measure
for the degree of rod-like shape: it is expected to be close to 1 for perfect rods and close
to 0 for perfect spheres. Clearly, the PA decreases for particles with thick coating. (b)
The quality factor extracted from single particle scattering spectra are shown here for
pure gold nanorods (black dots), those rods with a thin silver coating (blue dots) and
thick silver coating (red dots). The silver coating increases the quality factor up to 2 fold.
(Image taken from Reference [Becker et al., 2008].)

in the optical polarization anisotropy for rods with thicker silver coating can indeed be
observed, while for a thin silver coating the polarization anisotropy is similar to uncoated
rods. This proves that a thick coating leads to an inhomogeneous growth of the shell for
high silver concentrations.

Quality Factor

Additionally to the higher sensitivity, a smaller single particle linewidth means a lower
plasmon damping, thus a longer plasmon lifetime and a higher field enhancement, which is
beneficial for many plasmonic applications. The quality factor Q of a harmonic oscillator
is related to the FWHM and the resonance wavelength λres by Q = FWHM/λres. The
quality factor gives the amount of energy stored in an externally driven oscillator and
is thus a measure for the field enhancement around the particles. The quality factor Q
increases for silvercoated rods compared to gold rods at the same resonance wavelength
(Figure 9.3b). For example, at 670 nm, we find silver-coated gold rods with quality
factors above 20, whereas uncoated rods show quality factors below 15. The enhancement
of Raman signals [Kneipp et al., 1997] is believed to depend on Q4, so the silver-coated
gold rods should show an improvement in the signal of more than (20/15)4 ≈ 3.

9.3 Nanorattles Show an Increase of Plasmon
Sensitivity

In order to test the plasmon sensitivity of gold nanorattles (chapter 3.3) to changes in
the dielectric environment, we systematically varied the refractive index of the aqueous
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surrounding by adding sugar, ethylene glycol, or glycerin to suspensions of gold particles
and measured each time the resonance wavelength.

9.3.1 Ensemble Measurement

To measure the plasmonic sensitivity of a sample the refractive index n of the solutions is
measured with a digital refractometer (Mettler Toledo, Refracto 30PX), and the position
of the plasmon resonance peak λres is determined from the samples extinction spectrum
(chapter 4.1). The plasmon resonance shifts linearly to higher wavelength with increasing
refractive index n of the surrounding environment (Figure 9.4a) [Murphy et al., 2008] and
therefore the plasmonic sensitivity Sλ is calculated according to (Sλ[nm/RIU] = dλres/dn)
(see equation 8.1) in units of nanometers per refractive index unit. In general, the plasmon
sensitivity is expected to increase for rods with higher resonance wavelength due to their
large polarizability (chapter 8.2) - a trend we observe in the measurements on solid gold
nanorods with different resonance wavelength. The sensitivity of an ensemble of gold
nanorods is in the range of SEλ = 150 − 263 nm/RIU, which is much larger than the
values for solid gold spheres (SEλ = 44 nm/RIU) [Chen et al., 2008] and gold cubes
(SEλ = 83 nm/RIU) [Chen et al., 2008] and even larger than the value for spherical hollow
gold nanoshells (SEλ = 125 nm/RIU) [Raschke et al., 2004]. Indeed, we observed sensitivity

Figure 9.4: (a) Position of the longitudinal plasmon resonance wavelength vs refractive
index of the surrounding medium for gold nanorods and nanorattles (as indicated). The
slopes show different sensitivities SEλ [nm/RIU] toward changes in the dielectric environ-
ment for both particles. (b) Overview of the SEλ values of different gold nanostructures:
spheres, cubes, rods, shells, and rod-shaped nanorattles. Since the sensitivity SEλ depends
not only on shape but also on the position of the resonance wavelength, we show the SEλ
values as a function of the plasmon wavelength in water. The values for spheres, cubes,
shells, and some rod samples are taken from the literature ([Raschke et al., 2003, Raschke
et al., 2004, Chen et al., 2008]). Our data for ensemble measurements on different samples
of solid gold nanorods (black labels) show lower values for plasmon sensitivity than those
of rod-shaped gold nanorattles, produced from these rods (blue labels). (Image taken
from Reference [Khalavka et al., 2009].)
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values for rod-shaped gold nanorattles of up to SEλ = 285 nm/RIU (Figure 9.4b), which
is also slightly higher compared to recently reported values for gold nanodiscs supported
on dielectric pillars [Dmitriev et al., 2008].

9.3.2 Measurement on Single Particle Level

For practical use of nanorattles in plasmon sensors, the sensitivity in a single particle
sensor arrangement is of great importance, where the particles are supported by a sub-
strate, which forms part of a microfluidic flow cell. Single particle spectra are recorded by
fast single particle spectroscopy (fastSPS, chapter 5.1) which automatically records the
spectra of about 50− 100 single particles per measurement, which are initially immersed
in distilled water. To measure the nanoparticle’s sensitivity toward changes in the di-
electric environment, we rinse them with solutions of different refractive indexes [sucrose
(n = 1.378), ethylene glycol (n = 1.427), or dimethylsulfoxide (n = 1.4785)] and record the
spectra of the previously investigated particles again. In several dozen experiments with
different solvents, we investigated a total of 1567 solid gold nanorods and 803 nanorat-
tles. The median plasmon sensitivity of solid gold rods was Srod

λ = 169 ± 1.3 nm/RIU
and for nanorattles Srattles

λ = 199 ± 2.5 nm/RIU (Figure 9.5a). The relatively large
standard deviations in those values is caused both by large interparticle deviations within
the same experiment as well as systematic deviations between subsequent experiments
with new flow cells, particles, and solvents. Whereas the deviations between particles
is expected from the polydispersity of the particles and points toward further chances
for improvements, the large deviations in between subsequent experimental runs is puz-

Figure 9.5: (a) Cumulative probability distribution of SSλ values derived from measuring
single particle spectra of 1567 gold nanorods and 803 gold nanorattles. The median
SSλ = 169±1.3 nm/RIU and SSλ = 199±2.5 nm/RIU for the rods (black) and cages (red),
respectively. The inset shows the corresponding normalized histograms. (b) Cumulative
probability distribution of the figure of merit (FOM) derived from the measured single
particle spectra. The median value is FOMS = 4.3 ± 1.4 and FOMS = 3.8 ± 1.5 for
the rods (black) and cages (red), respectively. Although the rattles have a higher SSλ value
compared to the rods, they show a smaller FOMS value due to the larger FWHM as a
result of the stronger plasmon damping in rattles, which increases the linewidth. (Image
taken from reference [Khalavka et al., 2009].)
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zling. At present, we have not identified the factor causing these deviations, but we have
collected sufficiently high statistics to report precise mean sensitivities (Student’s t test
proves significantly higher plasmon sensitivity of nanorattles compared to that of solid
nanorods with >99.999% probability.). However, previous reports for plasmon sensitivity
with fewer statistics have probably overlooked this variation and should be regarded with
some caution. Further study of these unexplained variations in plasmon sensitivity, which
are independent of the type of particles under investigation, is clearly needed but may re-
quire ultraclean working environments. The single particle measurements yielded slightly
higher FOMS for the solid rods (4.3 ± 1.4) compared to that for the rattles (3.8 ± 1.5)
(Figure 9.5b) caused by the slightly stronger plasmon damping in rattles which increases
the linewidth.

9.4 Conclusion

To show the improved sensitivity on changes in the refractive index, we investigated silver
coated gold nanorods as well as rod-shaped gold nanorattles. Since silver coated particles
show a reduced single particle linewidth at the same resonance wavelength compared to
bare gold nanorods, their sensitivity to changes in the refractive index is larger. Even
though silver-coated nanoparticles have been prepared and studied before, this linewidth
narrowing has not yet been reported. Only the spectroscopic investigation of several
hundred single particles using the fastSPS approach made it possible to obtain enough
statistics to compare particles at the same resonance wavelength. Each individual particle
shifts in resonance wavelength after silver coating, but observing many different particles
allows comparing pairs with the same resonance wavelength. Since the damping (and
thus the single particle linewidth) changes with resonance wavelength, only this direct
comparison at the same wavelength makes sense.
Additionally, we synthesized rod-shaped gold nanorattles and showed their improved sen-
sitivity on refractive index changes by measuring the resonance wavelength in solutions
with different refractive indices. Both, ensemble and single particle measurements re-
vealed an increased sensitivity compared to gold nanorods. This increase results from the
large surface area of nanorattles, since in the case of such hollow structures a large part
of the plasmon field penetrates the accessible dielectric environment.
Both types of particles are promising candidates for detecting changes in the local di-
electric environment. Since molecules have a larger refractive index compared to the
environmental aqueous solution, these particles are optimized plasmon binding sensors
compared to bare gold nanorods.





10 Plasmonic Focusing Reduces
Ensemble Linewidth

In this chapter I present an effect the coating of gold nanorods with a silver shell is
evocating: a reduction of the ensemble plasmon linewidth by changing the plasmon-shape
relation, which connects the particle shape with its plasmon resonance wavelength. This
change, we term “plasmonic focusing” (chapter 10.2), leads to less variation of resonance
wavelengths for the same particle size distribution. Chapter 10.3 explains the effect of
increasing single particle linewidth during the coating process, which is therefore not
the reason for the observed ensemble linewidth decrease. This is rather a result from a
change in the plasmon-shape relation explained in chapter 10.4. Using a simple model,
the effect of the single particle linewidth can be subtracted from the ensemble linewidth,
showing the plasmonic focusing effect is even larger than the measured ensemble linewidth
decrease (chapter 10.5). The discovery and explanation of this effect was performed in
collaboration with Inga Zins and the results were published in reference [Becker et al.,
2008].

10.1 Introduction

The ensemble linewidth of a suspension of plasmonic nanoparticles is a convolution of the
linewidth of individual particles and the distribution of their resonance wavelengths. A
narrow ensemble plasmon linewidth is desirable for most plasmonic applications such as
sensors [Elghanian et al., 1997, McFarland & Van Duyne, 2003, Raschke et al., 2003], the
enhancement of nonlinear optical effects [Nie & Emory, 1997, Kneipp et al., 1997, Campion
& Kambhampati, 1998], light guiding [Maier et al., 2001, Quinten et al., 1998], labeling
[Schultz et al., 2000], or tissue targeting [Brigger et al., 2002, Hirsch et al., 2003]. The
plasmon resonance wavelength is strongly dependent on the nanoparticle shape (chap-
ter 2.5.1); a narrow ensemble linewidth indicates therefore a low polydispersity of the
plasmonic particles. The main factor influencing the resonance wavelength of rod-shaped
particles is the aspect ratio, via a linear relationship we term the “plasmon-shape rela-
tion”. Hence, three factors effectively determine the ensemble plasmon linewidth: (I) the
single particle linewidth, (II) the width of the distribution in aspect ratios in the sample,
and (III) the slope of the plasmon-shape relation connecting aspect ratio to resonance
wavelength (Figure 10.1).

10.2 Explanation of the Plasmonic Focusing Effect

We find that coating gold nanorods with a thin shell of silver leads to a strong reduction of
the ensemble linewidth. The quantitative examination of this effect leads to the surprising
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Figure 10.1: The three factors contributing to the ensemble plasmon linewidth: (I) the
single particle linewidth, (II) the width of the distribution in aspect ratios (a/b) in the
sample, and (III) the slope of the plasmon-shape relation connecting aspect ratio (a/b)
to resonance wavelength (λres). A change in the slope of the plasmon-shape relation (III)
is responsible for the ensemble linewidth narrowing of gold nanorods after silver coating.
(Image taken from reference [Becker et al., 2008].)

finding that this reduction is caused by a change in slope of the plasmon-shape relation
(factor III), an effect we term “plasmonic focusing”. The silver coating leaves the shape
and size of the original gold nanorods intact, excluding factor II from the discussion. The
contribution of the single particle linewidth to the observed ensemble linewidth (factor I)
is complex due to simultaneous shifts in the central resonance wavelength. However, we
are able to show by single particle experiments together with theoretical modeling that
the single particle linewidth contribution actually counteracts plasmonic focusing.
To explain our term “plasmonic focusing”, we first note that during nanoparticle crystal-
lization in solution, the shape and size polydispersity of the ensemble typically increases
by statistical variations over time. An exception is the well-known (chemical) focusing
regime during nanocrystal growth [Peng et al., 1998, Reiss, 1951, Yin & Alivisatos, 2005],
where a faster growth of small compared to larger particles lets small particles “catch
up”. This effectively narrows or focuses the nanoparticle size distribution. The plas-
monic focusing we observe, where the plasmon resonance linewidth of an ensemble of gold
nanorods is smaller after silver coating than before, leaves the gold nanoparticles shape
undisturbed but rather changes the way their shape polydispersity translates into spectral
polydispersity. A shallower slope of the plasmon-shape relation narrows or focuses the
distribution of plasmon resonances. In the ideal case of a completely flat plasmon-shape
relation, all particles would have the same resonance wavelength regardless of their as-
pect ratio leading to an ensemble linewidth only limited by the intrinsic single particle
linewidth. Another way of looking at plasmonic focusing is by observing the spectral shift
induced by the silver coating. Silver coating generally leads to a blueshift, but the shift
is stronger for particles with original larger resonance wavelengths.
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Note the nontrivial choice of units in the discussion of linewidth changes accompanied
with a resonance shift: a linewidth narrowing in energy or frequency units may corre-
spond to a linewidth narrowing or broadening in wavelength units, depending on the
magnitude of the resonance shift. Length or wavelength units have to be chosen here
because of the almost linear relationship between aspect ratio and resonance wavelength
[Link et al., 2005, Perez-Juste et al., 2005]. Other geometric factors besides aspect ratio,
namely end-cap geometry and particle volume, have a weak influence on the plasmon res-
onance compared to the aspect ratio [Prescott & Mulvaney, 2006, Bryant et al., 2008]. An
ensemble linewidth in length units therefore relates to a certain polydispersity in aspect
ratio regardless of the mean resonance wavelength. For other discussions, linewidth in
energy units may be more appropriate, e.g. the single particles energy linewidth corre-
sponds to the plasmon decay time.

Ensemble Linewidth

The extinction spectra show a strong narrowing of the plasmon resonance in the particle
ensemble spectra after silver coating when compared to the linewidth of the original gold
nanoparticles at least for thin silver coating (Figure 10.2). This narrowing has to the
best of my knowledge not been reported before and is only observable if the silver shell is
very homogeneous. As it is evident from Figure 3.2b, a slightly thicker silver layer typ-
ically leads to a more inhomogeneous coating resulting in a broadening of the ensemble
linewidth compared to the optimal silver thickness.

Figure 10.2: (a) Ensemble linewidth as a function of silver concentration in the coating
solution for a gold nanorod sample with an initial linewidth of 148 nm. The linewidth is
the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) as determined directly from the spectra (shown
in (b)). It shows a minimum at 53 µM, where it is reduced to 97 nm from the initial
148 nm (thin line is a guide to the eye). (Image taken from reference [Becker et al., 2008].)
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10.3 Single Particle Observation During Coating
Process

As described in chapter 9.2 the single particle linewidth of silver-coated gold rods is
smaller at the same resonance wavelength compared to uncoated rods. However, this
effect is not responsible for the observed ensemble linewidth narrowing. The reason is
the simultaneous reduction in the resonance wavelength toward regions with intrinsically
higher plasmon damping. Depending on the initial and final wavelength, this shift in
resonance wavelength often results in a broadening of the linewidth of a given particle
after coating with silver. We observe such plasmon linewidth broadening of an individual
particle by continuously monitoring individual particles exposed to a coating solution
(Figure 10.3).

Figure 10.3: (a) Observation of the linewidth change over time of a single gold nanorod
exposed to the silver-coating solution. The inset shows the full spectra (color coded) over
time (image taken from reference [Becker et al., 2008]). True color photograph of the same
particles in the dark-field microscope before (b) and after coating (c). Green boxes show
particles which get coated, while the white box indicates the emersion of a blue particle,
which is probably a silver sphere. Due to adding and mixing solutions during the growth
process some particles can vanish (red box).

10.4 Change of the Plasmon-Shape Relation

The single particle linewidth of particles becomes broader after silver coating as shown in
the previous chapter. But why is a narrowing of the ensemble linewidth observable? The
answer is a change in the plasmon-shape relation, which converts the distribution of par-
ticle aspect ratios into a distribution of plasmon resonances. In chemical focusing during
nanocrystal growth, the growth of small particles is favored. Here, the silver coating shifts
the plasmon resonances stronger for rods with higher aspect ratios than for particles with
lower ones. Therefore, the same particle distribution leads to a narrower distribution of
plasmon resonances after coating due to a different slope in the plasmon-shape relation
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(Figure 10.4a). This purely electrodynamic effect that we call plasmonic focusing is re-
sponsible for the observed narrowing of the ensemble linewidth. The shallower slope of
the plasmon-shape relation for silver coated particles is caused by the strong wavelength
dependency of the dielectric function of silver due to the plasma of the quasi free con-
duction band electrons. There are two equivalent ways to look at plasmonic focusing:
by noting the change in the slope in the plasmon-shape relation or by considering the
plasmon shifts after coating. The latter lets us verify the theoretical model by spectrally
investigating the same particles before and after coating without knowing the precise as-
pect ratio. We expect to find that particles with longer resonance wavelengths (i.e., larger
aspect ratio) show a larger plasmon shift than those with a shorter starting wavelength,
which we indeed observed (Figure 10.4b).

Figure 10.4: (a) The plasmon-shape relation shows how the resonance wavelength de-
pends on aspect ratio. Values derived theoretically within the quasi-static approximation
are shown for gold rods in water (black line, n = 1.33) and with a 2.3 nm silver coating
(blue line). The plasmon-shape relation converts an ensemble of particles with a dis-
tribution of aspect ratios (indicated by pink shading) into a distribution of resonance
wavelengths (indicated by the gray shaded spectrum). The plasmon-shape relations are
almost linear, i.e. a distribution of aspect ratios with a given width (polydispersity)
gives a certain linewidth regardless of the mean aspect ratio. The shallower slope of the
plasmon-shape relation for the silver-coated rods results therefore in a smaller spectral
linewidth (blue shaded spectrum). An alternative way to look at the effect of coating
is to observe the vertical differences between the two plasmon-shape relations (indicated
by black arrows). Hence, rods with higher aspect ratio shift more on silver coating than
those with a smaller aspect ratio. (b) Experimental data for the wavelength shifts of gold
nanorods upon coating with silver as a function of the starting resonance wavelength.
Each data point is extracted from two single particle measurements of the same particle
before and after coating. Higher starting resonance wavelengths (i.e. rods with higher as-
pect ratio), result in larger wavelength shifts. (Image taken from reference [Becker et al.,
2008].)
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10.5 Deduction of the Single Particle Linewidth

The plasmon-shape relation in Figure 10.4a is derived from an electrodynamic model
based on the quasi-static approximation (chapter 2.2), since this model allows to calcu-
late the spectra of coated particles. We test whether this model is able to predict the
measured ensemble spectra from a known particle shape distribution, which we obtain by
measuring the width and length of about 150 particles per sample on TEM (chapter 4.3)
images (Figure 10.5a). To calculate the spectra only one parameter can be varied, which
is the endcap structure of the assumed rods (chapter 2.2.4). The simulation using our
electrodynamic model reproduces the observed spectrum well, both for the uncoated and
for the coated particles (Figure 10.5b). The shell thicknesses used here are inferred from
TEM analysis, therefore there are no additional free parameters entering the calculation.
Hence, we are confident that this simple method predicts ensemble plasmon wavelength
and linewidth accurately. The model lets us theoretically analyze how strong the plas-
monic focusing effect would be if the single particle linewidth remained constant after
coating. Since the single particle linewidth increases due to the coating, it effectively
reduces the amount of linewidth narrowing observable in the ensemble spectra. The con-

Figure 10.5: (a) Length and width distribution of a sample of uncoated gold nanorods
as determined from TEM images of 145 particles. The length and width show a mean of
56.4 ± 4.4 and 22.8 ± 3.4 nm, respectively. (b) Ensemble extinction spectra of this gold
nanoparticle sample (black) with a thin (2.3 nm) silver coating (blue) and a thick coating
(6.9 nm, red): solid lines measured, dashed lines calculated. Only one free parameter
enters all three calculations: the eccentricity e used to calculate the geometrical “L factor”
[Prescott & Mulvaney, 2006], here e = 0.95. All other parameters are determined by
TEM. The calculated spectra show good agreement to the measurement in both resonance
position and linewidth. The inset illustrates the (calculated) linewidth for the uncoated
and thinly coated nanorods, in black/gray including the single particle contribution and
in blue without this contribution (i.e., pure plasmonic focusing). (Image taken from
reference [Becker et al., 2008].)
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volution of single particle linewidth with the distribution of resonances in the ensemble
further weakens the effect of any reduction of either of the two parameters. We show the
values for the ensemble linewidth with and without the single particle contribution in the
inset of Figure 10.5b. The plasmonic focusing alone would reduce the linewidth from 97
to 66 nm while the single particle linewidth increases from 28 to 29 nm. Their convolution
then changes from 113 to 92 nm, which compares well to the measured change from 112
to 88 nm.

10.6 Conclusion

Our analysis of the ensemble plasmon linewidth of silver-coated gold nanorods shows a
surprising and important result: the linewidth narrowing by plasmonic focusing. Even
though silver-coated nanoparticles have been prepared and studied before, this linewidth
narrowing has not been reported - probably because it is only present for very homo-
geneous silver shells. In combination with extensive particle size analysis by TEM, our
electrodynamic model based on quasi-static approximation allows entangling the contri-
butions of single particle linewidth and plasmonic focusing for the observed ensemble
linewidth reduction. Plasmonic focusing alone would reduce the ensemble linewidth by
about 30 %; the convolution with single particle linewidth reduces the effect to about
20 %. Plasmonic focusing is a new feature of bimetallic core-shell structures, interesting
from a fundamental point of view. A sample preparation strategy with plasmonic fo-
cusing provides a simple method to obtain high-quality plasmonic particles with tunable
resonance energy over the entire visible spectrum.





11 Self Calibrating Nano-Ruler

The aim of a nanoruler is to measure distances on a length scale in the order of nanome-
ters. This concept can be realized by two plasmonic nanoparticles (usually spheres), which
are placed within a short distance to each other. Since the plasmon modes of both par-
ticles are coupled, they influence each other along the interparticle axis (i.e. longitudinal
plasmon mode, see inset of Figure 11.1) resulting in a shift of the resonance wavelength
compared to the single particle (chapter 2.5.7). Because the resulting resonance wave-
length depends on the interparticle distance, the spectral investigation of such a dimer
allows the determination of the interparticle distance.
However, the resonance wavelength of a dimer is also dependent on the refractive index of
the local environment, which can be influenced by several parameters, e.g. the embedding
solution, the substrate the particles are immobilized on, or the molecules connecting the
two particles. For this reason, a resonance shift of a dimer can have two different origins
(interparticle distance or local refractive index change), which are not differentiable if
only the longitudinal plasmon mode is measured. This problem could be avoided, if any
change in the local refractive index would be measured separately. I will show in chap-
ter 11.2 that the transversal plasmon mode (perpendicular to the interparticle axis; see
inset of Figure 11.1) indeed depends on the local refractive index, and furthermore fulfills
the requirement to be independent on the interparticle distance. Therefore by measuring
both plasmon modes of a dimer separately (longitudinal and transversal), the interparti-
cle distance can be estimated, even if the local refractive index changes. Technically, the
separation of both plasmon modes can easily be achieved by a polarizer in the light path,
since the polarization states of both modes are perpendicular to each other.
In chapter 11.3 I will present first experimental results on spectral investigations of a single
dimer. By a selective replacement of the environmental solution the local refractive index
as well as the interparticle distance can be varied, which results in resonance shifts of both
plasmon modes. To prove that the interparticle distance change occurs from a confor-
mation change of the molecule connecting both particles caused by the solvent exchange,
dynamic light scattering measurements on nanospheres in both solvents are performed.
Thereby the particle sizes including the surrounding polymer (chapter 11.4) is obtained.
The project was performed with the support of Olaf Schubert, Andreas Trügler, Ulrich
Hohenester (simulations) and Inga Zins with the production of dimers.
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11.1 Introduction

Figure 11.1: A dimer of nanospheres (par-
ticle diameter = 60 nm, interparticle dis-
tance = 5 nm) has two scattering modes,
which are perpendicular to each other. Since
the longitudinal (blue) mode is overlayed
with the transversal mode (black) a polarizer
is needed to investigate both modes indepen-
dently.

Using the dependency of the longitudinal
plasmon resonance wavelength of a dimer
consisting of two spherical gold nanoparti-
cles to monitor its interparticle distance is
a well known approach [Sönnichsen et al.,
2005, Reinhard et al., 2005]. To exper-
imentally investigate the influence of the
interparticle distance on the plasmon res-
onance wavelength usually several dimers
are produced by double stranded DNA
as connecting molecule [Reinhard et al.,
2005] or by lithographically fabricated gold
nanoparticles [Jain et al., 2007]. In both
methods, the separation of the coupled
particles could be chosen during their for-
mation, but stays constant afterwards.
Only in the case the particles are connected
by single DNA strands, the interparticle
distance could be varied by the salt concen-
tration in the environmental solution [Sön-
nichsen et al., 2005], but the local refrac-

tive index had carefully to be kept constant since it also influences the resonance position.
The extension of this approach allows the variation of the local refractive index, while the
interparticle distance could still be monitored. This could be achieved, since the dimers
are anisotropical structures and they therefore exhibit two plasmon modes: while one is
along the interparticle axis (i.e. longitudinal plasmon mode) the second one corresponds
to the “short-axis” of the dimer, which results in a transversal plasmon mode, with a
polarization state perpendicular to initial one. As shown in Figure 11.1, the longitudinal
mode scatters light more efficiently and is overlayed with the transversal mode, but the
separation of both modes can be obtained by using a polarization filter in the light path.

11.2 Theory on Refractive Index Changes

Figure 11.2a shows the transversal resonance mode for a dimer consisting of two gold
spheres with 60 nm in diameter in aqueous solution (refractive index n = 1.33, blue line),
calculated with the boundary element method (BEM, chapter 2.4.2). It can be seen, that
the resonance is nearly constant for any interparticle distance (only a slight blueshift can
be observed for very small interparticle distances [Rechberger et al., 2003]). The black
line represents the same dimer in a solution with a higher refractive index (n = 1.5),
showing the same trend of the resonance wavelength. Calculating the difference of these
two resonances reveals the shift due to changes in the refractive index of the environment.
It is obvious that this shift (i.e. the sensitivity on refractive index changes Sλ [nm/RIU])
is nearly constant for any interparticle distance (inset of Figure 11.2a).
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Figure 11.2: a) For the transversal plasmon mode the resonance wavelength is nearly
independent of the interparticle distance in water (blue line) as well as in a medium
with refractive index n = 1.5 (black line). An increase of the refractive index leads
to a redshift, which is therefore also constant in respect to the interparticle distance
(inset). b) Relationship of the plasmon resonance and the refractive index for different
interparticle distances. The overlapping of the lines emphasizes the independency of
the resonance wavelength from the interparticle distance. By measuring the transversal
resonance wavelength λ1 the local effective refractive index n1

L can be calculated. An
occuring shift ∆λ corresponds therefore in a change of ∆nL.

Figure 11.3: a) The resonance wavelength of the longitudinal plasmon mode shows a
dependency on the interparticle distance in water (blue line) as well as in a medium with
refractive index n = 1.5 (black line). An increase of the refractive index leads to a redshift,
but in this plasmon mode the shift (i.e. also the sensitivity Sλ) is not independent of the
interparticle distance (inset). b) If the local effective refractive index n1

L was estimated
from the transversal mode (Figure 11.2), the measured resonance wavelength λ1 reveals
the interparticle distance. In the case the interparticle distance stays constant for an
increase of nL (5 nm (green), 10 nm (brown) and 15 nm (purple) lines), the corresponding
resonance wavelength is redshifted. However, if the local refractive index is increased up
to n2

L and the interparticle distance enlarges (e.g. from 5 to 10 nm), the appropriate
resonance wavelength λ2 can even be blueshifted.
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∆n ∆d [nm] ∆λ [nm]
0 +2 ∆λa = −9 nm
0 -2 ∆λb = 21 nm

0.03 0 ∆λc = 6 nm
0.03 +2 ∆λd = −4 nm
0.03 -2 ∆λe = 28 nm

Table 11.1: BEM Simulation of the shift of the resonance wavelength of the longitudinal
plasmon mode due to changes of the refractive index and the interparticle distance. The
initial dimer consists of two gold spheres with diameters of 60 nm with an interparticle
distance of 5 nm and is hosted in water with a refractive index of n = 1.33 and has a
resonance wavelength of λ = 594 nm.

For this reason the local refractive index of the solution can then be calculated if the
resonance wavelength of the transversal mode is measured (Figure 11.2b). Although it
is possible to measure the refractive index of a solution by a refractometer, the local re-
fractive index nL next to the particles might differ. Since the dimers are immobilized on
a glass-substrate with a refractive index of n = 1.5 this has an influence on the plasmon
mode (chapter 2.5.5). Furthermore the molecules connecting the two particles could also
have a different refractive index which may influence the plasmon mode too. Therefore,
only in the very special case of using matching refractive indices of the substrate, inter-
connecting molecules and environmental solution the estimation of the local refractive
index would be easy. In any other case the combination of the refractive indices results in
a local effective refractive index nL. Modifying the refractive index of the solution results
in a change of nL and therefore leads to a shift of the resonance wavelength. For this
reason, measuring the shift of the transversal mode ∆λ leads to an estimation of ∆nL,
which is sketched in Figure 11.2b. This figure additionally emphasizes the fact, that this
resonance wavelength shift is independent of the interparticle distance, since the lines for
different interparticle distances superimpose each other.
A different situation is present, if the longitudinal plasmon mode is investigated. Here
the resonance wavelength indeed depends on the interparticle distance (Figure 11.3a). In-
creasing the refractive index of the solvent results in this case also in a redshift, however
the shift is not independent of the interparticle distance (inset Figure 11.3a). For this
reason the measurement of the shift in the resonance wavelength of the longitudinal mode
reveals a possible change in the interparticle distance. For example an increase of nL can
lead to a blueshift, i.e. a reduced resonance wavelength λ2, if the interparticle distance is
increasing as a consequence of an exchange of the environmental solution (Figure 11.3b).
Another possibility would be a redshift (∆λe), which is even larger as the expected one
for a refractive index increase (∆λc), if the interparticle distance decreases (see table 11.2).

The resonance wavelength shift caused by a refractive index change from n = 1.33 to
n = 1.5 can be transformed into an appropriate sensitivity according to the equation Sλ =
∆λ/∆n. Since the shift for the transversal mode is nearly independent of the interparticle
distance, also the appropriate sensitivity has a constant value STλ (Figure 11.2a, inset).
For the longitudinal axis the shift depends on the interparticle distance and therefore this
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is also valid for the sensitivity SLλ (Figure 11.3a, inset), which can be described in respect
to the interparticle distance d by following fit-equation:

SLλ [nm/RIU] = 211.4 [nm/RIU] · exp

(
d [nm]

−5.15 [nm]

)
+ 138.8 [nm/RIU] (11.1)

STλ [nm/RIU] = 132 [nm/RIU] (11.2)

11.3 Single Particle Measurements

In single particle measurements the transversal and the longitudinal mode are usually
overlaying each other, and therefore these two modes have to be measured separately.
This separation can be done by a polarization filter, due to the perpendicular polarization
state of these two plasmon modes. An ideal approach would be the RotPOL setup,
described in chapter 5.2. In this setup the polarization states are separated by a wedge-
shaped rotating polarizer and the resonances of the transversal and the longitudinal mode
can be measured by moving a variable interference filter stepwise. Therefore only a
certain wavelength is transmitted through the filter and the corresponding intensity of
the scattered light is captured by a CCD camera. However, acquiring the spectrum takes
about 30 − 40 minutes and therefore defocusing of the sample becomes an issue. And
already a small defocusing of the sample results in a large variation of the light collected
by the objective. As defocusing occurs with progressing time, the amount of the collected
light is not constant during one measurement period. However, the collected light at each
wavelength step results in the spectrum and therefore this setup cannot be used to resolve
small changes in the resonance wavelength of single particles. For this reason a standard
darkfield microscope (chapter 4.2) is used combined with a polarizer which is rotated
manually. The polarization filter is adjusted in the way, that either the transversal (green
resonance) or the longitudinal mode (orange to red resonance) of a single dimer clearly
appear.

Sample Preparation

In order to prepare dimers on a glass substrate gold spheres with 60 nm diameter (British
Biocell International) are rinsed through a flowcell consisting of a thin, flat glass capil-
lary (0.1 mm x 2 mm x 100 mm) connected to PET tubing. Some of the spheres stick
to the glass surface, which is enhanced by addition of a 1 M sodium chloride solution.
When enough spheres are immobilized water is rinsed to remove the excess of spheres.
Afterwards a solution of 2 mM di-thiol-Polyethylenglycol (SH-PEG, Mw = 6000g/mol,
Iris Biotech) is flushed into the capillary and incubated for 5 minutes. Since the thiol-
endgroup of the PEG has a strong affinity to bind onto gold, it can be assumed that the
molecule is covalently attached on the surface of the spheres. Some of the particles appear
already red, probably due to forming dimers already in solution or being not perfectly
spherical but rather elongated. For this reason a first picture of the sample is taken at
this point of the experiment. To remove the unbound SH-PEG molecules, the flowcell
is rinsed again with water and subsequently 60 nm gold spheres are flushed again and
incubated for 5 minutes. Since these PEG-molecules have thiol groups on both ends, the
goldspheres in solution can attach to the free thiol groups and therefore form a dimer.
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The excess of spheres is again removed by rinsing the flowcell with water. Once more
a picture of the sample is taken and is compared to the first one. Particles appearing
initially green and on the second picture red can be regarded as dimers.

Measurement of the Spectra

After identifying dimers in the sample, the transversal and the longitudinal plasmon
resonance of each of them is measured separately. To investigate several particles in the
same sample, the stage is moved but the position of each investigated particle is saved.
This allows to replace the water (n = 1.33) in the flowcell by dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO,
Sigma-Aldrich) having a refractive index of n = 1.47 and a subsequent investigation of the
same dimers. Increasing the refractive index leads to the expected redshift of the resonance
wavelength of the transversal plasmon mode (Figure 11.4). But the investigation of the
longitudinal plasmon mode reveals a blueshift, although the refractive index is increased.
This result can only be explained by an increase of the interparticle distance in DMSO. To
prove the reversibility, the flowcell is rinsed again with water resulting in an opposite shift:
a blueshift for the transversal and a redshift for the longitudinal mode (Figure 11.4). The

Figure 11.4: Investigation of the resonances
of a single dimer in different refractive in-
dices. Initially the dimer is immobilized
on glass substrate and immersed in water
n = 1.33. Rinsing the flowcell with dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO) with a refractive index of
n = 1.47 leads to the expected redshift of
the transversal plasmon mode (blue dots and
line, with λ1 = 568 nm and λ2 = 586 nm).
The resonance of the longitudinal plasmon
mode (red dots and line, with λ3 = 642 nm
and λ4 = 630 nm) shows a blueshift, which
can only be explained by an increase of the
interparticle distance. The reversibility was
proved by rinsing the flowcell again with wa-
ter, which results in an opposite shifts of the
two modes compared to the initial ones.

procedure is repeated two more times, re-
vealing the repeatability of the system.
However, the resonance wavelength of the
longitudinal mode shows a gradual over-
all redshift. Such a gradual redshift was
already observed in an experiment using
dimers tethered with DNA [Sönnichsen
et al., 2005]. In this case it was assumed
that weakly bound ssDNA leached from
the surface of the particles after each wash-
ing step, leading to a reduced repulsive
steric interaction. The leaching of the PEG
molecules from the particle’s surface and
the accompanied reduced repulsive interac-
tion could probably also be a reason for the
observed gradual redshift, assuming that
dimethyl-sulfone (which is present in small
parts in the DMSO solvent, since it is its
oxidized state) binds to the gold surface
[Nifontova & Lavrentev, 1992] and replaces
some of the PEG molecules. The origin of
the replacement can be explained by the
influence of the solvent on the composi-
tion, structure and the equilibrium com-
position of a PEG monolayer bound via
thiol-groups onto the gold surface [Bain
et al., 1989]. However, the given argu-
ment is only an assumption and the ob-
served shift, which is an interesting topic
itself needs further investigations.
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Determination of Interparticle Distances

It is a little bit astonishing that the measured resonance wavelength of the transversal
axis in water (n = 1.33) is λ1 = 568 nm (Figure 11.4), which is even higher compared
to the resonance wavelength estimated by BEM-simulation of a spherical particle totally
immersed in n = 1.5 (λres ≈ 563 nm, Figure 11.2a). To explain the enlarged resonance
wavelength a dimer is assumed consisting of two particles which are elongated in respect
to the transversal axis (Figure 11.5).

Figure 11.5: Since the measured wavelength of the transversal axis of the dimer in water
(λ1 = 568 nm) is smaller compared to the resonance in n = 1.5 (λres ≈ 563 nm) a dimer
is assumed, consisting of two spheroidal particles which are elongated in respect to the
transversal axis.

This geometry shifts the resonance wavelength of the transversal mode of the dimer to
higher wavelengths. The assumption of elongated spheres can be justified by transmission
electron microscopy (TEM, chapter 4.3) imaging and subsequently analysis of the shapes,
which revealed particle aspect ratios between 1 and 1.4 (Figure 5.11b).
For an estimation of the existing aspect ratio of the single particles in the dimer, we sim-
ulate dimers with varying aspect ratios using the discrete dipole approximation (DDA,
chapter 2.4.1) and extracted the resonance wavelengths of the transversal modes (Fig-
ure 11.6a). A comparison of these values with the measured transversal resonance wave-
length in water λ1 = 568 nm reveals an aspect ratio of AR ≈ 1.25. To obtain the plasmonic
sensitivity Sλ on changes in the refractive index we additionally simulate such a dimer in an
environment having a refractive index of n = 1.5, which results in a transversal resonance
wavelength λt = 589 nm. Therefore Sλ amounts to: Stλ = (592 nm−568 nm)/(1.5−1.33) =
141 nm/RIU.
In a next step we calculate the local refractive index nL in the second solvent (DMSO) from
the measured resonance of the transversal mode λ2, which was determined as λ2 = 586 nm.
Compared to λ1 in water this results in a shift of ∆λ = 18 nm and therefore the increase
in the refractive index is: ∆n = ∆λ/Stλ = 0.128 RIU. Hence, the local refractive index in
the second solvent is: nL = 1.33 + ∆n = 1.46. This value is in a good agreement with the
value nR = 1.47 determined by a refractometer (Mettler Toledo, Refracto 30PX).
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Figure 11.6: a) DDA simulation of the resonance wavelength of the transversal mode
of dimers consisting of spheroidal particles with varying aspect ratio in water (blue) and
n = 1.5 (black). Comparison with the measured transversal resonance λ1 of the dimer
in water reveals an aspect ratio of AR ≈ 1.25. The plasmonic sensitivity Sλ of the
transversal mode is calculated using additionally the resonance wavelength λt in n = 1.5.
In combination with the measured resonance wavelength λ2 of the transversal mode in the
second solvent (DMSO) the local refractive index nL could be estimated to nL = 1.46. b)
DDA simulations of the longitudinal mode of a dimer consisting of two spheroidal particles
with aspect ratio AR = 1.25 in water and in nL = 1.46. The measured resonances λ3

and λ4 reveal a interparticle distance of dW ≈ 4 nm in water and dD ≈ 8 nm in DMSO,
respectively. This means an increase in the interparticle distance of ∆d ≈ 4 nm, due to
the exchange of the solvent from water to DMSO.

To estimate the interparticle distances the resonances of the longitudinal axis has to
be considered. Initially the dimer is in water and comparing the measured resonance
λ3 = 642 nm (Figure 11.4) with the appropriate simulation reveals an interparticle dis-
tance of dW ≈ 4 nm (Figure 11.6b). For the calculation of the interparticle distance in
the second solvent (DMSO), we simulate the resonance wavelength in nL = 1.46 (as it
was determined from the transversal axis) for different interparticle distances. Comparing
these simulations with the measured resonance wavelength λ4 = 630 nm the interparticle
distance dD can be estimated to dD ≈ 8 nm. This corresponds to an increase of ∆d ≈ 4 nm
due to the exchange of the solvent from water to DMSO.

11.4 Size-Measurements by DLS

To prove the size increase of the particles using DMSO as solvent instead of water, the
particle sizes measured by dynamic light scattering (DLS, chapter 4.4) in both media
are compared. First of all, the initially citrate-stabilized gold nanospheres in water are
measured, which results in a hydrodynamic diameter of 46.5 ± 2.6 nm for the nominally
40 nm particles (British Biocell International). Afterwards the particles are coated with
methoxy-Polyethylenglycol-thiol (mPEG, Mw = 6000g/mol, Iris Biotech) by centrifuga-
tion of 1 mL of the spheres and redispersion of the pellet in 100 µL of a 2 mM PEG solution
and incubation over night. In this case here, it is not possible to use SH-PEG like in the
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Figure 11.7: Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements of nominally 40 nm spherical
particles in water initially stabilized with citrate reveals a hydrodynamic diameter of
46.5 ± 2.6 nm. After coating the particles with methoxy-Polyethylenglycol-thiol (mPEG)
molecules the hydrodynamic diameter (also in water) is increased to 71.3± 0.8 nm. After
transfer of these particles into DMSO the hydrodynamic diameter amounts to 87.4 ±
1.7 nm, which proves the hypothesis that the PEG molecule is more stretched in DMSO
then in water.

coating process using immobilized particles on a glass substrate, since the particles are
coated directly in solution which would lead to a precipitation. Therefore a PEG molecule
of the same molecular weight was used, having only one thiol endgroup, which binds to
the gold surface, and methoxy as the other endgroup as a non-reactive entity to prevent
aggregation of the particles. To remove after the coating process excess of mPEG the
solution was centrifuged twice and redispersed each time in water. DLS measurement on
these particles reveal a hydrodynamic diameter of 71.3± 0.8 nm, where the size increase
compared to the citrate stabilized particles reveal the successful coating of the particles
by mPEG molecules. In the next step the water is exchanged by centrifugation of these
particles followed by a redispersion in DMSO. The following DLS measurement results
in a hydrodynamic diameter of 87.4 ± 1.7 nm (Figure 11.7). This proves the hypothesis
claimed in the section before [Ozdemir & Guner, 2007], that the PEG molecule is more
stretched in DMSO then in water, which leads to an increased interparticle distance for
dimers connected by PEG molecules.

11.5 Conclusion

Investigation of the resonance wavelength of the longitudinal mode of a dimer depends
on the interparticle distance as well as on the local refractive index. The resonance wave-
length of the transversal plasmon mode also varies with changes in the refractive index,
but is nearly independent of any occurring interparticle distance changes. Therefore, the
transversal axis can be used to monitor the local refractive index and subsequently cal-
ibrate the longitudinal plasmon mode to the appropriate refractive index. This leads to
the possibility to use dimers as sophisticated nanorulers, since interparticle distances can
be determined for the first time even if changes in the refractive index are occurring.
In a first approach we experimentally investigated a dimer consisting of two gold nanopar-
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ticles connected by di-thiol-Polyethylenglycol (SH-PEG). Initially we investigated the
dimer in water and obtained an interparticle distance of approximately 4 nm. There-
after we exchanged the environmental solution to DMSO with a higher refractive index.
By determination of the resonance wavelength shift of the transversal axis we were able to
measure the increase of the local refractive index. entally investigated a dimer consisting
of two gold nanoparticles connected by di-thiol-Polyethylenglycol (SH-PEG). Initially we
investigated the dimer in water and obtained an interparticle distance of approximately
4 nm. Thereafter we exchanged the environmental solution to DMSO with a higher re-
fractive index. By determination of the resonance wavelength shift of the transversal axis
we were able to measure the increase of the local refractive index. This value was used to
“calibrate” the nanoruler and to estimate an interparticle distance of approximately 8 nm
in DMSO, by measuring the resonance wavelength of the longitudinal mode. In a control
experiment we were able to proof by dynamic light scattering that the hydrodynamic
diameters of PEG coated particles are indeed larger in DMSO then in water.
We were therefore able to present for the first time an optical approach, which allows
to monitor interparticle distances on the nanoscale, even if the refractive index of the
environment is changed.
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In this thesis I show my work on the improvement of plasmonic bio-sensors. This progress
came in three areas: automatization of spectral acquisition, developing a versatile bio-
functionalization approach, and increasing the plasmonic sensitivity. The basis of such
plasmonic bio-sensors is the very efficient light scattering at the plasmon resonance wave-
length, which is sensitive to the local refractive index of the environment. Since the
plasmonic light scattering is so strong it is possible to investigate individual plasmonic
nanoparticles in a light microscope with sizes an order of magnitude smaller than the
optical diffraction limit, i.e. down to about 20 nm in diameter.

In microscope setups used until now, only one single nanoparticle could be investigated
manually resulting in time consuming procedures and lack of statistical information. To
circumvent these drawbacks I developed a novel fast single particle spectroscopy (fastSPS)
method, which allows the investigation of all particles in the field of view automatically
(chapter 5). Furthermore, with this setup up to 30 particles can be monitored contin-
uously in parallel. This improvement was achieved by replacing the entrance pinhole of
the coupled spectrometer by a liquid crystal device (LCD), which acts as an electronically
addressable shutter.

To automatize the wavelength dependent polarization anisotropy measurements of non-
isotropic nanoparticles, I build a second setup (RotPOL). In this RotPOL setup, the fast
rotation of a wedge-shaped polarizer is combined with a stepwise movable variable inter-
ference filter allowing the investigation of several particles at once. First investigations
on differently shaped nanoparticles (e.g. cubes, rods, triangles, and dimers of spheres)
provided new insights into their polarization modes.

In order to detect specific bio-molecules, the plasmonic particles need to be functionalized
with organic ligands. I developed a flexible approach based on coating gold nanorods
with bio-membranes (chapter 7). By using appropriately functionalized lipid headgroups,
I was able to detect the binding of the protein streptavidin onto the membrane by mea-
suring the corresponding plasmon resonance shift caused by the larger refractive index
of biomolecules compared to the deplaced aqueous solution. The advantage of using
membrane coated nanoparticles is the high number of different commercially available
headgroups allowing the specific investigation of various biomolecules, which are easily
integrated into the membrane. Furthermore, the membrane suppresses unwanted non-
specific binding to the particles and the substrate. Using the high statistics collected by
the fastSPS setup, different protein-membrane spacings could be distinguished.

To detect small environmental changes with plasmonic sensors, a high sensitivity to
changes in the refractive index is desirable. I performed systematic theoretical and ex-
perimental investigations (chapter 8) to identify the particle geometry with the highest
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sensitivity. In contrary to many claims, I could show that gold nanorods with an aspect
ratio in the range of 3 - 4 have an optimum in sensitivity. In this study, I introduced a new
and more general measure for the sensing quality (FOM*). In a second step, gold nanorods
were chemically modified in two ways to increase the sensitivity further (chapter 9): en-
capsulating them in a porous gold cage (“nanorattles”) or coating them with a thin silver
shell. I used the fastSPS setup to investigate hundreds of single particles to quantify for
both novel particle types the sensitivity increase compared to bare gold nanorods with
the same resonance wavelength. Interestingly, I found another effect, the silver coating is
evoking: the reduction of the spectral linewidth of a nanoparticle-ensemble (chapter 10).
By extended simulations and theoretical considerations, I could explain this narrowing by
the determination of a change in the relation connecting the particles’ shape with their
plasmon resonance. This change (“plasmonic focusing”) is a new feature for bimetallic
core-shell structures providing a new tool to synthesize plasmonic nanoparticles with a
narrow distribution of plasmon resonance wavelengths.

A different plasmonic sensing scheme uses two coupled nanoparticles to estimate the in-
terparticle separation from the corresponding shift of the plasmon resonance along the
connection axis. The plasmon resonance perpendicular to the connection axis is (nearly)
independent from the interparticle distance, hence revealing the environmental refrac-
tive index. Determining the plasmon resonance in both directions separately allows to
investigate both interparticle distance and refractive index at the same time. I showed
the practical usefulness of such a refractive index calibrated nanoruler in experiments on
polyethyleneglycol (PEG) coupled particle dimers (chapter 11).

Besides using plasmonic nanoparticles as molecular sensors, the plasmon resonance can
be used to monitor size and shape evolution during particle growth. Exposing preformed
gold nanorods to a solution containing further gold ions, I was able to continuously follow
size and shape changes on a single particle level using both the fastSPS and the RotPOL
setups (chapter 6). This allowed to extract quantitative data on nanoparticle growth at
each time and provided novel insights into the nanoparticles synthesis process.

My work provided novel setups for rapid single particle spectroscopy, which enables the
possibility to sense molecular events in a systematic way. The range of applications I
demonstrated are only a starting point. The developed techniques provide the groundwork
for further optimization of spectral acquisition, chemical procedures, and better sensing
schemes.
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